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PREFACE

It is,a truism to state tha we tend to appraise any human
behavior, either consciouly or, unconsciously, in terms of.our own
field of reference. This tendency is,particularly true of lan-
guage_behavior;_we alwaysapproach a second langUage,in terms of
our first language. Our abilitY.to learn a second language then

his to a greater orllesser extent, by our grounding
-in-our own-native language.

/ " 6
Perhaps an analogy to architecture will 'exemplify this in-

.,

terference more clearly. The acquisition of a first language in
childhood is the fofindation upbn- which our ability to speak our

- 'native language is .built. SaY thatEnglish is like a convention
for examEhe, and Chinese like a skyscraper., These two

buildings differ not only in heir superstructure, but in their
"fpundatIons as well: Learnin a second language then is very
Much like trying to construct a new building with the, wront, kind
of foundation. (Thus. a Chines student learning English as "a s.
and language is like someone irying to build a convention ball sn
the foundation of a skyscraper, and, conversely, an Ameriean-tr-g-
ing to learn Chinese as a second language is like.somddne trying

,
to build a skyscrap6on the foundation of a convention hall. In
both cases, the greatest source of difficulty is not that the su-
perstructures differ, but that the foundat'ions

It is the purpose of this manual, then, to introduce the
English teacher to many of the ways in which Chinewand English
differ fundamentally. ,It ~is hoped that the material presented /
here will assist the'teacher in defining the problems,that Chi- //
'nese speakers are likely to have. in learning English as a second /

,language. Furthermore, by contrasting the difference in the pat7
terns and structures of the two languages, it is hoped that the
teacher,I,Wil be able to present his material more lucidly and

- \effectpery tb the Chinese student.

\ , This manual abounds in remarks,such as, "The Chinese len:-
guacie does not have...,' Chinese studdnts have great difficulty...,
and, the Chinese speaker is liable to make errors like..." At no
time are these remarks intendedto be construed as critical of or

_

condetcending-to the Chinese people or language. Anyone with
linguistic training will know how difficult it is to compare the
degree ,of "difficulty", "sophistication",. or "logic" between any
two languages.. It ins not b6cauie of these qualities, therefore,
tfiat,English and Chinese differ, but because 'these languages-are
historically unrelated and geographically distant. A'man41 de-.
voted to the teaching of Chinese to native English speakers,
then, would contain.many remarks on the mistakes and difficulties
thatfpglish speakers would have. It is very important, there"-
fore', that the teacher does not approach the probleMs which a
'Chinese student has in -learning English in a 'critical or condes-
cending manner, but rather with patience and understanding. ,
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The reader should be aware that theChinese lahguageOxists
in many varieties. Recent scholarship divides contemporary
spoken.Chinese into eight major dialects, or more accurately,
dialect groups, each of which can be further divided into.sub-
dialects,'and even sub-subdialects. The basic grahlmaticai. struc-
-ture. of all these varieties if Chinese is vietually the same, and
even in detail there is a very high degree of sim4arity among
them. There is more divergence in vocabulary,. especially ithat of
non-literary; non-technical-everyday speech. In honology, also,
basic structural characteristics are shared. The [Pattern o'f"A,
monosyllabic morphemes, each with a distinctiv' t he, limited.
distribution of Rhonettie types in the es 6cially syl-
lable-final consohOhts, and very little or .not4u tering of con-
sonants, is makn:EaZ-ne0 throughout all the dialedt of Chinese-
In phonological' 'de,VO, however, there are marked.' ifferences
among thejfiajor dialects. These differences are i fact so great
that, together,with.difierences in vocabulary, the prod6ce mu-
tual uninelli4ibility.among the major dialect

By far the largeS1 sintJ.e dialect group, both in terms of--
'6humber OE speakers and geographical areas in which t is, spoken,
is, Northern Chinese, or Mandarin, which is sp-Oceq ith relatively
minor variations over all of China north of the River and
in .the so4hwestern.paft of the country. Northern hinese is tale-
native tongue of.an estimated 70 per cent of the po ulation Of
China, and it'is a variety of Northern Chinese--tha of the capi-
tal city Peking--which forms the basis for the nati nal' standard

-7 ngilage.

,The non-Mandarin dialects of Chinese are spoke in the -'

southeastern provinces, especially along the seacoast.' The lar-
-?gest of these, in terms of numbets o£ speakers, is che Wu gtoup,
pxwhich the speech of the gre,t7cityi,of Shanghai,belongs. Sec-
ond is the Cantonese grodp, which includes the standard Cantonese
of CantOkCity and the British colony-of Hong Kong. Most of the
Shopkeepers in Ameri6g's Chinatowns speak one-or another subdia-
lect of Cantonese.. Wu is spoken by, about 8.4 per cent of the

_pCpulation of China, and Cantonese by approximately five per cent.
These seem like rather small,figuresy butin a population of 7.60.
million (1966 estimate), it means that there are around 62 mil -

-._4 lion speakers of Wu, which is more than the population of the
Mnittd_Kiudom, Italy, or France; and Cantonese, with around 38

i

million,, has more speakers than the population Of Spain. Another
'' important dialect is Sou hern Min, which is spoken in the south-

erp.part of Fukien province and by,approximately eighty per cerIt.
OE'Caiwan's populattokof thirteen million.

While 297per cent 'of the population have as their mother
tongue a non-Mandarin dialect (about one per,cent speak no/i -Chi-

nese languages), many of these--especially the younger genera-
tion- -speak Mandarin as a second language. Since the adYent of
the government of, the People''s Republic of China in 1949, Man-
darin has been vigorously promoted throughout mainland China as

' the official common medi9m of communication and as the language

o OIj
1V
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of instruction in the school systems. And on'Taiwan it has been
promoted by the government of the Republic of China with 06h
success that now virtually all the youth of the island speak Man-
darin. In these efforts, the standard language taught in the''.
school systems both'onthe mainland of _China and in Taiwan is de-.
fined as being based an the dialect of Peking. It is this Stan-
dard Mandarin that we haiGe taken as the object of our comparison
with English in this 'handbook. It Must be realized, however,
that this standard ii to some extent only an ideal. There is

i considerable variation in the degree to.which thit ideal is ap-
proached in practice. When a Chinese whose native tongue is a j

non-Mandarip dialect learns the standard language'he will experii-
ence inter rence from his native'. dialect, with the result that!.

..he will speak Mandarin. with' the "accent" of his own dialect - -Can-
tonese, Taiwanese, or whateer it may be. And persons who speak
natively a variety of Mandarin other than Pekingese generally do
not feel the need to adjust their speech to the precise standard.

._:_in_this_handboalc_w_eould_not-essibly_describe_the_mariY
varieties of Chinese, or even the varieties of Mandarin, which
_might be spoken'by studentof English teachers who will use this
book. We have therefore couched our description in terms of com.:-
parison of English, with Standard Mandarin, the "ideal" formof
the language which is taught in China and7i0 Taiwan', as_yell as

"' W.foreign students of Chinese in other parts of the world It,
is likely that only a small minoeity of, Chinese students of Eng-
lish will speak precisely the form of Ch.'nebe described. The
tpdeoh of most will-vary from this norm', and for many the-varia-
-tion may be quite pronounced. 4

'The situation is perhaps not so bad asit would seem, hOW-
ever. As has been mentioned above,the amount of variation among
Chinese dialects is least isn the area o.f grammatidal structure,
greater in vocabulary, and greatest in the details of phonolOgv.
`Thismeans that the kinds of.problems,Chinese students have in
learning Englip-4rammar, insofar as these problems are the re-

0

suleof interference fmn,Chinese. are likely to beVery much the
'' Sallie regardless of the studentsedialect backgrounds.(There will,of

coarse, be great variation, depending upon each student's previous
study of English.) Differences in vocabulary among dialects are
for the most part n.oti'df a sort that will result in any signifi-
cant differences in the kinde of difficulties students will have/
with English vocabulary. Itie in phonology that Chinese dia- /

lect-s vary most widely, and'.itit-'fhere that individual dialec.t back-
grounds will show most clew ly 'difficUlties various Chinese
*studentswhave with English renunciation. Eyen'in phonology,
however, sidde*the dialectal differences are,p4marily differ-
ences of detail rather.than differences in basic phonological
pattern, it is only in the more minor problems,ofpronunciation
that a student's specific dialect background will significantly
affect his learning, of ,English. For the major, problems, the ka-

_sic structural differences between Chinese (of,any variety) and
English will far outweigh the differences,in detail from one Chi-
nese dialect to another. ,

.
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CHAPTER 1: PHONOLOGY: THE UNDS OF ENGLISH AND CHINESE

1.1. Segmental Phonemes ,

1.1.0.
,

Introduction /
The phonemes:ya a language are the individualtsoun4s. which-

make up its.words. yhe symbol fcr a phoneme is written/between
slant lines. For example, /b/, /s/ and./a/yare phonemes of Eng-
lish. A phoneme usually written with one-symbol,; however, it
may be written with two symbolsjif this makes it easier for-us
tO remember hOw it is pronounced. For instance, the first sound
in church canXe written /tf/ to remind us that it begint kike,
ttie stop It/ and ends like the fricative /f/:

The symbols which we use to write phonemes are chosen from
the,Symbp16 of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) with cer-,
tain mihpr revisions. A detailed description.:of an actual language
sound must include more features than those that arelassiimed for
'thebagic phonemic symbol, and any phoneme in a given language may
..fieVe/a number of phonetic variants. A phonetic transcription,
us g additional symbols or diacritical marks to indicate these
a ditional featuresls written between square brackets. For ,

/4ximple,the English phoneme /t/ (voiceless stop made with the
/'tip of the tongue) has the following variants in different phono-

logical environments: aspirated wr* in word-initial_position:,
uhaspirated. It) following /sit

as
in stop; Lapped-4d as in butter

.or,later; and unreleased [t1].as in outcome. v,

A phoneme is defined fo; a partirtIFF-language by its phonetic
variants and their distribution in.that,language.? This means

4-the '"same" phoneme is always prononncedsothewhat:differentlyAn
two different.languages. As indicated above-,_ tae "phoneme /t/:! in

" English,is sometimes aspirated and 'sometimes not. Chinese hag',a
"phdhethedtP which'is never aspirated and contrasts "with a "pho-
neme /t'i" which is always aspirated. .English hAs both sounds'but _

thedifference_between them is not phonethic. In Chinese they are
llstirict phonemes. In comparing two languages, one must deal with
the similarities and.differences on both the phonemic and the

.' phonetic levels.

.

'1.1.1. Chinese Consonants. .

Chinese consonant phonemes are,charted in Fig ure 1 on page
twV. Circled phonemes are not fouhd in; English. Some of these
are similar enough to-English phonemes so as too sound the same to
the Chinese speaker add:thus pe.,substituted for the English.pho-
nemes, rpsditing inea:JEOreign accent'. Thoserahonemes that are
not circled are virtually the same for Chinese di-Id-English, at
least. in thei'doniinarit allophones, and arez-therefore solinds that C
the Chinesespeaker has ready at hand for use in English.

Noticp that all Chinese stops, affiicates, and fricatives
(exceptjr /) are voiceless. /r/'has a special sta us. -It is

E. normally pronounced with local friction only in ry deliberate
,style of speech. It is allWalis voiced, but inAost other ways it

*In IPA either h or a reversed apostrophe can be used to indi-
cate aspiration.' We will use the plai yped apostrophe. '.

1

" 013
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0-
1 i.

functions as a member of a set with /tj/, /t1'/, and-/ii. We
therefore refer to it.as a fricative in some of our discussion

----)below. There are two sets _of stops, but these two sets-ar6'dis-
tinguished only by the feature of aspi ation. ThisiS in con.:
traet to the two sets of stops in'Engl sh, which'are Aistin-
gUished primarily by voicing. The Chi ese aspirated. stops
/p', t', k' /, are virtually the sAme,ai the aspirated variant `of

.

the voiceless set of stop,in"t4lish, i.e., [p', ts, k''.1 -(-cf:
above, section 1.1..A... '.Therefore these Chinese phonemes are not
circled in our,chdrt, even though the same s ols (with the dia-
critic for ,aspiration) will not be found in t e English consonant
chart. Thihinese unaspirated stops /p, t, k/ are very similar
phonetically to the unaspirated variants of the corresponding ,

English voiceless stops, but these are - circled on the chart because
phonetic![p, t, kJ occur.in English only in very restricted en-
vtronmens (cf, section l.1.00.' All six affricates /ts', tg',
tf', ttitg,-tf/ are circled becauie therare all different from
any English phonemes, Chinese /6/,an4 /f/ both sound somewhat
similar to English /f/ but are still sufficiently different that
their,SUbstitution for the English sound results in a noticeable
accent, The same is true of /tgl/ and AP,/ in their similarity

1 to English /tf/.
.

I
/ 'Chinese /x/ and In are somewhat similar to English /h/ and

Jr/ respectively, but the Chinese sounds may have local friction
...4

N\

. .

.t*. Note that we are using. S` and f (both as single symbols and in
the affricate digraphs) in place of IPA F and 0 respectively,
and 'the proper IPA symbol for our r is

014
2



while the English4phonemes re frictionless. English In car-
ries lip-rounding, whereas hinese /r/ is rounded only when
immediately preceding a rou ded vowel or semivowel.

w and y. on the chart re resent the vowel glideso[111 and a]
(cf. sec. 1.1.5.) };lut are in luddd-here in parentheses for con-
venience in comparison with the semivowels /w/ and /y/ which in
English are analysed as conso ants (cf. sec. 1.1.2:). (Also

.see Table 4, notes 2 and 3 foA use of W and- in pinyin
spelling for Chinese.)

1.1.2. English Consonants.

Place of

Articula-Manner

of tion

Articulation

.

to A--
cl,m

.:41.214

m

f;;14
O. .1:1
al ---

ro .7.

0 r4
0 .0 0

.0,t't
1 a) ti.)

"rgi
14 I-I ri \

c) scia
- 0 00-1
A rx---

ID
0 r4
131 0
8.c t
E-I 4 w

'44 (1)?:
0 E-1 W

13.r0 tj,-1 0 rl
E.-1 to

Q) .--

CI)4 rgl
0 .ri .--1

01 Z o
8=1

E-1 4 .-4

'44 8 Z
0 E-1 0

O'01rl 0 0
E-1 (13

. Q) .-

g) tji f-01
0 r4 4.)

o 0 al'4(
44 r0 0.

9 ',is' 84 = -1
Ora A
14 0 r.:1
r44 Ai .".

w

() 44-
0),i .....

c 03 $.4

E4:11 114 (f-T4

4 w

143 '01
cn to

1.1 riV Ol
0 0 r*
M RS '''''''

43 r-111

0 4

41).4 f!43-

.0 to
E4 --

Stops -

voiceless p t k

.voiced

voiceless

-(1)
,

O
Affricates

° voiced .

, ,

41)
.

Fricatives
voiceless f

8_7,)

s
401

voiced ® 0 ®
Nasals

..
m n .

...

---
I'

Lateral 1
,

r,,,

Semivowels w
G.) -Y .

Figure 2. Consonant phonemes of English. Circled phonemes are
not shared with Chinese.*

O

A careful inspection of the patterning of circles in Fig-
/-

2 will reveal several categories of English consonants. that
are likely to by difficult for Chinese speakers. It Was pointed
out in .the preceding section (1.1.1.) that all Chinese stops,
affricates and fricatives are voiceless. There are no voiced
phonemes'of these types in Chinese. Note that of the thirtee.
Phonemes-circled in Figure 2, eight are voiced, stops, affricates,_
or fricatives: /b, d, g; d3; v, §, 2, 3/.

* Note that we use /y/ in our phonemic notation forIPA [j].

3
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As was explained in section 1.1.1 English /p, t, k/ correspond

more closely to Chinese /p', .t', k'/ than-to Chinese /p, t, k/.
Therefore-,,the symbols E, t and k are circled on the Chinese chart

but not on the English ,chart. 4

Chinese ha's two sets of sounds that are similar to English
/tf / and /f/ (cf. section 1.1.1.), but none that are quite the
swe. There is nothing in Chinese that is even similar to /0/ or
/6/ with their 'interdental' or tip-of-tongue-,klat-aganst-edge-

- uf=teeth-artIeulatlon
Chinese /x/ has a phonetic variant (hi 'which matches Eng is

/h /, bUt the dominant .form of the qiinese phoneme is [x], with

velar friction, which is completely lacking in the English pho-
-.
neme. ,.,- ,,

.

American English /r//is rounded and withdut friction, while.
Chinese In is unrouhdp.in most of its distribution ,and usually
carries local friction (cf. section 1,.1.1..

Although we have not circled /y /'on this chart, it does
cause a'great deal'of difficulty for Chinese speakers in one par-
ticular environment, namely preceding a high front vowel ([1] or

[I]). For example, Chinese speakers of English,,.may have a great_
dealofdifficulty distinguishing east /istfand yeast /yist/.
(See section 1.1.3.6. below for further discussion of this prob- 4

4,

.
The following five sections are:devoted to further discus -{, 1. 1 --

4.Sion:of special problems Chinese speakers have in learning Eng --'r'-
.

, ., -..;:.

li-dh consonants. .
.01

%

- , . ,-.

1.1.3.,' Chinese and English Consonants Compared: Speoial Dif-'
fidulties for the Chinese Student.

,

k _

1.1.3.1. Voicing. ,'

Chinese has no voiced stops; affricates, or fricatives. As

can be seen froql the charts in 1.1.1. and 1.1.2., both Chinese
and English have two sets of stops ,and affridates. In English,

one set is voiced and one set Is voiceless., In Chinese, however,
both.sets are voiceless. The difference between the two Chinese
sets is tht one set is aspirated and one set is unaspirated.
Since aspiration does occur as a supplemental feature, in English,
the Chinese 'gpeaker can associate hisaspirated stops and'affri-
cates.with English voiceless aspirated stops and affricates, and

his unaspirated stops and affricatesidith English voiced unaspir

. ated ones. -This will alloW hifil to distinguish between4the two
sets_ Of stops and affricates but Will make thepronunciation of
the voiced set sound strange-to native speakers. (See the fol-

lowing section for a discussion of problems with the aspirated

sounds.)
The Chinese speaker will pronounce:

English bill` as [pIl] instead of [bIl]

do. as (tu) instead of [d]
get a (ket] instead of ['get]

For /d/, in addition to voicing,there is also the differ-

%
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ence in place of articulation. As will be seen from the charts,
'English /di is pronounced with the tip of the tongue against the
-gum ridge, while, the nearest counterpart in Chinese, /t/,,is ar-
ticulated a bit further forward, with the tip of the tongues
touching the back of the upper teeth.as well as the most forward
part of the gum ridge; This difference in articulatory position
is very small, however, and relatively unimportant. '-

The Chinese speaker must first learn how to make voiced
stops. After that, drills should ,be devised which contrast

P

voiced and voiceless stops in otherwise identical words:

pill
do : to e \
got : cot

The English voiced affricate) /d3/ presents a similar prob-
lem. The.Chinese student must learn to voice it; and in addition
he must learn the correct articulatdry position.

Chinese also lacks voiced fricatives. The Chinese speaker
may pronounce.Eriglish /v/, -,/z/, and /3/..as their Voiceless coun-
terparts /f/, /s/ and /f/, with some additional difficulty aris-
ing from the 'bunched tongue' articulation of /3/ and /f/. /6/
is especially difficult because it requires voicing in addition
to the-completely strange articulatory, position which it shares

r

In fricatives, of course, thereis nothing corresponding to
the aspirated-unaspirated distinction which reinforces the voice-
less- voiced distinction of the stops and affricates. Students
may pronounce pairs of words like the following exactly the same:

(sIp]
both pronopnced

fishes/vicious-. (Wad]
-It is therefore especially important that students be taught to

voice the appropriafe-ficatives.
Students can,Often be helped to recognize voiced-voiceless

distinctionsvby holding their hands over their ears or touching
their throats as the pronounbe alternately voiced and voiceless
sounds. Once a student has learned how to voice'aconsonant,
then the remaining task is to drill the proper pronunciation uric

til it becomes habitual.

1.1.3.2. Aspiration..
Both Chinese and Englis have aspirated stops and affri-.7-.

cates. However, Chinese aspikated sounds are nearly always
strongly aspirated.. English aspirated sounds are strongly aspir-
ated only in word-initial poSieti:oh, Medially and. finally
they are only weakly aspirated; except that medial /t/ and
%k/-are strongly aspirated before a stressed syllable (e.g.;.,
attem t). If the final sound is unreleased, it will of course
nijr- a-aspirated at all. Voiceless stops -are also unaspixated
follqwing /s/, as in stop, spell, skill, and are unreleaSed be-

.

5.
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fore other consonants, as in ripped [riplt], utmost (a0most].
The Chinese gpeaker will tend to pronounce thT-1731.-Cless stops'as
strongly aspirated in all of these positions unless the differ-
ence ;.s pointed out and drilled.

1.123.3. Positional Variants.
In general, English consonants are\pronounced ore strongly

initially and less strongly medially and finally. Final conson-
ants tend to be unreleased, especially at the end f a phrase.

L_L.When_Chinesespeakers learn to-make-final consonan (Cf-. se ion
1.1.3.4.) they pronounce.them distinctly and releas them fully.
It is very difficult for a Chinese speaker to hear w kly articu-
lated stops, especially unreleased voiced stops.

1.1.3.4. Final'Consbnants.
Mandarin Chinege has no consonants except /n/ and /0/ at\the

ends of syllables,Final. consonants are thus'difficult for the.
Chinese speaker to,produceTwo types of mistakes are common:

1) hdilthinese speaker bay leave off the consonant.
For example/ Iab may be pronounced,[ le].

2Y He may add vowel-after the final consonant, making
the-word one syllab e longer. If corrected on lab, he may change
his (la] to (lebai r [labu] .

1.1.3.5. Conson. t Clusters.
Consonant usters are subject to the same two types of mis-

takes are f al consonants discussed in the preceding,section.
Since Chinese as no consonant clusters within a single syllable,
and sincefav between syllables the Chrrconsonant sequences that
can occur a of a final nasal, /n/ or /0/,"followed by an initial.
consonant, /the_Chinese speaker is accustomed to following each
single consonant with a vowel in the, same syllable. He will tend
to inset a neutral vowel between arillgequence of consonants he
pronounces in English. In,addititinythejwiill tend4to fail to tp;r0-
nounce some of the consonants in a cluster. Insertion of extra
vowels is 'a result of the problem-et transitions between conson-
ants. ,English cap be described as,havin4 three pOssible kinds of
transitions between consonants within a word. The first is close
transition. This is the transition between adjacent consonants,
as in:-

sPort (aprt].
back part (belsEart]

In close transition there is a consonantal closure maintained at
all points during the sequence. Eithertone closure is used for
both or the second, closure is formed befoie the first one is re-
leased. s\

In open transition the first consonant is momentarily re-
leased before the second consonant is formed. A short vowel'
sound is thus heard betwOn the consonants. Three kinds of open
transiltion occur, high 'front [I], a high back [u] and a mid
[a], (They are written above the line toindicate their short-

,0 1 h
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-ness.) TheopRn transitions are the unstressed vepSions of
regular voi4els'Which Merge into more neutralvarietM:

.

.,

-support, __-[sUport) or [segort]
,.:

believe : [billy] of [balivf
' f

I

A vowel transition,is the transition between two consonants
separated by a stressed vowel. 1 / ,..+W

The Chinese speaker will usually substitute vowel transition.
for-open transition (that is, he will pronounce unstressed vowels

- too distinctly). ,Similarly,,he will substitute openitransition
for Close transition (that is, insert short vowels between adja-
cent consonants). .Botil, of these kinds of errors can)be attacked
through drills which contrast all three types_of transition. An,
example might be:.

I-
1'

//'supper [s6pr) beaver [vr)

support [sepSrt) believe [bIliv]

sport [sport) bleed [blid) '1

\i, `41,kct such triplets, in,which the goal of close transition is'__
approached through the intermediate stage of open transition
shou1d4hefp the student to acquire the correct pronunciation Of

- consonant clusters; ,
.

'ConSonants are most often dropped when they occur in final
°\i .clusters.,. These cluters should be easier to learn if they are

first intioduced in a phrase in which the cluster' is immediately .

\ followed by, a vowel This,will allow the last consonant in the
cluster to be pronounced as/if it were the first consonantlof the',

\

following word. Fgr instanbe, the cluster /zd/ in used could
\ first be presented in the phrase he used it, which would be\prO-

nounced [hi yuz dIt]. Once this has been mastered, the student
can attempt phrases where asonsonant follows, as in used book .

. [yuzd buk]. And from that'Stage, he can go on to pronounce
the word used alone or at*the end of-an utterance.

.
.

..

e.
AP 1.1.3:6: A Checklist' of Consonant Problems.

Here we present a'checklAst dpf English consonant phonemes.
,7.1;' Fqreach phoneme or set of plIoneme's listed,we include brief com-

meaS or a reference to sections where relevant problems are dis-i

cusSpd, or both. , , ?

In referring to subsections of 1.1.3. (i.e., those immedi-
ately above), we have use :section headings rathei than numbers,
as the headings should be more immediately meaningful'to the

_Lieader. These headings are: .
,

'Voicing v , 1.1.3:1.
Aspiration 1 1.3.2.
Positidgal Variants '1.1.3-3.

.-Final-Consonants --: : 1,11.3.4.
Consonant Clusteri ,: 1.1.3.5.

7
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Table 1

A Checklist of Consonant Problems

/b/ and /p/
See'Aspiration, Voicing, and Positional Variants.

/d/ and /t/
See:Aspiration, Voicing, and Positional Variants.

English /t/ can become a.flap [t] between owels or before
a syllabic consonant. Some Chinese speakers whose native
dialect is not Mandarin may pronounce both /d/ and /1/ and
.perhaps In as a'flapped.r [i]? similar to this flapped t

/g/ and /k/
See Aspiration, Voicing, an Positional Variants. t7 N

.,

, ,
//d3 /and /tf/ ,* , L

. Sea-.Voicing and P sitional Variants.' .i.
.

rz,
_.-- ;

/d3/ is. very:diffichlt for Chinese speakers, since it in-
volvev'a sequence Of two voiced sounds and since /3)! is dif-
ficult by itself. -,.It may be pronounced as, unvoiced [ts] . _

r---
/v/, /f /, "and /w/

See Voicing and Positional Variants.

,/v/ is diffiuclt because of its voicing. /f/ will often e
`Titituted for /v/.because the two sounds hive the same r-

t cuiatory position, lower"lip against the uppet teeth. /w/
is ai'sb a common-substitution-because-it-s-the-closest--
voiced counterpart to /v/ among the sounds",-that the student
has from Chinese. _Speakers whose native dialect is Taiwan-
ese may pronounce /f/ with both lips as [43], and this may
Sound to the American earilike /h/ or /w/. Similarly, they
may pronounce /liras 0], which we 'may hear as /b/.

/s/ and /z/
t see Voicing and Positional Variants.

s

/s/ before /i/ may be pronounced like Chinese /6/, which. may
sound like English' /f/. Thus sea might sound like she-.

/z/ may he pronounced like Chinese voiceless [ts].

/f/ and /3/
See Voicing and POsitional Variants.

/3/ is a father difficult sound Or -Chinese speakers. It
may be pronounced as [f] or [ts]. It may be helpful to
suggest that /3/ is prdnounced something like Chinese ini-
tial /r/.

02o
8
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/e/ and /6/

Table 1 (cont.)

n
See Voicing and Positional Variants.

These sounds are very difficult for Chinese' speakers,_ since
there are no sounds in'Chinese using this position of the
tongue and teeth..;

/e/ may be pronounced ad */s/, /f/, /t/, or /ts/. /6/ may
receive those same pronunciations or/their voiced counter-

' .parts /z/, /3/, I/d/: or /dz/. . Sometimes'a student who has
.learned that tkie -'careful'. articulation for /0/ and /6/ is
interdental will oVerarticulate, making his tongue protrude
too far forward between his teeth.

74.11/: /n/, and. /'D/

Nesals usually cause no problems_for speakers of Standard
Mandarin except when used as syllabic consonants. (See sec-
tion 1.2.3. for a disdussion of syllablic consonants.)

Some Chinesedialects,do not distinguish between /n/ and /g/
-ih final position; and speaker's of.those dialects may there.-
for'experience some diffculty with English word -final /=n/
and b-g/:, .

/1/ and /r/

/y/

. ,

/1/ has tw74erieties in English, so- called 'light.i' fll in,
word-initial position, and back or 'der% 11 [11_1m_post-
vocalic position or as af.syllebic_consonant. Many-Chinese
speakers will substitute, a vowel (commonly a high bac un-
rounded my for the syllabic /1/-, as: -'

,

',

`

IJ

[bato.] .nsteed pf [bati],:for

Some will make the samesubstitution
)

vocalic /1 /,. as:
1

bottle
*4

post-
4

also fdr.the

0

[fIw]. instead

others willuse he
vocelic
along with /d/ and
English'/d/ or, the

of -(fIi), for fill f.

light 1 [1] for both initial and post-
Some Chinese' may pronounce initia1,11/,
/r/ as a. flap [r] . This may sound like
British flap r in 'veddy good'.

In Chinese there.is no contrast between the high. front vowel
[i] and a high front semivowel (j). Instead, the Chinese vow-
el phoneme /i/ may acquire a slight non-distinctive glide in
front of it when it is,et the beginning of a syllable qse'e

.
9
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Table 1 (cont.)

section 1.1.5. for details). Because of this the Chinese
speaker will tend to pronounce English east /ist/ and yeast ,-.

alike, omitting the initial /y/ from yeast.
.,

V ., .1 .11.1.4. English Vowels. 4
y

Vowel sounds are usually diagrammed on a chart which,whows
the position of the tongue in the, mouth during their foritation.
This chart is called a vowel quadrilateral. The positions are
labelled as follows: , tii -.

a
-.

4.FRONT CENTRAL BAC

1

K I-I ;'f
1:,1 "'";1

-...-4--HIGH
5

. MID
C7

LOW

Other featules may be represented schematically on tLs
the addition of extra rows and columns. The vowe'chart
shows the English vowel phoneme& according to th featur
sions of high -low, fronack, and tense-lax. T ns'e vow ls*are
made with theongues ill a position further from the neutral, re-
laxed position-than lax vowels. ,Lax vowels are lower.and more
centra4zed than their tense counterparts. j i

..i

hart by
below
dimen-

.

FRONT-

(UgROUNDED)

CENTRAL

(UNROUNDED)

TACK-

(ROUNDED)

IA*

HIGH
- if

.

r
.

U

. lipSE

LA
1

MID
e

e

a.

,7"..:*

o TENSE

LAX

LOW & a , o (LAX)/

. Figure 3. English Vowel PhOnemes.

The eleven vowels,of English are charted in Figure 3. here are"
also three diphthongs, (al], (o.U] and (oI), which we shall write
phonemically as /ay!, law/ and /3y /. In addition to tliese three,
"true diphthongs," the high and mid tense vowels have alternate

-022
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.:pronunciations as diphthongs, which the main vowel element is
followed by a'glide to a high front or high back position, as

follows (also cf.'section 1.2.4.1.):
/

/i/ = [i] Or [ij] .-. /u/ = [u] or [uw]

/e/ =.je] or [ej] /o/= ,[o]-or [Ow]
'/

1 1. 5.. Chinese Vowels. .

. .-

1.1.5.0. For Chinese, the additional features needed are rounded-
unrounded and retroflex-plain A schematic chart including all
four features dimensions could be drawn as follows:, .

. .

FRONT

UNROUNDED ROUNDED

,/ SACK

UNROUNDED ROUNDED:

HIGH

MID
a.

/RETROFLEX.

PLAIN '

LOW

t
.
2 *

Figure 4. Chinese Vowel Phonemes, Arranged By Features.*

A/ is pronounced with the same tongue position as /i/ but with
the lips rounded. /aV is'pronounced with the same basid tongue,
position as /a/ but with the tongue tip raised behind the-gum ''''

ridge. ,

.

The above chart is schematic, it-emphasizes features over,
tongue position. A chart emphasizing the dominant tongue posi-
tioh for each

,

,

phoneme could, be drawn as follows:
,.

.c
.

Figure 5..,Chinese Vowel Phonemes Arranged bye Articulatory Posi-

tionot Dominant Variant.

* We use ü in place of. IPA [y] br. order tp avoid confusion with A
/v/ as used in ourY Env] ish ntpiumiini7ation. $-

41
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. , A
We can see from these charts that the Chinese vowel quadri-

lateral has a basically'triangular shape. There is no phonemic
I,contrast between front and back Vowels on either the mid-or the.

low levels. . A , ., . # .7

The preceding charts show the major phonetic variant of e
Chinese vowel phoneme; each phoneme occurs in other phonetic var -.

1
.iants in special environments..

!

4

,
.

1.1.5.1. A high vowel` may acquire, a non-distinctive on-glide or
a.non-distinctive initial glottal stop When it is not preceded by
andnitial consonant:

/i/ = 1?il

/U/ = (12(1] or

/u/ = (111,u] or Dul

(A 'under a vowel indicates that it is acting. as a nOn-sllaBir
glide.)

It,may itself become,a glide when it is by anothe\r, vowel
tpe same syllable:

,

/iV/ = (1V]

/UV/ = ($.1]

/uV/ =

(V "stands for any vowel.)
N,

/i/ and /u/ may also become glides when preceded by another Vowel
in the same syllable:

/Vi/ .= [Vi]

/Vu/ = [14,1]

/i/ and /u/ are lowered before /0/:

(no] vs. (1).]-or (lid]

[tUo] vs.. jtu]

1.1.5.2. The plain,mid vowel /a/
following page. .

Before a high front.4owel in
as te]. Before a high back vowel
as (oh After a high front vowel
comes [e] ,

12

024

has the variations shown on the

the same syllable, /a/ appears'
in the same syllable -it appears
in the same syllable, it be:
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.

,

.

. v
Zai/ is pronounced (e41 0

. /au/ is pronounced [4]
. -

/ia/ is Pronounc9d [Ai x] ,

I

FAONT CENTRAL

.HIGH

BACK

UNROUNDED ROUNDED
r

MID
e

1 o .

a

LOW
s.

0

Figure 6. Phonetic Variants. of Mid Vowel /0.

,The-tequenceof'high back rounded /u/ and mid unrounded /a/ adds
a'transitional mid roUpded vowel. Thus /ua/ becomes (mot). When
/a/,is the final element in a syllable and is not preceded by an-
other vowel, it is.prondunced NU, that is it begins-further
back and ends more central. When it.precedes a nasal, it has.its
tase-fotm [el, e.g., [tfanl or [leol

When.the.retroflex mid vowel /ay/ stands alone to form
a syllable it varies with the tone of the syllable .appearing as
(041 in tones 1 and 2 and ('a) in tones 3 and 4.

See section 1.2.3. below for her aiscussion'of syllabic
retroflexion, which affects virtue all the vowels of the.sys-
tem,

0

1.1.5:4:. The low vowel /a/ has the following variants:

Figure 7. Phonetic Variants of Low 'Vowel /a/.

The basic form of /a/ is a
in syllable final position

a

low central vowel. It has this form U)
(W al-, an& when followed 'by t4e10141

13^
.
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high back vowel /u/ or the-beck nasal /0/. When it isfollowed
by /i/ or /n/ it is fronted to [a]. And betweemv/i/ and /n-/ .

( lian/.) it ,is further fronted and raised to [e]* ([3en])...

1.1.5.5. Chinese has two sets'-,of trowel sounds which ard-supple-,
rnentary to the ohonemit system. 9nd-set'is.used only in inter--
jections. It has a front_meiber. which appears,randomlY as 1e]
'or [e] 4nd a }tack Inembenwhicli'appears randomly as [o] or [pl.'

The\ other set occurs par4sitically'following those conson-
ants whidh can.lorm syllables ilone, i.e., the apical and retro-
flex affriCates and fricatives. It(See section 1.2.2.2. below.)

-It also has two members; a plain member folloWing an apical'ini-tial consonant and a retrollexpmember following a retroflex irii-'
tial consonant:` They ar.sometimes referred to as.'homorganic' r
vowels because.,:heir articulation is the same as tne preceding
consonant except that the tongue is ,retracted from the palate
just enough to 'cause cessation of.' the local'' friction of 'the con-
sonant. oth members can be considered high, central and un-
rounded. They will be represented by the symbols'In (plain)
and J] (retroflex).

These extra vowels would fit into the vowel quadrilateral '

as follows:

w
1.! f4

e"

i

Figure 13. Vowels Supplementary to the Phonemic System.
,

.

1.1:4.' English and Chinese Vowels Compared: Special Difficul-
ties.:torthe Chinese Student:-, *,,f . 1 c

;17 The chart on the'next page shows theipositions.cif the major
vanients of 4ipese and English voWelt,phonemes_zuper:Imposed on
each other. The Chinese vowels fobu.a.-triangular system with a
pointed bottorp the English soundsteform'a quadrilateral system
with a flatbottom.- t

.

Chinese vowels that do not occur asjahonsmesimEngliih are
circled. -English vowels that do not occur as:phonemes'in.Chinese
lie outside the V which marks the bottt6hoof the Chinese vowel tri=

.

angle. r-
.

..
. 'it

Figure
,,,

9'will help us to see the'overall contrast aftween the
phonem-it-vowel!Systems of the. two langupges_and'Io make Some gen-

a eral statements about the kinds of problemsChinese students can
,' be

4

expected to have with English vowels., .

V,
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FRONT

UNROIRCID ROUND

CENTRAL

(UNROUND)

- BACK

(ROUND

TENSE

LAX

a TENSE

LAX -.

(LAX)

-Figure-9. ',English and Chinese Vowel Sistems.

1.1.6.1. Quadrilateral vs. Triangular Tongue Movement.
The-Chinese vowel system distinguishes only three degrees of

-height and has no phonemic-distinction between frdnt and back on
the mid and lOw levels, This means that the Chinese speaker must
learn.manY neWdistinctions of vowel quality to master the Eng-
lish Vowel system. English distinguishes five heights' in front
(/i/, /I/, /e/, /e/ /m/) and four-in back (/u/, /U/, /o/,° /3/).
These sets of vowels should be practised together as well as in ' .

minimal pairs and triplets. The front-back distinction should //.

also be drilledlpy means of minimal pairs and triplets: /e/ /a/ ,

'/U/; /o/r etc.

1.1.6.2. "Tense -Lax Distinction.
Chinese has no lax vowels. The distinction between tense

and lax vowels is therefore difficult for the Chinese-speaker to
make. English has three pairs of vow "s distinguished by. the fea-
ture of tenseness, /i/ vs. /1/, /e vs. /e/, and'/.u/ vs.,: /U/. It
is,particular4 difficult for, e Chinese speaker to distinguish- -
both in hearing and producing- -the frbnlax vowels from their_
tense counterparts 'and from one another.. e/m is perhaps the single
most difficult distinction.
1.1.6.3. Glides.

-English /i/ anal /u/ usually end with a glide that is higher
and tenser at the end than at the beginning. /u/ also increases
greatly 'in lip-rounding at the end. c'Though Chinese./1/ and /u/.,:
may begin with a glidk (cf. section 1.1.5.1.), once begun, the,
tongue'(and for /u/, lip) position is maintained withOut change
to th end of the vowel.. Chinese diphthongs also end on glides
that are lower, shorter, and lessGtense than the final glides of
Eng ish diphthongs. -In all these cases the Chineseispeaker must:
learn to produce strong ,glidestat the end of English diphthongs.
i/ and /u/ may bewritten ii or and uw to remind'the stu7
ent that they consist of two parts yith different phonetic prop-

erties..)

f '

,1.1.6.4. The following table is a checklist of English vowels,
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soe

o

0

with references to'the three preceding sections and-brief com-
ments ondi;ficulties presented by each vowel. Sounds which are
not likely to cause trouble are dmitted from the list.

Table 2

Checklist of Vowel Problems

Chinese has an /a/ophoneme; howeyer, its range extends as tar 0

forward as English /e/, resulting difficulty for the Chi-
nese speaker in distinguishing English-/e,m,a/.

/au/
See Glides above.

Chinese /au/ is different from 'English /au/ in two ways:
Chinese /a/ in this combination is pronounced farther back,
and the /u /toff- glide -is not as strong in Chinespas in the
English diphthong. 'ThereforeAuf as pronounced by -the Chi-
ne e speaker may sound.to theLA64rican ear like [3] or [DID.

.

/28/

See ,Tense-Lax and Quadrilateral.

\
.

/m/, is very difficult for'Chinese speakers. It is very of-
ten.,con used with English /e/ or /a/.

/e/
BeeQuadri ateril, .Tense -Lax.

The diphthon variety [ej] of this vowel haS.a counterpart
' ° in the Chines, diphthong /8i/ (pronounced [0;]). It4may,

however,.also be confused with the other non-high front vow-

s:,

4

, els /e/-and /m/.
/e/

. See Quadrilateral, Tense-Lax.

/a/

Non-high/e/ is difficult for the Chinese speaker. Since-le/_
is within the range of the Chinese phoneme /a /, it may be
confused with English Ye/. It may also be confused with the- - .

other non -high front vowels /e/ and /m/.
.

1 ' .

i

Chinese /,a/ ranges over the whole mid. level. Because of
this, the Chinese 'speaker may confuseEnglish /a/ with Eng-
lish/mid front /e/. 'In the\back.vowel area, /3/ may be pro-

,nounced as [y], a mid back unrounded vowel that may sound
very much like English slightly rounded /U/.

/i/
See Glides, Tense-Lax.

028
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/ I/

See Glides, Tense-Lax..,

/6/
See Quadrilaterallense-Lax', Glides.

O

The diphthongal variety /ow/.has a counterpart in the Chi-
nese diphthong /au/; however; /0/ may also be confused with
/3/. The Chinese diphthong /au/ may also sometimes be sub-
stituted for English /o/.

/0/
See Quadrilateral, Tense -Lax.

/3/ may be Confused with 'the unrounded low vowel /a/.
et

See Quadrilateral, Tense-tax.

/U>'may be confused with its tense counterpart /u /. Be-
cause,English /U/ is only slightly rounded, it may,also be
confusedwith the lax, mid central vowel /a/.

/U/

/u/ e.4 .

See'Tense-Lax' and Glides.
..

/u/ may beconfused with the other non-low rounded vowels
/U/ and /o/.

1.2. The Syllable.

1.2.1. Chinese Tones.
,Every Chinese syllable has as

pitch patterns, or tones. Tones,l
syllables; tone 5, or neutral tone
the-unttressed syllables of compou
patterns of the ,tones are:

sociated with it one of five
, 2,,3 and,4 occur on stressed
, occurs on particles and on '

rt.d words. The phonemic pitch

-Tone 1, high level #1

#4
.Tone 2, high rising-

Tone 3, low falling 42
. rising - #3

Tone 4,_gigh falling

Figure 9: Chinese tones

Neutral tone syllables are alwayt unstressed and normally very
short. Their pitches are determined by the tones of the preced--
ing,and following syllables. , ., .

In transcribing Chinese words, syllables in tone 5 are cus-
", -tomarily left unmarked for tone. 'Tones 1 through 4 max be indi- .

...-
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cated by writing the:'number of thetone after the syllable on
which it ()hours, or by writing a tone mark over the main vowel of
the .syllable. The tone marks which will be used in the romaniza-
tion introduced -in section 1.4: are derii.red from the tone graphs
above. They are as follows (with their usual names following):

'41 a high

#2 6= --rising.
.!

--....-............. . ,

#3
4 I .low

.
.

#4 falling

#5 a neutral

Chinese Syllable Shapes.

, 1.2.2.1: 'Every Chinese syllable must have,,,a tone. A syllable
May consist of a single -consonant'phoneme plus a tone phoneme,
The consonant phoneme will be followed by a non - distinctive 1.70.14P7
el. (See section 1.1.5.5. above.) Only certain consonants may
.occur in this type of syllable. TheTare t.he dental affricates
and fricatives /te/, /tq/ anal /s/, and the retroflex affr.icates

- and fricatives /t,17, /t5/, /5/ and Ir./. (See.section 1.1.1. fot
the position of these sounds on a Chavt,of Chinese cohsonants.)
The plain dental friction sounds are followed by.a plain high4
central unrounded vOwelAd. The retroflex friction sounds are
f011owed by a retroflexed high central. unrounded vowel Pl. Some -
sample words are:

C. 4
,/ts / . [tsi]

/ts
,2
/ (ts'f]

/s
3
4. [sq.-

/01; RI A]

/t.P1/ [0,7]

/13/

/r4/

'wordi term'

'die' .

'know'
- .

'eat)

'to cause'

ol>

-1.2.2.2. Any Chineie vowel.plioneMe may form a syllable alone:
1

.

/i1/, . 61 one

/u
-3
/ [1.1.ti] 'five'

f

/U3/,. , [i./i1) 'rain'

/a'}/ , .[IA1 'hungry'

18
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/a / [a] _ prefix to dersonal-names

/e / [S.] `''son'

See. section 1.1.5. for explanations of the phoneticariants
given, here.

. -

1.2.2.3. In a syllable with two vowels, either the first.or the
last is always a high vowel. In a syllable with three vowels,. \,
both the first and the last will be high vowels. The cofbinA-
tions of vowel phonemes which'occur within these limits areas
follows:'(/eYdoes not combine with-other vowels in the same syl-
lable except in two-morpheme combinations, which are discussed in
section 1.2.3. below.)

-2 Vowels,: . -a

3Vowels:

a-

a-

u -.

u-

u--

u

. .

ai

ei

au

au

,.id s

uo.

is

U9

fie_

-al -au _ --ad

tau iau

uai uai

*This combination occurs only in one or two rare words.
,--''-

A 'high vowel in any of these combinations usually becotmes a
glide phonetically, turning` -the combination into a phonetic diph-
thong or tripthohgf A mid vowel betweentwo high vowels may bs.
-raised and shortened or-entirely deleted, yielding phonetic [uAl],
[1.1Ii] or [Ili] from phonemic luau and phonetic EiRu], [1.1u.] or

[iu] from phonemie7ieu/.
, ^

1.2.2.4. Chinese has no consonant clusters. Any consonant ex-
cept" /0/ may begin a syllabld.. The only consonants which may oc-
'cur at the end of a syllable are the nasals /n/ and /1-)A If a
syllable ends with a consonant/ it may have no more than two vow-
els, and if it has twd:vowels'the second one must not be a high
vowel.

1.2.2.5. The range of. permitted Chinese syllable shapes can be
represente* the list of formulas given on the next page. C

.tom
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stands for-a permitted, -initial consonant, 'V-stands. for-a main
vowel, H stands-for an obligatory high vowel and N stands for a-

permitt-ed final nasal. The consonants_in parentheses are op-,
tional:

C

(C)V

(C) VN

(C) HV

(C) VH

(C) HVN

(C)HVH

No Consonant Consonant

-/u
3/*

/in1/

/ia3/,

/ai
4
/

/iani/

/uai2/

"five'

isoundr

'also'

'love'

'tobacco

'dangerous'

/ts1/

/t'a
I
/

.ma0
2
/ 'busy'

/t'ia
3/

/kau
4/

'enough'

/nian
2
/ 'year'

/biau31 'watch'

'1.2.2.6., This chart of permitted syllable types is of course
generalized. There are many more limited restrictions on which

..,4consonants occur with which specific vowels and vowel sequences.
The most important of these restrictions concerns the consonants
which may or may not precede the high front vowels /i/ and /u/.
These vowels-May never be preceded by the apical,or retroflex
affricates and fricatives /ts', ts, s; t;', tj, r / -or by the

`velars /k!, k, ,x/.
1

1112.3. Chinese Retroflex Syllables.
:4

1.2.3.1: The Chinese morpheme /a?/ can act as i stem meaning son
(in /a2ts/ son, hanU3/ sons and. daughters) or can serve as a
suffix to another stem.,'We'nTE acts as a suffix, it merges with
the stem to whiCh it is suffiked, forming a single-syllable com-
piex-word: In this merging, the _stem word may drop some of its
so9nds and others may be modified. The vowel or diphthOng of the
stem is retroflexed to match the retroflexion of the suffix. The
new syllable keeps the tone of ,the stem, the tone ofthe suffix
morpheme being lost in the merger.

. 1.2.3.2. When /al is added to, the diphthongs /aiAiand-/ai/ they,
drop their final vowel. The remaining vowel is then retroflexed.
Similarly, when /al is added to a syllable ending in /n/, the /n/
is Uropped°and the preceding vowel is retroflexed. When /a), is
added to a syllable ending in /g/, the /g/is dropped and the
precedinglvowel is both'nasalized and retroflexed. ,

1.2..3. /a/ is added directly, to the single vowels /i1/, /i/,
, /a/4 /a /.and /u/ and to the diphthongs. /au/ andlau/. These

vowels and diphthongs are retroflexed, except for the high front
vowels./i/ and /0/, which cannot physically be retroflexed. The
/al suffix may optional be'dropped after any vowel which has'.,
acquired retroflexion:

032

r.
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(fct] is derived froth [fa] + (ak]

[kaq from .: [ka] + [G..]

(tui from + [ai]
[t att],. from (t'au] + (et]
[rna4 ul from [maul +'[as].

For syllables with high front vowels, /ay is added and the vowel-
.

of the stem is reduced to a glide. Thus we have:

[tAial from [th] [a4]

[19,a] from [lit] + [a4]

1.2.3.4. In combination with the syllables ,which consist of a
consonant alone, having no phonemi64-vovel (cf. 1.2.2.1..), the
suffix /al is added.directly to the consonant. ghat is, the suf-
fikrepEEces the phonetic [i] or [r] of these syllables:

[ts' al from +

,[tsal from [tsi] +

[sat] from (sif +

(t j'a41 from + [a,j

Wag from . [tie] + (a4

frog di/ + Ja4]

1.2.3.5. HereWe see that in addition to [e], which is the pho-
netic shape of English postvocalic In (bird /bard/ [bed],ear
/ber/ [beedi]), Chinese alsO has retroflexed vowels [a], [u4T7"ind
retroflexed vowel sequences [a"ul and ieuA]: Chinese speakers
Who use -4this retroflex suffix on many words will pronounce Ameri
can medial and. final r's but may also extend the retroflexion to
preceding /a/, /o/, /72/, /o/ and /au/ vowels', producing-a-strong7
ly retroflexed'hollow' vowel sound.

Many Chinese Speakers, however, use the retroflex suffix,
very little or not at all. These speakers will pronounce Ameri-
can medial and final ris as non- retroflex vowels.or yin drop
them altogether, as speakers of some Southern and New England
dialects do. If' either over-retroflexion or lack,Of retroflexion
interferes with the ability of a Chinese :.:,,aker to make himself
underttoodi it should be the subject of drills. (See Table 1
above for additional comments on difficulties in, pronouncing r
caused by confusion with 1.

1.2.4. English Syllable Shapes.

An English syllable must contain at least one syllabic
. member. That member is usually a single, vowel of _a_dcphthong.

21-
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The English single vowel phonemes are given in section 1.1.4..
They are /i, I, e, e, m, a, a, o, U, u/. Four of these have
diphthongal alternates WI. section 1.1.4.):

-/i/ is' either (i] or (ij]

/e/ is 'either [e] or [ej]

/o/ is either (W),9r [ow]

/u/ is either,[u]".or [uw]

In addition there are the three "true dlphthongs," which do not
alternate with single vowels: lay/, /aw/..and /oy/ (as in bite,
bout and boy).

English thus has seven possible phonetic_dAphthongs, all of.
.which end in a high glide. Chinese has four diphthongs- ending
.in a high vowel or glide. They are /all, /ai /, /au/ and /au/. A
Chinese speaker will tend to substitute his pronunciation of
'these diphthongs for the 'closest' ciorresponding English diph-
thong, .as follows: ,.'

Chinese . for English

.

YaY%-

/ai/ /e/ ([0] or [e]) ,

- /au/ /aw/

/au/ /o/ t61)

In these substitutions, the final vowels of the diphthong will
probably be pronounced loWer and less tense than theEnglish
norm. The fifst-member of /ay/ will be 'more fronted and may
sound like English /m/.The first member of,/aw/ will be backed
and may sound almost like English /o/.* -

The English diphthongs which do not have possible Chinese
diphthongal equivalents are (ij], [uw], and /oy/. The closest ,
Chinese equivalents to the first two are the single vowels /i/
and /u/. There is no Chinese counterpart for boy/ that could be
pronounced as one syllable. It will probably be pronounced as
two syllables, the English /o/ being replaced by Chinese /au/ or
/au/ and'English /.y/ being replaced. by- Chinese /y/.

An English syllable may begin with any single vowel except
/U/; it may end with any single vowel except /I/, /e/, /m/ or
/U/.

1.2.4.2. The syllabic member of.a syllable is usually a vowel or
diphthong. However, some English syllables contain instead a
syllabic consonant. The consonants which can act as syllabics in
Engfih are the lateral /1/ and the nasals /m/, /n/, and /0/.

034
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/1/ occurs frequently as/ a syllabic consonant in Ameri-
can English following the consonants /t/, /d/, /n/J_Is/ and /z/.
Note thd following examples: e

beetle /bitl/
middle '/midi/
funnel /f4nf/ t

.'missile imIsl/
. "puzzle /pdzi/

)

The tick below the 1 denotes syllabicity. The mark over the vowel
indicates stress (cf. section 1.3.1. below): A syllable formed
by a syllabic consonantjs,alwaxs unstressed..

,-/n/ is. often syllabic after /tA, /d/ ad /s/:

button -/b4tn/
hidden /hTdil/

, listen /lIsn/ ,

, .....--.

Many Americans in careless or informal speech pronounce the pro-
gressive ending "-ing" as a syllabic /n/.' Thud riding-1"d pro-
nounced /r6ydn/, kissing becomes /kIsn7, and the pronunciation
/itn/ may be either eaten or eating. 'Compare: _;1

1
'I'm eating. /6.ym itn/ .

--- -,,,....$

I've eaten. /6.yv it?/

\

The word and is often reduced to a syllabic /n/ in rapid speech:-

hide 'n' seek -/h6ydnsikf.
hit 'n' run Aftn6n/

Syllabic /m/ and /9/ occur as reduced forms of unstressed'
. wo rds in careless or rapid'speech:

keep 'em /kipm/
I can-92 /6.ykog6/

.
.

Note that in the spellings !n' and 'em we have informal ortho-
graphic conventions foeinaicating reduced speech -forms.

I.

1.2.4.3. syllabic consonant is made.by not releasing the clo-
sure for, the preceding consonant until the new closure for the
syllabie,consonant is formed. For instance, since the tongue
positions for /t/ and /ri/ are'the same, the sequence An/ is made
by forming the closure for /t/, holding the closure, and pronoun-
cing an /n/ (by opening the nasal passage). Because the closurt
is being held, a voiceless stop cannot be aspirated when it is
followed by a syllabic consonant: A glottal stop often accoMpan-

, .ies the transition between the two consonants: '

button [b?1,1]

23 35
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°All words with four final consonants end in the bound.morphemes .

/s/, for plural or third _person singula ,t.or /t/ /d/ for .past -.
tense. Since Chinese.has no consonant clusters, all of these
combinations-will- be difficult'for the Chinese speaker. He will
tend either to add a neutral vowel beween members of the clus-
ter, - -

i .

1 . /
[sp9rIo] for [sprig], /

. /

Y .

4..7
,

./ A Chinese speaker will tend to insert a vowel befbre a syllabic
,

. ,consonant. This will make his speech. sound ov4-Precise or per-
haps British., Drills should focus on the transition tb the syl-
labic consonant, .1 .

, ,

.
,

,

1.2.4.4. The syllabic center of- an English'syllable may be pre--
ceded by up to three and followed by up to f ur consonants: ,

1
.

spring /sprIg/'

.
tempt -itempt/
waltzed /woltst/ \

.

\ , ..

-

or to drop some of the members /

[,P1s] for [woltst] /

1
t

Details about problemS with specific consonant clusters are con-
-

.= tained in section 1.1.3. under the individual members.of the
clusters.

1.3. Prosodic Features.
The prosodic features, of stressj_intonation and rhythm are

more difficult to analyze and describe precisely than are
segmental phonemes. A great deal of research On English stress
and intonation has been done, with the result that these systems
are in general fairly well understood. There are, however, still

number of points of disagreement among scholars. Less atten-
tibn,has- been devoted to Chinese, but the Chinese stress syitem
is much simpler than English, and-intonation is perhaps also
somewhat less complicated. We will\rake'no attempt here at,a
thOrough description of Epglish prosodic features. Our aim will
be to outline the features'oeChinese,\dealing with English only-

as the features of English contrast with\Chinese in such a way as
to cause difficulty 'for the Chinese speaker learning English.

.
4,x

1.3.1. Stress. -.\.- . ..
.

t
,

.Stress is the relative prominence given to a Syllable within '
_a word or to a word within a phrase or sentence. Intdnation re--
fers to the pattern of rise and fall in voice pitch over` a sen-,,
tense. Rhythm depends primarily on the succession\of stressed
and unstressed syllables in an utterance. \.3

The mechanisms by which a stressed syllable acqUires its
relative prominence are not the same 4p Chinese and English. A
stressed syllable in Chinese has an expanded pitch range and is

24
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longer.than an unstressed syllable but is not n ecessarily louder.
;A stressed syllable in English is longer and louder but may not

. entail any pitch change. As a result, Chinese speakers may ex-
algerate the pitch range of stressed syllables rather than making
them'louder. An English speaker is likely either'to interpret
this as a contrastive intonation or to ignore, it as a nondis-,
tinctiye 'accent'.

'A woad in Chinese consists of one or more stems, each in one
. of the:four lexical tones, and possibly one or more bounesuf-
fixes, all in neutral or 5th tone. Th-e stress must go on either
the last or the next to -last stem. If the last stem does .not re-
ceive the stress, it loses its original lexical tone and is pro-
nounced.in neutral tone. It is-also pronounced less distinctly,
with vowels tending to become mid and consonants tending to un- --'
dergo some reduction, aspirated stops, for example, losing their ,

aspirdtion and unaspirated stops becoming voiced:
Phonetidally, a ChineSe word has strong stress on the final

stressed stem, slightly weaker stress on the first stem, inter-
mediate stress on all other stems, and no stress-On particles and
unstressed final stems. The only contrastive stress difference,
however, is between stress and-ho stress.'

The system of word stress in English is far more complica-
tea. A satisfactory description of English stress has in fact
not yet been achieved. There are three or four (authorities dii-
agree)' contrasting degrees of stress, and it is extremely diffi-
cultto establish rules for the placement of these four-degrees
of stress' within a polysyllabic word. The addition of derive-

. tional affixes oftencauses a shift in theStress pattern of a.
root -word, as, for example, in photograph, riot6graphy, photo-
graphical ( ' representing primary stress, secondary stress,
with weak-stress syllables unmarked). The problem is 'further
connlicated by reduction of vowels in weakly stressed syllables.

The relatively simple steest system of Chinese compared to
the very complicated-system of English, together with the ten-
-dency toward longer'Words and a much more complicated morphology.
in English, make English stress. extremely. difficult for the
nese student to learn. Some speakers nay tend to,Pronounce.all

.4 English-syllables-with what sounds like approximately even
stress. This tendency, usually accompanied by a failure to,
.effect appropriate voweL reduction in unstressed syllables, -is
reinfoecea.by the fact that for'most Chinese students the study
'of EngliPh has,been.primakily through.the,medium of the printed
page; where stressis unmarked it is.easy to'ignore the rhythms
of speech. When these students do come to deal with the spoken .

language they will sometimes-then go to the opposite extreme of
completery, omitting unstressed syllables. These problems can on-
ly be,attacked through carefully designed-intensive drills.

4

11.3%2. Intonation.
. .

Chinese sentence intonation, like:English, makes*use, of ris-
ing and faljing pitch patterns.- However, pitch in Chinese rises
higher and falls lower than pitch in English. This is apparently
due-to the fact that intonational pitch patterns must be puperim-

25
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posed on the pitch contours of the individual.Morphemes of Chi-nese.'
-Many meanings carried by intonation in English are carried

''':instead by voice quality (breathy, gruff, shrill, etc-.) or by in-
' tonational particles in Chinese. This, together with the fact
that comparable Pitch patterns may serve different fUndtions in
the two languages, constitutes a problem for the Chinese student
learning English.

In the following secti ons we will compare English and Chi-
. neseintonation patterhs for various kinds of sentences.

1.3.2.1; Matter-of-fact Statements.
English uses a final falling intonation in matter-of-fact

statements., Matter-of-fact statements in Chinese either have_no.
intonation contour (the sentence simply ends wherever the final
tone pitch ends) or, in longer sentences, may shift to a4slightly
lower key toward theend. This habit, transferred to English,
may give the impression that the speaker has broken off in'the
middle' of a sentence..

.Pi
1.3.3.2. .Yes-No Questions.

Chinese :nes two sorts of grammatical c onstructions for yes-
no questions. One involves repeating the predicate in its neg-
ative form, after it is stated positively: is r

Are you going?.
ni Igalbd 10*
you golnotlgo

-.This has the same intonation as a matter-of-fact statement.
The other type of yes - no.question involves the addition of,a

question particle -at the-end of the Sentence. The most neutral.
question particle is ma.'-

-.N
.-.,.:.

,
. .

. .

Are you going? Aren't ou going?
ni 10114,-4 ni ibd galma t

you go question particle) you not goquestion'particle)

These questions may also have neutral intonation. However, they
.

are more often pronounced vij.th a raised intonation- contour, and
there may be a slight drawl on the particle ma.

Another question particle is ba, the use of which implies the
.e55pec.tatibn- of an answer in agreement with the statement con-
tained in the question:. .

P .

02.4

,..

You know, don.'t you? He' doesn't know, does he?
ni lzhidaolba . talba lzhidaolba
you know . helnot know

* Here we are no'longer using phonetic symbols for the Chinese.
See sections 1.4.2. and 1.4.3. for a desbription of this "roman- .

izatior0 system, which we will use throughout the remainder of
-the book.whenever we are not discussing phonetic details.
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A third question particle, ne is used with the double predi-
cate type of question under certain circumstances, as for example.
in the following type of'contrast:-

YR.understand; (but) does he nderstand?

youVAnderstandihelundprstandlnot understand'
neni I d6ng tUldong lb ng l

The range of intonations possiblfor bi and ne questions is sim-
ilar to that of ma questions. ---
1.3.2:3. Incredulous Questions.

In Chinese, as in Englishrone can make a question out. of,any
plain statement by raising the pitch at the end of the statement.
The meaning carried iis 'something like DO you mean to say..:

. -Tha) is .Fi-'

zhe ishiltlide--4
this! is the Wattributive marker) \

Pitch rise occurs after the four lexical-tones as follows:

3
.

'1.' 6
sAfter neutral tone it rises A few degrees.

i
An incredulous question in,Chine$e, as in English,- may be

said in an excited way,' which fox' Chinese means the pitch of the _-

whole sentence may be raise or the entire range'may be expanded,
and the, voice quality may be 'tighter!.
` --% 'Since the Chinese speaker has an optional rise in pitch
'range for yes-no and ma questions aid a final pitch rise for incred-
ulous questions, he, may have no, problem with' English yes-no -

questions with final srlse., How ?ver, if he carries over his neu-'
teal intonation instead; English speakers will riot realize .that,

he has asked'a questfon:. ,
- .

. i ..
.. .

1.3.-2.4. Echo Questions. - ,. / - . k li
L:._=_Ch-i-nese-and-rEriglish echo questions have entirely,differen

t..

intonation patterns. N-English uses a high rising Contour at .the:
. , end of an echo question: , .

\7
..

/ You're not 'going (You iay)? .

so

O

fib

Chinese, on the othet Hand us

27
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entire echo question, combined with a soft, breathy voice quali-
ty. An echo question is also,:ogten accompanied by the guestiOn
partihle -;A: 'E, ', Izt, -..-..,

-
. St i .'

youinotigoi \\,..
,

. -.-

This aow tone of void likely to be heard as Mumblingby'an
, ,...English speaker,. who iSnot trained to expect it.

,
. ,... .

.

1.3.2.5: Information Questions (Wh-questions). ,A'
English uses falling tone at the end Of a question which re-

quests information. The center of the intonation contour is,
moveable, depending on the focus of attentions . ,.

1. .---

Where are you gang?
. I.

Chinese instead nay have either neutral idtonatton or a
slight terminal risen pitch for a question which requires-n-
formation: . .'1

'Who is' he? 4

talShilSh6i (.0"
helislwho

If a question is asked in an excited tone of voice the wh011
pitch range may be raised. This, however, is because of the ex -I
citement, not because of the question, The same would be-.trueiof
declarative sentences.

A Chinese speaker will have to -learn falling pitch fox Wh-
questions in English just as he will for matter-of-fact.state-

.. ments:%
I.

...

1.3.2.6. Exclamatory Sentendeo. '

Exclamations in Englistare generally indicated by falling'
. ..':_intonation for statementsAnd rising intonation for questions.

In Chinese, they occur with certain exclamatory particles,-to-
'.gether with low sentence intonation for statements and neutral
intonation for queStions:

-'
.

-

School'siout!, ..
- .,

fhng lxue' el lrou
,.. -dismissischooll(completed( exclamatory)

action)

Aren't ed yet? .

changla
you still ascend gybed (excramatory)

. The final exclamatory particle may also be &awn out, either on
a level pitch or with a gently falling pitch..

. Here again the Chinese student will have to learn theElliglisif
. intonational patterns through extensive drill in imitation of a.' .*

model.

040
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1.4. The Chinese Writing System and Romanization of-Chinese.

i.4.1.
.

I

.
. ,..

-The Chinese writing system. . ..

'

....

0 ';,. ''
4

4.k

.,, In the preceding sections we have given a:detdiled desI"prip-
tion of the phonological -systemrof Chinese, with phOneinesfand

--phonetic Variants represented in IPA symbols. If-,we were'ealing
With a language written in alphabetic script, the remaining step

IP
. Mould be to relate our-phonemicization to the normal worth graphy
of the language. Chinese, however, is not normally writtin in
an alphabetic orthography, its Wriating system in logographic,
with each symbol igraphor character)representing a morpheme,
and conversely, each morpheme of the language being represepted
by a discrete symbbl. Thus while alphabetic writing systems use
a limited-Set of twoto three dozen.symbols, an average piece of
Mod4rn,Chinese writing.may make use of four to five tho4sand dif--
-ferent4graphs, and specialized or pre-modern writings Will draw
on an additional vocabulary of-two to three thousand graphS.' The
composition of thiS large number_of_different_graphs is not com-,
spletely,unsystematie, Each of the more complicated hdracters is

. made up of simpler component parts whichrecur also in!other -A ' 4t

characters or as whole characters in their own-Y.T.-gh
ity of graphs can be analysed into a 'significant'
ten Called the radical) and a 'phonetic' Co
cases a.characteryill have the same or
'ation as its phonetic component. Mote
-netic.element will give only. a Vague hi
'a graph Jju'dt as the radical provides at bestonly a very vague
hint at its meaning). Thus th g5ng 'meritiachievementl, and

g5ng 'to attack' both have' the same pronunciationas tbeir
phonetic S.. g5ng (which as a whole graph means labor; and Ong
'to offer in tribute'' is different only in tone. ;hong' 'red!
retains the same vowel and final consonant as the. phonetic, but
the initial consonant and- the tone ardifferent; and inr11. Jiang
'river' thesmly similarity to the phonetic' is in the tone and
the final consonant.." Similarly, yAn 'eye', AL!hen,'Verys
and xian 'limit' share the same phonetic, but theonly pho-
fieme thaE-ill.thr?e of these morphemes have in -common is the
hal n..' Also inanygraphs are composed of more than -two. parts,,any
one -6f-which could hethe phonetic; and some" do not ;contain any
element related to pronunciation. It will be seen then that

,While the task of-learning:to- read and write Chinee is :not quite
so formidable as one might thlikApn first learning that it is
necessary to memoricze six or sevW thousand discrete characters,
neither can the Chinespwriting'system be called arphoneticyl,.-
orthogaphy: s '

. The major-
component (of-

In some
lmost the same pronunci-

ften, ,however, the pho-
at the pronunciation of

1.4:2,:s.,.- Romanization. - :".
. .

. --
.The non-alphabetic4 non - phonetic nature of the Chinese writ-_

ing system has resulted in the invention of a number df systems-
of transcription to be tsed as aids'in learning the language and
for recording pronunciation of individual characters in dictio-,

naries.. The first-of these transcription systems were develbp-dd
by European Christian missionaries who went to China in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. '0apyst s differed de-...

, .

-
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pending on the native language of the inventor an the dialed of
the part of China where he worked. As mOst'of them, make use o
the Lati6 alphabet, these transcriptions are commonly known as,
romanizations. In recent decades many textbooks designed to
teach the Chinese language to Westerners have been written in ro-
manization. In some textbooks the romanization is accompanied by
qhakacters. In others the romanized text is duplicated in a sep-
'arate volume; or the study of characters may be postponed` until
after the studdnt has learned the sound sydtem andrbasic grammat-'
ical.patterns of the language and-gained,control of a basic vo-
cabulary. Also, in the last twenty years i'manization has become
widely Used'in China, not as,.a substitute for the traditional

writing siyS,tem, but as the fi'tst step in learning to read in the
elementary schools and in,teaching.the national standard, language
(which we refer Was Mandarin) to persons whose native dialect
id somethrng.6ther than the standard, such as Cantonese, Shanghai

,
u

-.

or Fukienese: . '. ---...
....

Chinese Words
o
and;sentences used as examples in the reMaih-'

deD'of,this-book will be written in such a transcription system.
_The manization which we have chosen, called_pinyin'(literally,

' 'Pho etid spelling') is the system which is used in language
tea ing texts anddictionaries in Chl.pa. It is also used in
Several sets of-AMericap extbooks'apd,..0 several Chinese-English
dictionatips/recently published in Amexica,.apd it is gaining in
CreaSinglywider usage in' the United. States Sand other Western
countries 'other important rolanizaions.:are the Wade.-9iles sys-
-qem,whiFh has been widely use in-American (and some Europen)
ublications since the beg3nnin oftfie twentieth century, and
he Yale system, which has been wiedih_many textbooks published
n the United States in the last twenty-five. years.*

.,

IPA symbols have been used in the earliersbctions of this
chapter beOause they are essential to a technical descri tion of

)
the sound`ound SYstem of a language and for phonological comp rison of
.tigo languages, However, we have chosen to cite Chinese- xamples
throughout the remainder of the book in romanization rather than
IPA symbols because remanizatjon,is very easily written with the
1?tterS of an-ordinary typewriter', ceybdard (plus tone marks)
.b cause some acquaintance with a romanization will be ul to

i
ay reader who wishes to look futher (for exdmpi o Chinese
t,xtbooks) for additional informOiop on th inese language.
We have selected pinyin rather than on the other romaniza-
tions because it is the officially,pfbmulgated-systemrin China,
a d it is rapidly becoming the most widely used system in the
W st in language textbooks and in technical writings on the Chi- -,

nelSe language. (Romanization does not have any general currency
-

in'; iaiwan.) ,

*Ctirrently the most important set of textbooks` using the pinyin ,-

system is one authored by John DeFrancis and published by-Yale

text, Beginning Chi se, followed by intermediate and advan-
Un+versity"Press. onsists of an'elementary spoken.lan-
guage

Plild
qed texts,-and the Beginring Chinese Reader, followed by.intermed-

-7---- latearid advanced readers. At the back of Beginning Chinese there
is a table comparing pinyin, Wade - Giles and Yale romanizations. ,-

..--.-....

O 1.2
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1.4.3 -The Pinyin System.

1.4.1.1 - Initials and Finals.
.In the following tables, Chinese 'initials' (initial con-

sonants) and 'finals' (vowel nucleus plus optional final con-
sonant) are given according to the pinyin romanization. Any
non-retroflexed Chinese'syllable will be made up of either
(1) initial + final + tone, or GO final + tone (with 'zero'
initial. Thus Zliong2u6 'China' is a two - syllable word, with'
the first syllable ihong,(iiteralfY 'middle') consistingof
initial zh'i- kinal-ongi+ '1st tone7eand the second syllable'
gu6 enatian' consisting of initial + final uo + 2nd tdne-
An example.x>f,-a..syllable with zero initial isE,'hungry' ,..which
consists of the.final e + 4th tone,..',. In Tables 3 and
4, pinyin spellings are given in upper case, and each initial
or final is'followed by its phonemic value as described in sec-
tions 1.1.1., 1.1.5., and.1.2.2. above. Reference to ,those
sections; and especially to Figure 1 (for consonants) and
figures-4 through 8 (for vowels),, will provide the relevant
phonetic information for any pinyin spelling.

Table 3

Pinyin Initials

Labials B /p/ P./RV fil-/m/ F /k/

'Dental stops .

nasal & lateral
D it/ T /t'/ N /n/ -." L /1/

'Dental affricates
and'fricative

Z /ts/ -.'C /ts'i S /s/ .,

RetrofleXes
~(affricates and
kricatives)

ZH /t1/ CH /tf'/

.

SH /i/ .11 /r/ :

'Palatals

Velars

J AA/

.G /k/

Q /t67

K /k'/

- X /A/

H /x/
.
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Table 4

Pinyin Finals

'Without Final Consonant
..

Row 1 I M,'
ti

A /a/ E /a/ Ai /di/ EI /ai/ Ad /au/ OU /au/

Row 2
2 1I .W IA /ia/

.IE IAI
'

IA0
/iau/

IU
/iau/

ROW -U /u/ UA /ua/
U0,0
/ua/

UAI
/uai/

61
/uai/ . - -

,-,..

Row

........,,,,...

4
4 U,U UE,UE

With Final Consonant

Row 1 AN /an/
-"
EN fan/

ANG ENG _ ONG ER

Row 2
IAN-xi*, ,

.IN /in/
. .

IANG
.

ING
/i0/

-TONG
null/

...,

3
Row 3i;

UAN
/uan/

__.,

UN
/uari/-

UANG
/uag/

WEND.
/uag/

..--
.

.

...

Row
UAN,UAN
./Uan/

\UN,UN
/lin/

. .

.

.

.

-The letter i has two different phonetic values, When it follows
a dental'or retroflex- affricate or fricative s;

sh, r), it has zero. phonemic value representing the non-p onemic,
'parasitic' vowel sound described in section 1.1.5.5. Thus zi is
phonemically its/ and phonetically (tst], ci is /ts'/ rts'07-
etc. -When it follows any letter, other than those seven-it repre-
sents the phoneme /i/. Thus bi is /pi/, ;IL /t6i/, etc.

2.-The finals of Row 2 are given as they are-spelled when pr ceded'

\1R10
s ellings are adjusted as follows.: 1) y is added in front of 'i,
y an initial consonant. If.there is. no initial consonant, these

in\and ing to spell the whole syllables zi, yin and zing; 2) the
I:de iu is changed to y and an o is inserted, producing' you; 3)

forsTY other finals of the row, i is changed to z, producing za,
ye, An etc. Row 2 finals do not combine with the followinglini-
Erali7-f- z, C. s; zh., chi-8h, r; g, k, h.\ , , , ,

---1.

1-\,-_,..

3The filials of Row 3. (excePt weng) are gien as they appear hen

,.044
.
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preceded by an initial consonant. If there is no initial conson-
ant, these spellings are adjusted -as follows: 1) w is added in
front bf -u, for the syllabic spelling wu; 2) the u of ui and un'
is changed to,w 'And an e is inserted, producing wer and wen;

--in the other finals of the row, u is changed:_to 'produEirig wa,
wan, etc. The phonemic cluster 7ua/ is spelled o after labial
IFitials (b; p, m, f), 4o after all other initials. Weng does
not occur with an initial conaonant and is therefore entered on
the. chart in the whote-syllable form. Row 3 finals cannot follow
the initials i, a, x. (But see Note C.)

4
Row 4 finals combine with only five different nitial consonants:
the palatals i, a, x.plus n and 1; and each of these finals has
two different spellings depending on the initials it follows.
With n and 1 the spelling U is used; thus nU /nU/ is distinguished'
from fill /nu7 (with a Row 3 final). But in combination with 1,adi,
the dMkesis is,omitted from the spelling of the final, with re-
sultant spellings ju /tgU/, clue xuan /Ailan/, etc. As
Row 3 finals cannot combine with initials 1, x (cf. Note 3);
_no_ambiguit,y results froW-fhe-fact th,it u thus represents /u/ and
sometimes /U/. .

When there is*no initial consonant, z is added to the front
of the final and the diersis is omitted, producing the whole -syl-
lable spellings Yu /U/, yue /Ua/, yuan /Uan/ 'and Yuri /Un/.
1.4.3.2. Retroflexed Syllables.

2As explained in section 1.2.3., there is a morpheme, /a4/
(4r in pinyin),'which is added as a suffix to a variety of

`stems. The changes,in the phonetic shape of these stems which
iisult from the addition of this morpheme are reflected in the
pin in as indicated in the table on the following page..

On this table, note that the addition of the retroflex Suffix can-cels out certain of the distinctions (both phonetic and orthoeranhic)
among the stem forms. Perusal of the table from right to left
will.show that three of the retroflexed' endings have multiple
sources: 1) -ar (including -iar) comes from stems

--;,ending in =a
.-ai and -an; 2) -er comes from stems ending in -e, -0, -en and
=i 1phoneitic /0/; 3), -ier comes from stems ending in -i (phonerif-
ic /i/) and

1.4 y3
,

Tones.

Syllables are marked for tone in pinyin as follows:

1st tone

2nd tone

3rd tone 4

4th tone a

neutral tone 'a (unmarked)

Refer to section 1.2.14 for a phonetic description -of the tones.
v.se,0:4
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Table 5

RetrOflexed Syllables in Pinyin

Stem. Ending
, .

Examples Process
Resulting

Retroflexed
. Syllables

-a., -o, -e, -rig
-difrom Row 3)

fa, xia, cud,
zhe, d6ng, ta\,

add -r ,

,

far, xiarr, cu6r,
zh6r, angr, tAr

-ai, -ei, -an,
-e.1.1.

gai, weli, wan,
xian, ren

\
.

drop -i or -n
and add -r

.-
gar, wer, wAr,
xiar, 1Er

-i 'following .z-
and zh- series
Of, initials.
(phonemic

,.. .,,.q,.:-...

zi, ci, shi

.

drop -i and
add -er .

zer-, ar, sher
.

-i other than:_
above (phonemic
/i/) _ L .

-U 'and Row i. -u
(all phonemic
/U/)

)7., 4., yi

...-t
,

.,,"

, I

4,-0, lid

add -er

ji-dr, xier, yier

luAr, quer, yuAr

_

-in jin, xin drop -n and
add -er

_ji-dr, xier

(Mb
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CHAPTER 2: MORPHOLOGY: WO D FORMATION IN ENGLISH ANDJN'CHINESE

2.0., Introduction to Morphology.
One of the most basic things that a Chinese student must

learn about Engiish is the ways in which different word forms -1-

funation. We may divide the discussion about the function of
word forms into the two areas inflections and derivationS.. In
both these areas, there is considerable contrast between Eng-

,lash and Chinese.
, A brief glance at the table below will reveal that Chinese

contains honeof"the inflections which exist in English. The
obvious implication is that most of the inflectional patterns in
English will prove to be troublesome to the Chinese student. In
the area of derivational forms, we can see from the chart that
some of the derivational processes in English can be compared
with, butnot equated to, similar processes in Chinese. Those
derivational processes in English whiCh produce words with new
meanings (e.g. friendly-unfriendly, act-counteract, millionaire-
multimillionairTSaTgMany counterparts in Chinese. On the
other hand, those processes which derive words of one class from
words of another class (e.g. poor-poorly, white-whiten, rain
rainy) are much more abundant in English tHailthey are in Chi-
nese. The reasons for this Will be disdusSed in the section on
word classes.

Table 6

Some Contrasting Points Betwepn English and Chinese.
Morphological Patterns

Morphological Patterns English Chinese
,

t

-.-

Discussion
...._._. --

.SecSection
_

Inflections: : .. - --

.

yes .

,

no .

-..--

. -

.

,,--'4 2.3.plural inflection
on nouns.

,

present tense,
3rd person sing.
in,Verbd*

yes
.

2.5.no .

.

past tense-and---
past participle
an verbs

yes . no .2.6.

*.

case in pronouns , yes /
no

'

.

2.7.1;
.

..
. possessive pronouns,

absolute form ,

yes no
. 2.7.2:

-

,.

Derivations:
,

yes
.

'

superlatives by
prefixing, com-
'paratives by

.

syntax

2.10.
.

1

comparative and
Superlative
-adjectives

35
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Morphological Patterns English- Chinese Discussion
Section

feminine from
masculine: actor-
actress

yes feminine form
derived by
prefixing

2.11.
...-,

.

derivation of
words of one class

many '.

,

.
.

,

much fewer
than English

.
,-

_ .

..
2.12.

.

,

.
from words of
another class

.
other new mean-
ins th*lughg
affixingun-,

..
in-,-,anti--etc. % .

many
.

_many . 1. 2.13.
.

.

.

.
.

Other Variations:
.

yes °

.

.

only by
prefixing

.

--.--,-,variation-i-n---noun

gender: cow-bull
2.1l .

determiners: this,
that, these, those

,

yes
-

plural-sing.
not reflected
in determiner

__
5.5.

.

. .

definite and in-
definite articles

yes no 5.1.

,

- possession with
different types .

of nouns.
.

yes-
.

.

no

.

.

2.5.
5.11.2.

.

variation'in or-
dinal numbers

L

.

yes

.

no

.

.

2.16.

2.1. Inflectional Affixes in English.
Many Chinese speakers are confused when confronted with the

English systems of inflectional affixes. .Since Chinese does not
have the inflectional systems that exist in English, the may
.feel that these inflectional affixes are not .important because
they do not add any significant information to an utterance. If
Chinese can get along without cumbersome inflectional affixes,
why should there be other languages that cannot function without
such affixes? In the sentence:

She sees two birds.
CI

the Chinese speaker may feel tilde. the -s suffix on sees and birds
is redundant. The speaker and hearer already know that the verb

----sees has a third person singular subject-(the subject-Of the-ten-
tence, she, precedes the verb, sees) and that there is more than

36



one bird involved (the number two precedes the noun, bird). In
this example, the two inflectional suffixes (third person singu7
\lar present tense and the plural) do not carry, much functional,,
load; that .is,-they do not signal meaningful differences. But
-8here are times when they alone account for differences in mean-
ing:

,

The sheep sleeps near Bo Peep.
The-sheep sleep near Bo Peep.
The bee stung me. l'

The bees stung me.

ti

__ In Chinese, when number is not important in a sentence, it
is simply not indicated. When a Chinese speaker wishesto indi-
cate number, he would 'use numerical modifiers. In English, the
function:of these numerical modifiers is in part taken over by
.the plural suffix -s.

The tense inflgctions on English verbs also have no counter-
parts in Chinese. __Instead, there are aipect markers that carry -

some Of"the funption that tense inflections serve in English.
Where aspect markers are lacking, time adverbs are added when
time is of importance in a sentence; otherwise, tense is simply

-not-indicated:
Perhaps the most stubborn obstacle for the Chinese student

in learning the inflectional affixes of English is,the Chinese
way of (copceiving of things. The Chinese student must stop
thinking.in terms of such things as numerical modifiers and time
adverbs, and begin thinking in terms of inflectional affixes.
This explains why it is easier for a European to leain the in-
flectional affixes of English than it is for a student whose na-
tiye language lacks inflectional affixes.

If the instructor points out-to the Chinese student atan
early stage that these inflectional suffixes, which the Chinese
student may at firsb fpel to be superflUous, do signal signifi-
cant differences'in meaning by giving him sample sentences such
-as the'four above, the Chinese Student will realize the impor-
tance of ,the inflectional suffixes and will.-be more favorably.
disposed toward learning them.

2.2. The /s/, /z /, /Iz/ Suffix.
The /s/, /z/, /Iz /-inflectional suffix serves three differ-

ent gFammatical.functions in English: 1) it marks the plural 'of
most count nouns ((boys, tables), 2) it marks the posseSsive of

s'most animate nouns (men's store, cat's pajamas)., and 3) it markS'
. ,

alll verbs in the present tense whiER75ave a third person singular
..; subjeci (hepIays, Mary.swims),. . - .'

The phonological char erizatiOn of this Suffix is as -fol-
lows: _ .. : %

-

1) If the word ends with /s/, /z/, /f/,/3/, /tf /, or /13/
add-Alz-A:2L - - .'

2) If the word endq with'a voicele-ss sound (other than those
in }..)...,,add /s/. :.
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T3)... All other sounds (i.e. voiced, other than those in 1),
add /z/.

The initial problem with the correct recognition and production
of,these affixesis a phonological one. Chinese does not have
the /z/ sound. Furthermore, the /s/ sound never occurs in syl-
lable final position in Chinese. The contrast between /s/. and
/z/ in final position, then, is difficult for Chinese speakers
from the'standpoint of the phonological differences betk.men the

. two languages. Fortunately, the difference between /s/and /z/
\affixes does not signal differences in meaning.* When a Chinese
Speaker_heers /s/ or /z/ when used as a suffix, he will recognize
it as one manifestation' of the -s suffix. Conversely, if in try-
ing to producefhe -s suffix, the Chinese speaker fails to dis-
tiriguish clearly between /s/ and /z/, he would be understood just
the same.-- /Iz/ differs:from/s/ and /z/ sufficiently hat.there
is no problem in distinguishing it from /s/ and /z/.

One of the first things that a Chineie student must learn
about the -s suffix is the production of the correct forms ( /s /,

/z /, /Iz/) after specifiC words in accordance with the three
rules sbdve. The Chinese student should not merely memorize
these rules through rote memorization, but must practice prdduc-
ing the sounds until they become automatic. Only,then will the
Chinese student have internalized the rules.

.2.3. Numbpr Inflection.',

2.3.1. \TheTlural"Suffix.
In English, most count nouns are marked with the /s/, /z/,

/Iz/ suffix in the plural. Count nouns 4lot marked in any way
(sheep) or marked'in some different way_lox-oxen) are called ir-
regular count nouns. Nhe plural form of Ege-ITT'egular count
nouns .1,7g1 simply have to. be memorized by the student.

-As pointed out eariler, nouns in Chinese are not infle6ted
for plurality:

She sees bird(s).
taranjiapiniAo,
she gee 'bird

She, sees ore. bird.'
to rcAnj ianlyi lzhi niSo
she see onetclassifie4bird

. e

*When /g/ arid /z/ are not affixes, but word final consonants, they -
of course do signal differences in meaning:

,
face-phage advice-advise sparse-spars

The .correct production _and reaagnition_of_pairs like these pose
a greater problem than do the correct production and recogni-
ticin of /s/ and /z/ affixes.

Y
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. She sees several birds. -

to lkardian iji phr ini&o :
4he 'see 'several rclassifierAbird

In the second sentence, -singularity is indicated by the word for
one. In the third sentence, plurality is indicated by the word
!o several,. In the first sentence, number is simply not indica-
ted; the speaker does not feel that number is of interest here.

Practice with the singular vs. plural nouns in actual sen.-..
tenses will'help the Chinese student to gain awareness of the
plural inflection in English and will help him learn to prOduce
the plural suffix autOdatically.

A fact that must'be pointed out to- -the Chinese student is
_ ;that -English speakers conceive of certain nouns only in,, the plu-

ral form. Examples are slaCks, scissors., and pincers. The Chi-
nesenese student is aocustoma-17-thIERITT6f these things 4s singu-
lar:

a pair of slacks a-pair of 'scissors
yi itiAo

lassifier slack(s)
17

.ikzi _

1@1

jiAndao
one c one lassifieir)scissor(s)

0

\Chinese student is liable to use the singular form for this
,typd\of words when he means pair of-X's:

*his scissor is not sharp.
, .

*I bought a trouser yesterday.

The Chinese student must overcome this'habit when speaking Eng-
lish. SpeCial attention to this type of noun in practice drills
will be helpful.

-

2.3.2. Problems With Nourlaving Irregular Plural Forms.
There is no way for a/foreign student to learn the irregu-

lar nouns other\than sheer/memorization. Practicing the
regulaforms in natural language situations will help the stu-
dent remember theirregular forms.more quickly, For example, it
is more effective to have the student drill sentences like:

There was a herd of oxen by'the steam.
One ox was wounded foot.
It took several herdsmen to carry it to a cart.
Then anothe'r-herdsman tended it on:the way home.

rather than'simply memorize sets of nouns

ox - oxen
sheep - sheep
knife - knives
phenomenon r. phenomena.

- - _ -
One pitfall is that there seem to be some patterns among irregu-
lar nouns, but these patterns cannot -be relied upon:
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We have: wife
knife -
leaf

but:' chief
fife .

wive's

knives
leaves

chiefs
fifes

An additional problem that should be mentioned is the irregular
spelling of some plural nouns. Even with nouns that have the regu-

-ler plural inflection phonetically, the spelling may be irregular:

We have: tomato tomatoes
potato .potatbes
hero : .heroes

...*
b3.,.: ditto dittos

buffalo_buffaloesbliffalos, or buffalo
....,.

, -

Irregularities such as-these are bound to be troublesome forthe
Chinese student. The instructor should devocSe extra attention to
these problems in class.

.

..

2.4. The Third Person Singular Present Tense Suffix on the Verb.
In english, all verbs in the present tense are marked with

the /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix when the subject of the sentence is third .

personsingular. This_ particular inflection in English has a rath-
er low functional load, that isr-a difference ,in meaning is rarely
signaled only by this form. Usually, the thiid person, singular
subject is indicated in the subject itself and it is redundant to
repeat this fact in the verb. The Chi:..ese student may be espe-
cially impaiient with this particular inflection. But whether he
likes it or not, he most master it in order to speak correct Eng-
lish. .. r

This inflection signals a difference in meaning only when
the subject is.:e noun, which is not inflected or only optionally in-

.

,Tlecied for plurality:

-,The sheep "sleeps by Bo .Peep.
The sheepsleep by Bo Peep.
The deer is'crossing the highway.
The deer are crossing `the highway. ,
The fish eating up all the toads.
The fish are eating up all the toads.,
The buffalo doesn't like :hunters.
The buffalo don't like hunters.

Practice-with a few contrasting examples like the above will make
the Chinese student realize the function of the third person singu-

- lar present,, tense inflection. Then, he can proceed to use it in
sentences where this inflection does not reflect a.difference in
meaning,,but nonetheless is important grammatically.

2.5. --The-Pessessive-duffiic.
In English, animate nouns are marked with-the /s/, /z/, /Iz/

J #
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suf4x_to indib.ate possession. The phonological realizations o
.this\suffix have been discussed earlier. (See section 2.2.) Ttie 4,

Chinese student needs practice in order to proiuce the correct
Suffixon words that end with different sounds.

The diffiCulip that Chinese students may have witti the cor
rect usage of the possessive suffix is increased by tht fact tha
possession is expressed differently with pronouns.; animate nouns,
and indpimate nouns in Engliih. In Chinese, the possessive form
is thd same whether the possessor is's pronoun,-animate noun, or
inanimate noun; the attributive marker de is added to indicate
possessionlin,allthest caies: .

.
.

her '16.4

to /de 0---- itu/ r
she lOttributive marIcerPeg

that mans .leg
n6i. I

ffl

ge tr6n itui
that (classifieperscinVtributive markerAleg

t. -....

. .. ,
the leg of the chair

':

'chair ttributiVe marker
.1%/zi t:le

.

.

The Chinese student may apply the possessive suffix ta subject
.pronouns and inanimate nouns:

jiAo
eg

*she's 166--
*the chair's leg (Although this. isn't wrong, it is not as

common as the leg of the chair.)*.

The Chinese student must rehember to differentiate-among the
three types of possessors in order to use the correct possesSive
formation with each of-the three-different types of possessors.

'See section 5.11.2. for more discussion about the possessives
formed with animate and inanimate nouns.

2.6. Tense Inflection.
'

Formation-2.6.1. Foimation of English Past and Past Participle Verb's.
As pointedrout earlier, verbs in Chinese are not inflected.

In learning to use Serbs in English, the student must first of
all ],earn what the different tenses,in English mean. It is all
too easy for a student to associate the different tenses in Eng...
lish with different points in.relative time. For instance, the
present tense s,associated with present timethe past terse with
past- time, the future tense with future time. Iirrea-lity7the_________
names of these tenses can only suggestvtheir meaning.

The present tense is usually used to indicate'Present time;
but it can be used to indicate future time. also when a t.ime ad
merbial is present:

The boat leaves:at five otclock.'
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-this, and other,.Cases where tense does not neatly,cprrespond to
time, will be discussed in greater detail in. Chapter 4. An addi-
tional problem is'that,not all tenses-are a'simple as present,
past, and future. .There are many complex tenses (future perfect,
past perfect, subjunctive, etc.) in,English whicfcsimply cannot
be related to logical time. The student irmst learn the sitUa-"Y
tions.under which'each tense in English Eg'used. In,Chinese, as-

.. pect markers and time adverbs are the main devices used to indi-
-. cats time. Tense in English cannot be associated with either one

Of_these devices in Chinepe. The student can learn the tenses in
English only in the context of English sentences,,he cannot re-
late-them to,anything-im his native language.

There are two inflections.in English'that apply' to the tense
system of verbs: Rest tense and past participle. All verbs ine.-

,%. .English may be divided into two groups: strong andweak. The
former consists of those which have irregular morphological forms
and iS a small ,but important minority of the tttal,number of
verbs' latter group, to which tfie majority of the total nunl--.1

' .her ofverbs.beldng, consists of those liens which conform to a
set of morphological rules.

. , -. Verbs like talk, -walk, open, ..and form are examples of weak
.' verbs in English. They conform'to the past tense and past parti-

ciple inflections outlined below (the suffixes for both of these
j.hf14ct'ions coincide for the weak verbs in English)

:l) If the,word ends .with /t/ or /d/,'add./Id/.'
2).. If the word enda with a voicelss sound (other than

,
1/,t/),'-ajd '

;3) I .All other sounds (voiced soundsother than /d/),
add f&7:0 , .

e pointed out in the first chapter, the Chinese., student' ;

may'havéçiifficulty..producirig a$ truly voibed /d/. But this will
probably ot hinder intelligibility. He will still be able to
distinguish It!- and /d/ in "word final position by aspirating the

mer and not aspirating (and probably not voicing) the, latter.
Of cdurbei /Id/ differs sufficiehtly from both /t/ and /d/ that
there' will be no difficulty in distinguishing it from the others.
Although it wpuld be .ice if the student could learn to pronounce
/t/, /d/, /Id/ accurately, it is not absolutely necessary for him
to db so as' long as he can distinguish among them in pronouncing
and in hearing them.

2:6.2. ,Irregular Verbs in English.
Irregular (strong) verbs in English form a minority of the.

total number of. verbs. However, °iheyare very important because
many of the most common verbs, those a foreign student is likely
to encounter iii the early stage 'of his experience with English,
are irregular. These ate some examples of the most common verbs4
in English which are irregular: be, have, see,,sleep, eath hear,
drink, sit, stand,. write; read, draw, throw, 22, come.

itT dITTIZUlt for a native speaker of_Engl=to realize
how troublesome, irregular verbs can be to a fBreigh student
learning English. .The, student must memorize the inflected forms
for each irregular verb. Only extensive practice will help him
internalize the irregular forts. Fortunately, he will have many

1
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occasions to use the most, mmon irregular irebs.'in ltis early.
contact with English, 'to tha he will probablfr learn tfleln very
.soon. ,' . \ . .

. One factor that makes irregular Verbs so , troublesome is that
there is no way of knowing Eroml t4ie form of the verb itself
whether it is .a strong:or weak/verb. A more,,ifhportant factor fs _--

that the, iriflectio'n4 patternsi that do Occur in strong verbS is ....14,,

unsystematic and unproductivg. 'That' is, two ,verbs rcan be pho- '.
. netidally similar, but\ have completely_ different, inflectional'.

9,, forms;
,: - ::

We gave: Sing' s/ng". sung.
.. . . ring irang. - rung

-spring /sprang -sprung.

but:
. 9 .

fling flung , flung.
bking -" brought - brought

,..' 9

We have: ben/d bent bent
. :-, " /lend - lent _ 'lent

. /epend -spent spent-
.. ", .

but: tend tended ;amended, blend ' blended blended-
.

4,,We's,hav::b: light lit /it
4., . 7,-- ;I: .

bite, - '
fight fought - foqglit
slight slighted elighted '

, - ; ..WeLhave: sit- 1 . sat-. ,- sat
4 ' . --spi. ta' spat . spat'.

,ut: .'. hit' 1 hit hit. /--p*:,
\ knit ' ' knitted knitted, ' _____:.'___-------

..: T.
- '1) 9

..,

Furthermore, there are often "false inflections" of word forms .9

'that are similar in siDund but come from completely different
stems; Thus founded is 'not the past tense (form of find,, and rent
is nit the past tense form of rend. i'Similarly, bore7g either 9

the present tense form of the verb..Meaning:to Aril:ITor the past 9

tense form of ,:the verb bear; and lay, the erineitive,verb, is of-
ten, confused with the past tense form of -the intransitive verb--

. .
\ -lie.

. .Because there are' no inflectional verb forms in Chinese, the
_irregularities- in English verb forms are especially difficult for , . ::*
"..the Chinese student' to learn. Fracticingithe. irregular forms in .

' ,naturml language situations will help, the, student remember the . .

irregularities more quickly. For exampjei it is fruitless to
ave the student memorize sets of inflectional changes like:

buy bought bdught.
eat ate eaten
see .., saw - seen

4 o

.1.:`
A.-"' "1

"

.
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or 'at best,"the Chinese student will learn these changes very
'laboriously. _It is much more effective to Practice the irregular--
forms in the conte0,of real sentence..

Po

Whom did you
saw.

_ -Has s-he seen the doctor?
No, but she bought some aspirin.

. .

The student is more likely to remember what form of the verb he
used ii la real sentence than what form of the-verb he used in
nonsensical practice patterns like see - saw- seen.,

. A final problem that merits discuses on Sl that Chihese
students have more trouble spelling t,ilft irregu r verbs correc y

_titan the regular verbs. The past tense andpast participle f, .

..,::,

regularyerbs are always spelled with -ed,dddF:d.to the pr bent
._ enselIrregular verbs, on the other MI, often have-rp fiusual
- spellings such as read /rid/ and re /red /,/lead /1d/ and lea'

-,.-. /'led /, feed /fid/ and fed /feat-- ear /hIr/ in70Seard /hard/.___,
The'Speriag of'the irregular v bs must be learne-aTEst as their:
irregular_pronunciations are earned. ., -1-

.

2.7. _pronoun Inflections* r
I

2.7.1. Pronbuns/In Chinese lack the subjective-objective. case
inflections as w 11,as gender inflections. , 'I-.

Singular

Chinese

me

3rd person
ill

rI

r.1

he '-she
you

,lim her

ni :ta

PlUral

O 0 -
O 0.
u) u)

w
w a) a)

m m
43
O .4.3

ro .-
Q' -u) g s
g .-1 N

it
we

US
you

"nimen'

U.;

the rho

them /Whom

tamed shh
/

Figure 10: Pronouns in English ana Chinese
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The-Chinese student may have trouble distinguishing the subjec-
-case of a pronoun from its objective counterpart. The most

common error resulting from this is the use'of the subjective
case Where the tine The distinctiom
between he and. she, and between him and her, is alsp often ne-
glected by the Chinese student, since this distinction does not
-exist in his_native language. It is easier for the Chinese
student- to distinguish. it from he-she, him-her. This may be due
partly to the fact that-it in ciurcloes not often occur in the
same contexts as he -she, him -her, and partly to the fact that,
in,the'2Chinese Einerence between it and he-she or him-,
her is_grea.eer than that between he-And.she, him and her.-Jn or-
der,tolearn the pronoun inflections in English, the Ulinese,stu-

, dent simply must learn some distinctions that are lacking in his
native language. only extensive practice-will help,him internal-
izeize'these distinctions.,
2.7.2. In English there are two sets of possessive' pronoun forms,
the possessive pronominal adjectives and the abbolute possesside
pronouns. The adjectival forms'modify nouns While the absolute
-forms ieplace,the adjectival possessive and the modified noun, In
Chinese -there are no discrete possessive pronoun forms at all.
Possession is expressed for pronouns, just as for nouns, by the
addition of the attributive marker de (cf. section 2.5.), and an
absblute is formed,by the simple omigsion of the Modified noun:

A

Viatit s .1 my. I book.
shiI 54/od el shti

That! Is pine, .

NA I shi *ode.

See Figure 11 for the full set of English Possessive. Pronouns.

.

`

. Singular Plural .

a
o .

m

wa
4.3
0

f-i

,

0

a
o

. m

w
0.

o rrj
0N'

3rd person
.

a .

m

cp
a

4-)
U)ri

.

'c
m

cp
Pi

TS
0
N

.

a

m

cp
131

TS
Li

M

w
>
-1

4., 0

ol
o a

$4-1

0
$4 0
CI) Z

- 4-) 0
0 S-i
ri 134

w
a

.,-1

-,-1

0
0
In
(Ci

5

w,a
,c
ari
5
Cll

4-1

w.
, 4..)

0 i
CD

Z,

English
'abs'.

adj.
-.

my your
his

her
its
.

our your .their
whose

mine yours hers ours yours theirs

Chinese
'

weS de ni de 'td de weSmen
de

nime'n
de

t-Amen
de

sh4i
de

Figure 11: Possessive Pronouns in English and Chinese
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Note that for three of the possessive pronouns on the chart pne
form-serves-both the adjectival and the absolute functions. For
each -of-=the-others, however, there are two distinct forms, the '

absolute form derived frOm the adjectival form,by the additioh.of
/z/ (spelled s), except in first person singUlar, where mine.
derived from my by,'the additiOn of ./n/ (/May/ + /n/.= /miTri7).

Because the Chinese 'pronoun plus attributive de' serves1-
both the'adjectival and the absolute functions,-the Chinese's64-
dent-will have difficulty learning to'separate the 'two sets of\
English formi-, often produCing.sentences like Is this'yours
book? The tendendi.to use the /t/ form is reinforced, by the
fact .that the the possessives that have only one form do end \

in /Z/,,and possessives for nouns (both adjectival and absolute)
end.in 's: John's book; the book is John's.

2.8. - Word Classes.
' The most important word classes in English are: nouns, verbs,

adjectives, and adverbs. The word classes in Chinese do not Co-" \
incide with those in:English.- Because word classes have mutually
exclusive functioni in a sentence,'the Chinese student must learn
&di:ettnguishvamong the different word classesin.English: The
first' uestion is: HoW dome define the word classes ln English?
There are two approaches. The first is a morphological one.
From the form of certain words ant the derivatiOnal and inflec
%tional.processes that they can undergowe can tell what word
class they belong to.., For example, we know that slowly, quietly,
and rapidly are adverbs. because they have the advF suffix

We:know that agreed, ate,,and bought are verbs because they
are theIpast tense of,verbs. Similarly, eve .know that white,
bright, and pretty are adjectives because we can derive their
comparative_forms. by., adding the suffix.-dr, We also, know that
write, sleep, hit are verbs becayse we can form the. past tense of-
these words..` In all these wordS, there is either something in
-the form of,themord or some- inflectional or derivational poten-,. .
tial that signals to us that these words belong to certain word
classes. But this method of finding out what word class a cer-
tain word)Delongs to is not totally reliable. By this method of
classification,-many words in English will be found to belong-to
more than one word clasS. For example, the word act is a noun in
that we can arrive at its plural form by adding the suffix -s.
It is also a verb because we can obtain its past tense by adding
the suffix -ed. The word 'quiet is an°adjective because we can
derive its comparative-form by adding the suffix -er. It is also
a verb because we can form its past tense by adding -ed. We also
know that it is a noun (In the quiet of the night...) but we can-
not demonstrate that it is a noun by the method presented above-

This brings us to the second method of classifying words:
.classification by the syntactic function of a word in a sentence.
In this approach, the class of a word is defined by the-relation-
ship of the word to' other. words in the sentence. This method has
two advantages. It'can tell us to what word class a certain word
belongs in a'certa.in sentence. In our example In the quiet of
the night..., qui'e`t is preceded by the definite di-Eicle. This
signals to us that quiet functions as a noun°in,this sentence.
.

..

..3' .clir

.
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A second advantage of this methcid of classification is that each
word, as it is used in a specific sentence, belongs to one and
only one word class. Thus, quiet'is a verb in Please quiet down,
an adjective in The street is quiet at night, and a noun in The
quiet of the night.i. Admittear77-it- may belong to more. than one
class wheiTit is used differently in different sentences; but
each occurrence of it belongs to only one word claSs. This lends
greater determinacy to our definition of word classes-than the
first method.

Word' in the English language lend themselves fairly well to
the first method of. word classification. There are many words
that would-fall into more than one class if classified morpholog-
ically, but most English words can be classified into one or an-
other of these classes. The picture is quite different in Chi-
nese. Most worids in Chinese cannot be classified morphologically
into:Only one word class. For one thing, most words in Chinese
are.formed in such a way that one cannot tell merely from the
form of the words themselves what class of words they belong to.
,If one uses the criterion of derivational potentials, only part
'of the vocabulary can be classified, because derivations in Chi-
nese are not as bountiful "as in English. Thesecond methodlof
classification is much more applicable in Chifiese.

In Chinese, just as in English, words can be classified de-
cisively in accordance with the function they serve in the sen-
tence. We pointed out earlier that the 'same word may serve dif-
ferent functions in different_ sentences and therfore belong to
different word classes. We will present further examples in Eng-
lish:

Astronomy interests Tom.
Tom has many interests.

This is a fast train.
pill drives fast.

Please put the potatoes in the bag.
Please bag the potatoes.

(Interests is a verb.)
(Interests is a noun.)

(Fast is an adjective.)
(Fast is an adverb.)

(Bag is a noun.)
(Bag. is a verb:)

The same word functioning differently in different sentences is
a common phenomenon in English. But it is even more common in
Chinese. Many words in English must undergo a derivational pro-
cess before they can take on a different function, LTt very of-
ten, comparable words in Chinese can servb several functions,
without any change in their form:

. He is ill. (Ill is an-adjective.)
' tglbing le (61Eg'is a verb.)

he become ill perfect. marker)

What kind of illness is this? (nine: is a derived noun.)
zhd Ishi Ish4mMeibing (STFITT. a noun.)
thislopuldphat 'illness
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I'm happy. (Happy is an adjective.)
welh6n kuaile. (kuaile is an adjective.)
I (very

Ito
be happy

Happiness is mote important than money. (Happiness is a
kuall6 bi ingiAn zhongyAo derived noun.)
happinesslcomparepnoney important (kuall6 is-a noun.)money

The above examples illustrate the fact that thederivation of
words of one class from words of another class is not as common
in Chinese as it is in English. In recent years, the deriva-
tional processes in Chinese seem to have become somewhat more de-
veloped, perhaps due to the influence of European languages. But .

still, these processes are not as rich in Chinese as thy are in
English. For this reason, Chinese students may have trouble
learning the many derived words in English.

_2.9Problems With Word Classes.

2.9.1. Word,classes in English do not coincide with those in
Chinese. Aside from the fact that words in Chinese cannot be
assigned to morphological classes as readily as. words in English,
the syntactic word classes in the two languages do not coincide.

The first discrepancy is that adjectives in Chinese are syn-
tactically very much like verbs. For this reason, many grammar-
ians qt Chinese treat adjectives as a subclass of verbs:

She dances on the stage.
to zai IsbangltiAowu
shelat Istageltop ,dance.

She is pretty on the stage.
to zai Ishanglh6n IpiAoliang
sh-dlat Istagelt-op !very! pretty,.

Notice that the Chinese words /tiAowii/ dance and /piAoliang/,
pretty combine with other words in the sentence in the exact same
way. In English, pretty 'differs from dances in that the copula
is must be inserted before pretty, an adjective. In Chinese,
however, adjectives and verbs do have some functions that they do
not share; but they have enough functions in common that we may
consider adjectives a subclass of verbs. This treatment also co-
incides with the feeling of the native speaker of Chinese, who
considers adjectives and verbs as one word class. For this rea-
son, Chinese students may fail to distinguish adjectives from
verbs in English. In section 4.5., we will discuss one problem
that results from the failure to make this important distinction
in English. We will continue to speak of adjectives in Chinese,
but with the understanding that they are a subclass of verbs.

2.9.2. Classifiers in Chinese.
A second point of comparison between the word classes of

English and those of Chinese is the existence of a class of words
called classifiers. This is a class of words in Chinese that has
only an imperfect parallel in English.
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In Chinese, most nouns, when preceded by a demonstrative
and/or a number must be preceded immediately by a classifier. The
ordering of all these elements is as follows:.

demonstrative + number + classifier + noun

The classifier varies from noun to noun, but most classifiers
are shared by a class of nouns. There is no pre-determined way
of pairing classifiers with nouns, but their co-occurrence does
form certain patterns. For example, zhi is the classifier that
often occurs with long flat objects, zhang is a classifier that
often occurs with thin sheetlike objects. But these patterns
cannot be used as an infallible guide.

There nothing in English comparable to the classifier-in .1
Chinese. The-nearest thing is the measure words (a sack of sug-
ar, a row of houses). In Chinese, measure words are a subclass
of claggifiere

Measure wordeUsed in both English and Chinese:"

one dozen oranges
Iyi dA ijdzi

onedozenlorange

a row of houses
yi IpAilfAngzi
one row house

Classifiers used in Chinese, but not in English:

this house several books
zheildong IfAngzi 1b6n tihu

-thisl(classifierNhouseseverallpaSsifierpook

It is the second type of classifiers that has ...no parallel in Eng-
lish. They cannot be *translated into English and are simply de-
leted in the translation.

_Fortunately, this difference between the two languages does
not cause much problem for the Chinese student of English. He
only has to learn that this kind .of classifier does not exist in
English. On the other hand, a native speaker of English studying
Chinese will find-this system of classifiers to be a real trouble-
maker.

Comparative and Superlative Forms.
The superlative is expressed in Chinese in a way very simi-

lar to that in English. In English, it is usually expressed by
adding either the suffix -est or the word most to the adjective
or the adverb. In Chinese, superlative is expressed by adding
the word /ziii/ most in front of the Chinese word which corre-
sponds to the adjective or adverb in English:

This car is the fastest.
zheilbU chezi ziii kuAi
thiskblassifier*ar (most fast

He works most slowly.
ta" lzueshi lzuo Ile pnAn
he Pork- lobo 'most [slowly
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The comparative is expressed in Chinese in several different
ways. When only one of the things being compared is stated in
the sentence, the most common patterns of comparison are exem-
plified by the following:

This car is faster.
..Zh 1

,

-'7 ICIEZilbijiA0
lkuAithis classifierNcar comparatively fast

I

or zhei lail IchEzilkuai lyidiar
this (classifier) (fast a bit

He walks more slowly.
td 1z6u ribijiAo man
he walk Icomparativelylslowly

or i.aru lielman lyidiar
he walk

(man
a bit

When both of the things being compared are stated in the sen-
tence, the most common patterns.of comparison in Chinese are ex-
emplified-by the following sentences:

Mrs. Li is fatter than Mr. Li.
alxiansheng rang

`J Li Mrs. compare LilMr. fa't

Mrs. Li runs faster than Mr. L.
Liltaitailbi Lilxianshenglpao
Li Mrs. comparelLi Mr.. run fast

The complexity of the comparative forms in Chinese does not pose.
much of a problem to the Chinese student of English since the ,

pattern in English is much simpler than that in Chinese. The
Chinese student simply has to substitute the usage of the syntac-
tic constructions in Chinese with the usage of the derived com-
parative forms in English. It is the irregularities in the deri-.
vation of the comparative and superlative forms in English that
will cause some trouble to the Chinese student. Aside from sev-
eral different rules for deriving the regular comparative and
superlative forms in English, there are a number of adjectives
and adverbs that have irregular comparative and superlative forms
which must be memorized individually by the student. As for the
regular comparative and superlative forms of English, the rules
for deriving them are as follows:

1) All one-syllable adjectives and adverbs are marked with
-er suffix in the comparative and -est in the superlative.

2) All two-syllable adjectives and adverbs ending with the
sound /i/ are marked with -er in comparative and -est in the su-
perlative.

3) All other forms are preceded by more in the comparative
and most in the superlative.

4) All superlative forms are almost always preceded by
the (see section 5.12.2.).
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Aside from masteringthese'several rules in English, the Chinese
student must learn the seemingly innumerable exceptions to them.
There are forms that outrightly deviate from the above rules:

good - better - best
well better - best
bad - worse - worst

There are others that Seem to conform to these, rules, but only-
imperfectly:

_,able more able - most able conformity with the rules)
able - abler ablest' (not quite in conformity)
ably - more ably - most ably (contradicts rule 2.)

Fortunately, most of the irregular comparative and superlative
forms in English are those that occur commonly and the foreign
:student will have'more chances of encountering them at an early
stage. Again, practice with the irregular forms in actual sen-
tences would be more effective than having the student memorize
meaningless-utterances like good-better-best.

2.11. Noun inflection for Gender.
In English, many nouns have masculine versus feminine forms.

One group applies to persons:

duke duchess
actor actress
hero heroine
comedian - comedienne
laundryman- laundrywoman

A second group refers to certain animals. With most animals,
there is no masculine-feminine distinction in English. However,
with some, the masculine-feminine distinction is made:

bull cow
cock hen
stallion mare
gander goose
buck doe
boar sow

In Chinese, the masculine-feminine distinction, is usually not
made:

actor-actress author-authoress, bull-cow cock-,hen
yAnyUan zuojia ni6 ji

There are a few exceptions to this:

prince princess emperor empress
kOng-zi kong-zhd huang-t huing-hou
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But most of these exceptions are with nouns that refer to titles.
In Chinese, when the speaker wishes to emphasize the gender

of a noun, h' may sometimes add a masculine or feminine prefix,
sometimes an adjective denoting gender:

COW

mu nid
(feminine prefix) bovine

. hen--

(f. prefix)Ichicken

authoress
nO lzudjia
femalelauthor

bull
k5ng nita

(masculine prefix) bovine

cock
cb-ng

(m. prefix)! chicken'

heroine
Er---Tyingxiing
femalelhero

When the Chinese speaker does not particularly wish to emphasize
the gender of a nounhe would not indicate it. When speaking,
English, he may continue to disregard the gender of nouns, even
where it is important to make the distinction between masculine
and feminine. For instance, he may call a cock a hen, a bull a
cow, etc. The Chinese student must first of all rra-himself of
the habit of thinking that all nouns are neuter. He must then
learn which nouns have the masculine-feminine distinction in Eng-
lish. There is no one particular way of deriving the feminine
forms from the masculine forms, especially with nouns that refer
to animals. The Chinese student would do best to memorize the
masculine and feminine forms as separate lexical items.

2.12. DeriN'ation of Words of One Class From :Another.
In En4Iigh, there are many ways in-which words of one class

can be derived fro6 those of mother clais. As we noted in 2.8.,
words in Chinese do not belong to-morphological classes as
clearly as words in English. Many words can furiction differently
in different sentences without any changes in their /forms. This
is one reason why there are fewer grammatical derivations in 'Chi-
nese than in English. Some English grammatical derivations are:

Adjective Adverb

Adjective - Noun

Adjective Verb

Noun Adverb

Noun - Adjective

Noun - Verb

slow-slowly, possible-possibly

possible- possibility
righteous-righteousness

white-whiten, equal-equalize
little-belittle, large-enlarge

huMan-humanly, length-lengthwise
day-daily

education-educational
/Japan-Japanese, rain-rainy

danger-endanger, beauty-beautify
( improve-improvement

educate-education
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Verb -Adjective interest-interesting-interested
comfort-comfortable

There are sore grammatical derivations in Chinese. Those that
bear similarities to grammatical derivations in English would be
a good starting point to introduce Chinese students to the innum-
erable derivational processes in English. By reflecting upon
similar processes in their native language, Chinese students will
understand tkle derivations in English more readily. Below 4a a
chart of the few derivational suffixed in Chinese that bear simi-
larities to derivations in English:

hinese Suffix

IC

Comparable English
Suffix

Examples

-huh . -ize, -ifs . . mechanize
jixie-
machine

beautify
Ihua m6i-
/ beauty

Ihua,-,literally,
'transform'

-de
(the attributive
marker)

-ti', -al scientific political
kExu4- (de zhengzhi-Ide
science politics

-xing -ity, -ness possibility
k6n6ng-
possible

seriousness
yAnzheng-xing
serious

Ixing

I

'nature'

-lan -ism idealism
w4i lxin-116n
onlylmindl-ism

evolutionism
jinhua-Ilan
evolve (-ism

'discourse'

--=iffaiii -ism communism
Ong IchAn- lzhuyi
sharelprope'rtyldoctrine

imperialism ..
.

diguo- lzhuyi
imperialistiCdoctrine
state

'doctrine'

Although these Chinese suffixes tare. similar to some derivations
in English, they are only roughly comparable. The Chinese stu-
dent should not equate any one derivational process with a suffix
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in his native language. These comparative
Only as aids for Ithe Chinese student. to gain an
of the derivations in English.

The total number of grammatical derivations in Chines
not much greater than the number of suffixes listed above. It
is obvious that a much, greater number exists in English.

After some exposure to derived words in English, the foreign
student will be able to make an intelligent guess at the meaning
of ao new derived Word that he encounters. However, there are
"inconsistencies that will prove troublesome. For example, most
words that end in -lz are adverbs. However, there are many ad-
jectives that also bar the suffix -1z:

examples are useful
understanding

e is

lovely, friendly, manly, unsightly, brotherly, costly

There,are also -1z-words which are both adjectives and adverbs:

monthly, daily, nightly, Yearly, likely

If the foreign student*enzounters troublesome words in the con-
text of a sentence, he would be in a much better posit on to
guess at the meaning of the word than he would be if a new word .

is simply thrusted at him.b For this reason, it is much more
effective to introduce new words,. especially those produced by
one of the many derivational processes in English, in the con-
text ofsentences.

.The-foreign-student may also have trouble creating new words
according to the derivational processes that he has learned.

.

This is because the derivational processes in English are neither
completely regular nor irregular.. While there is enough of a
pattern to encourage the foreign student to be productive, there
is still enough irregularity to vex him continually:

agile agility pastor - pastoral
able - ability doctor - doctoral
ample - *ampility actor - *actoral

The more cautious and perhaps timid student will refrain from
using derived words that he has never heard before. The more
daring and creative student will attempt to produce words along
the patterns that he has observed among the derived words he
knows. There are advantages to both approaches. Perhaps a mix-
ture of creativity with cautiousness would be a good middle
course.

A final point that must be remarked upon here is that many
derived words acquire meanings that cannot be inferred from the
meaning of the original words. For historical reasons, derived
words, as independent vocabulary items, often develop special
connotations and nuances in meaning. Compare the meaning of the
following derived words with that of their original words:

taste - tasteful The table was arranged in a tasteful way.
*Our dinner was tasteful tonight.
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awful - awfully

human - humane

child - childish

0

. --
Our drill instructor is awfully pretty.

Human beings are not always humane.

Although he is already a grown man, he
is still veryl4hildish.

A foreign student must be exposed-to such words individually in
order to-learn their truemeanings. Those derived words in com-
mon usage which deviate from the meaning of their original words
should be pointed out to the foreign student to prevent possible
embarrassing mistakes;

2.13. Word Derivation ThiougiiAffixing.

2.13.1 A type of derivational process which is especially pro-
lific, in the English langUage is the formation of complex words
through affixing. A 'few of the most common derivational affixes
used to make new words are these:

Prefixes_
co-
de-
sub-
trans-
re-

. semi-
un-,inr,ir-,im-

bi-
uni-
multi-
pre-,
anti-
counter-,

Suffixes:
-able able,

-er, -or
- ful

-like
-ist
- less

Meaning
together
away, down
under
across .

again
half
not'
two
one
many
befdre
against

. against

4

- Meaning
able
agent
full of
to resemble
proponent, expert
without

The 'above list is far from complete, but
of the suffixes and prefixes in English.
many in Chinese as there are in English,
Chinese will help ;:he student understand
fixes work in English.

Chinese Prefix Meaning
ke-
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Examples
coexistence
deform
subterrainian
transgress
recondition
semi-literate
impolite
bilateral
unilateral
multimillionaire
preregister
antisocial
counterrevolutionary

Examples
definable
actor, lawnmower
cupful
childlike
scientist, communist
endless

it does. give a.eampling
There are not quite as

but those that exist in
how suffixes and pre-

Examples
lovable palatable
k6-lai ke-lk6u

love mouth
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Chinese, Prefixes Meaning
zi- auto-

Examples
automatic autobiography

Izi-ddng zi-lzhuan
move 'biography

ba- un- unscientific
101.1-1kExue

science

.

(ran-,

t

dub-

,.

uni-

poly-,multi-

..
irreculaz
1011-

unilateral
-dan-lfangmian

polysyllabic
du5-Iyinjie

IgUize
regulation

.

#

'aspect
.

'syllabic

wei- yseudo- ,

pseudo-government
(puppet government)
wei-lzhengfu

'government

fei- non- nonphysical
fEilwazhi

'material'

1

chin- pro- pro-American
chin-Imei

America

Chinese Suffixes meaning Examples
-zhe -er,-or compiler

1-zh4bin

compile

-yuen -er,-or teacher
` Ala° I-yuin
-_.. teach ,

V6 .

-jig -ist scientist
,

kExue .17jig
science'

Derivation through affixing has .betome more prolific in Chinese
in recent years, perhaps,due to influer,m from European lan-
guages. But there are still not nearl_ as many prefixes and-suf-
fixes in Chinese as there are in English.

Just as the words of one class derived from those of another
class through grammatical, derivations, complex words of the pres-
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ent type eve inconsistencies and irregularities'that will pro

//troub some to the foreign student. But the Chinese student
stio d realize from the 'usage of prefixes and suffixes in his na
ve language that this method of. derivation is not totally pro-

"7"ductive; that is, one cannot produCe new words along pbserVed
///'etterna'at'Will:

.

...- -

We have: - activism - activist
socialism - socialist
individualism - individualist

li

sa

C-

but:. conservatism .7 *oonaervatist

We have:

but:

activism'
monopolism

racism =

activist -

monopolist

racist -

factiVize
-mohopolize

k racize\

.\notice in: organism-organist-organi/e,there isn't the
'same relationship as there is among other words that follow this
pattern'of derivation. -

The general meaning of the affixes in English_wklI help the'for-
eigw,student learn the meaning of new lexical items containing'
these suffixes. But he cannot assume that he Can create words,
using the affixes heicnows. Extensive exposure. to the- English\
language will uncover .for the foreign stildent more and fore
consistencies to the general patterns,-/anC he will'eventually ~ \
gain .a feel for what is a derived word,and what is an O d=aound-

.-ing non-word.
Another type of error that a foreign stude may make is the

misidentification of affixes. Sometimes, wh seems to be an
r/affix in a word would simply be a part cf,t e, basic word. Thus,
' refuse does not mean to fuse again/ redress does not mean to

dress again,-and interview does not mean to.view between. The
instructor should-point out words, in common.. usage that may lead
'to; this kind of error.

2.13.2. One/Of the problems that foreign students have-With
affixes and grammatical derivestions in Engliah is that certain
derivational; morphemea have different, but similar forms. Some
derivational morphemes have pore than one form:

oir- unfriendly, unreasonable, unfinishedun-
im-__

aide- ible:

inhospitable, inaccurate, infrequent
/irreligious, irregular, irrevocable
/illegal, illegible, illegitimate
impolite, impossible, immovable

comfortable, drinkable, definable
edible, sensible, divisible-

emergent,, dependent
clairvoyant, reluctant,,' pleasant
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It is difficult even for the native spe ker to learn which form
of a derivational morpheme is used in hich words. .It may be
even more difficult fort-the foreign student to match.the correct
forms with particular words. The foreignstudent will have only
his memory to rely on in learning thei correct forms. It may be
helpful if he learns from the very beginning all the possible
forms, for the various derivatiohal morphemes.

° All the derivational morphemes/ given in the, above examples,
with the exception of the first one, have different forms only
in the spelling. For the student who only wishes to learn to
speak English, this would not pe/se too great a problem. The pre-
fix unr. in- ir- im- is the one that'qould cause trouble to/

enall studts. Only extensive ex-osure,t8 forms using this prefix
will allow the student td-overc me this problem.

2.14.. Stress in Derived - Words.

/
2.14.1. Stress shift and/or,vowel shift may accompany addition
of derivation morphemes: I

stress shift: medicate ,-'medication
1 '

.

educate, -.education
solid - solidity

. act'te, -' activity I

feminine -femininit /

1 /

vowel shift with or 'without_accoMpa ying stress shit :

/e -a/ person -=.-persOnify
/ay-I/ asinine - asininit

./i--e/' serene - serenity
/e-a/ .prbfane - prbfanity
/o-a/ verbose verb6sity
/e -a/ curious curiosity

In English, many words are derived from more ba4ic word by hay-
ingderivational morpheMes appended to them. FOreign s udents in
general Have trouble placing stress-on the correct syllables in
English. This trouble is compounded when a derivational morpheme.
causes a shift in the stress. The foreign student may be accus--
tomed to a certain stress pattern in a certain word. {When ,he' --'

adds a derivational morphemeoto it, he may still use the otisi-ril
stress pattern. Related to this problem is the shift,Jfi-the vow-
el when a derivational morpheme ,is added to a word 'The foreign
student has the tendency to neglect vowel shifts.' Practice-with
pairs of original and derived words will help the foreign student
to learn the stress and vowel shifts. He shbuld learn to perform
the stress and vowel shifts so automatically that he can,apply
them to the derived words in his new vocabulary item .,

,,-

2.14.2. Words that belong to two classes may have varying read-
ings. Thereis a group of words in English that ca, function
both as nouns and as verbs, but have twopronunc'ations depending
on which way they are used:
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project progress
produce reject
object contract
subject import
record combat
rebound protest

.....When-used->aa-nouns-7-1TUTTITOfarareatressed on the fitst syl-
lable. 'As verbs, their'- stress is oh the second syllable._

The foreign student has difficulty, in placing stress_on the
correct syllables of words in .general. In learning. the stress on
these particular words, the instructor must point out the shift
in stress with the change in the_funct-fon of'the'word in a sen-
tence. In Chin6se, there_are-also certain words that can func-
tion both as verbs _and as nouns. However, there is no comparable
shift in Tess the function of the word is changed. In or-
der to-internaliz the stress shift in these words, the Chinese

=student should practice with pairs of sentences like the follow-
ing:

.r

We have made much progress this week:
We have progressed quite a bit this week'.

4

Please bring your record when you dome for your appointment.
Your latest achievements will be recorded.

2.15. Diminutive Forms.
In English, some nouns have diminutive forms:

goose -.gosling
, book booklet

cigar - cigarette .

lamb = lambkin
dog - plippy
cat - kitten
cow - calf
duck" - duckling,
stream - styeamiet
circle - circlet

In Chinese also some nouns, have diminutive counterparts, formed
by a diminutive suffix appended to the original nouns. For some
other nouns, the smallness is expressed only by having the ad-
jective xiXo:_smell' added before the noun. There are more di-
minutive nouns in Chinese then there are in English. In both
languages, there are no hard and fast rul,ps about how diminutive
forms are derived from the regular forma. Sometimes, the deri-
vational process is no longer productive and the original word has
fallen from common usage while the derived word has lost its di-
minutive meaning. Examples are ;Ole words pamphlet and hamlet.
In order to learn the diminutive .^fOrms in English, it would be
best for the Chinese student to memorize the forms as separate
lexical items. It may be helpful if the diminutive forms are in7
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troduced at the same time their regular counterparts are intro-
duced, so that the student will realize what nouns haye'diminu-

, tive forms from the very beginning. For instance, if a foreign
-. student learns cat before.he learns kitten, he may develop the

habit of referring tohoth.cats and kittens as cats and may have,
trouble correcting the habit when he finally learns the word kj,t=
ten. On the other hard, if he learns them both at the beginning,
he will distinguish between them.

2.16. Ordinal Numbers.
The- formation of ordinal numbers is more ,varied in English

than in Chinese. In Chinese, ordinal numbers are forMed simply
by adding the prefix di- before the corresponding cardinal num-
bers. In English, the correspondence between ordinal and cardin-
al numbers is as follows:

Cardinal number Ordinal number
X + one X + first
X + two X + second
X -1-`three X + third
X + Yty X + Ytieth
All others - add -th to cardinal number

The Chinese student should not have too much trouble if he learns
the above rules.

a.
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CHAPTfik 3: SYNTAX: ENGLISH AND CHINESE SENTENCE PATTERNS

" 3.0. The Sentence: Introduction.
In this manual, the discussion of syntax is divided into

three different parts: the sentence, the verb phrase, and the noun
phrase. However, not'every difference between the structure of
-Chinese and that of English, nor every difficulty that a Chinese
student may have in learning English, can be neatly assigned to
one of these parts. Th'ere is much overlapping' among them. For
example, in English we add the dummy auxiliary do/did in .front
of the verb when the sentence is either a question or in the neg-
ative. There is no corresponding auxiliary in Chinese and the
Chinese student may have difficulty in learning to insert this
auxiliary in English sentences where it is necessary. This can
be considered a point for comparison in the overall sentence
structure. On the other hand, it is a process that is applied to
the verb phrase, and therefore can be appropriately discussed in
the verb phrase section. In order to avoid repetition, problems
that may overlap two or three parts will be discussed in the part
that comes first in the text. For example, the above problem
with do/did will be discussed in the sentence rather than the
verb filirase section. It is hoped that the reader will use the
index to locate the overlapping problems that cannot be assigned
to"any one particular section.

In every language, grammaticalness is a quality that cannot
be precisely defined. "In English as well asChinese, there are
sentences that are neither strictly correct or incorrect. For
example, we can understand the sentence I swept clean the floor,
although it sounds a little odd. We know that we would normally
say I swept the Moor clean, but we cannot say exactly why the
other sentence is crijorrect. When we cannot explain why a sen-
tence is incorrect, we may wonder whether it is incorrect: at. all.
Chinese speakers learning English ay a second language will of-
ten say things that border between the correct and incorrect, or
things that are not incorrect, but awkward, in English. In this
manual, the errors as well as the awkward constructions that Chi-
nese speakers are likely to utter will be pointed out. It is
hoped that the teacher will become more attuned LC) the difficul-
ties of the Chinese student and more able to teach him to speak
English not only more correctly, but also wore smoothly and
fluently.

There are many points of contrast between the overall sen-
tence strueture of .Chinese and that of English. These contrast-,
ing points that may cause difficulty for the Chinese speaker
will be discussed one M/ one in this unit. The table Beginning
on the next page shows;the points that will be discussed.

3. L. Sub ec t -I) red Cat e R<,1at.ionship.
The relt (1;n-ship f;eCwe(3n su1.-)j-cl. and prod i le is 100530

Ch inese sentences In Engl iSh SetiteliCe!1, we can usua 1 ly dis-
cern a subject and a predicate. The one principal except ion is
in i taper.' t i yes , where the sub j ec nde t ood ' and is there -
force deleted. In .111 of her sentences, there is usually (Jelin
able re! at knish p between the ,subjct arid the predicate. 111. i -
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Table, 7

Sentence Structure in English and Chinese

Points of
Comparison

English Chinese Discussion
Section

Subject and
Predicate

.

subject present in
English sentences
other than imper-
atives

, .

subject often
deleted

3.1.
0

Position
of direct
object

normally after the
verb

often before
the verb

3.2.1.

Here. and i"- often in initial
position in sen-
tences

rarely in initial
position

3.2.2.
there //'

5/

Position of
time adverb

sentence initial
position or after
the verb

always before the
verb

3.3.1.

Position of
place ad-
verbs

most f,requently
after 'the verb,
sometimes in sen-
tence initial
position

most frequently
immediately before
-the verb, some -
times in initial
position

3.3.2.

Position of
Conditional
Clause

either before or
after main clause

usually before the
main clause

3.4.1.

Time clause ,can.be logically
theMain clause

never the logic-
ally main clause

-3.4.2.

Position of
because

either before or
after the main
clause

normally before
main clause

3.4.3.

clause

Conjunction important in Eng-
lish sentences

often-deleted 3.4.4.

Conjoined
noun phrase
or verb ph.
in serie

syntactic patterns in English and Chi-
nese are 'different

3.5.1.

. .

Conjoined
verbal
nominals

must be in the
same form

.

are naturally in
the same forms as
diverse forms do
not exist in Chi-
nese

3.5.2.
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Table 7(cont.)

Points of
Comparison

English Chinese Discussion
Section

Deletion of
identical
verb in a
sentence

.

preferred in Eng-
lish

.

never in Chinese
.

3.6.

Relative
position of
subject and
auxiliary
verb in
questions

reversed from that,
in statements

same as that in
statements

3.7.2.

Position of
wh-words in
questions

always in initial
position

position variable 3.7.2.

Answer to
yes-no
questions

usually begins
with yes or no

need not begin
with yes or no

3.7.3.

.

Length,of
answer to
yes-no
question

longer in Chinese than in English

t

3.7.4.

v.

Answers to
negatively
phrased
questions

Chinese conception opposite from that
in English

3.7.5. -

Question
tags

much more complicated in English than
in Chinese

3.7.6.
-,

,

Position of
negative
particles

after auxiliary
verb

before entire verb
phrase

3.8.1.'

uxiliary
do/did

necessary in
questions and neg-
ative sentences

does not exist in
Chinese

3.7.2.
3.8.2.
.'

Two-word
erbs

many two-wprd verbs in English cor-
respond,e6 one-word verbs in Chinese
v ,

3.9.
3.22.

Position of
indirect
object

more variable in Chinese than in Eng-
lish

3.10.1.
,
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Table 7(cont.)

Points Of
Comparison

English Chinese Discussion
Section

It and them certain restric-
tions

no restrictions 3.10.2.
as direct
objects

Adjectival
and adverb-
ial object
complements

both exist

.

do not exist 3.11.

The formal
passive con-
struction

usage is brpader in English than in
Chinese

3.12.1.

Active vs. always distin- may not be dis- 3.12.2.
passive
sentences

guished tinguished ..,

Position of
agent in
passive
sentences

follows the verb precedes the verb 3.12.3.

Purposive exists in English expressed by dif- 3.13.1.
infinitive

_
ferent syntactic
structure

Gerund and distinction be- there are no 3.13.2.
infinitive tween them nec-

essary
grounds upon which
to make distinc-,
tion between them

4.14.5.

Nominal ob- Some differences between Chinese and 3.14.1.
ject'com-
plement and
adjectival
complement

English ,

Clauses con- often in English rare in Chinese 3.14.2.
tracted in-
to noun

.

. .

3.14.3.
3.14.4.

phrases '

,

Verb phrase a construction in English that has no 3.15.

+ comple- correspondence in Chinese
`ment of.
obligation
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Table 7(cont.)

Points of
Comparison

English Chinese Discussion
Section

Sentences
with the
auxiliary
verb may

may take on a syntactic construction
in Chinese radically different from
in English ,

3.16

Empty
subjects

oZten
.

used never used
I

3.17.

Want and difference in degree of politeness
reflected in English, but less so in
Chinese

3.18.
would like

Expressions
of prefer-
ence

syntactio construction in Chinese is
radically different from that'in Eng-
lish .

,r
3.19.

More and these wordsdo not exist in Chinese;
these concepts are expresed through
syntactic constructions

.

3.20.
less

.

Emphatic
stress

not always on the same elements in
Chinese-as in English

3.21.

Preposi-
tions and
Clad-de in-
Frnfillopr

i

very important
part of sentences -

often deleted

-

3.22.--

61.

nese, this relationship is more elusive.
Many sentences in spoken Chinese lack a subject. This is

because in actual conversation, the subject is understood, and
the Chinese speaker does not feel the necessity to state it. In
some 'Chinese sentences which lack a subject, there is really no
particular nameable subject. In the English sentences which cor-
respond to this type of Chinese sentence, a dummy subject is
usually added.

Deletion of subject in Chinese because it is understood:

How are you?
hAo !ma , v

good (interrogative particle)

Do you like to go to the movies?
ni ixihuanpAnldiAnyinglma
youllike Iseelmovie (interrogative.

particle)
65
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I'm leaving.
in. Ile

leave kperfect marker)

Yes, I do.
xihuan
like



/11

Deletion of subject in Chinese because there is no particular
nameable subject:

O

It is raining. You can't seeoit from here
Rra yu arigizherikan jian
descend train fromlherellobkInot see

(In the second sentence, you refers to people.in general.)

Ag place words and time words almost always precede the verb in
Chinese (See section 3.3.), they appear to be the topic of the
sentence when no subject is present. Examples:

One cannot swim here. (As for this place,, one cannot swim.)
zheribil In6ngly6uyong
here of can iswim

One does not go to work on Sunday. (As.for Sunday, one,does
xinggitianibd Ishangban' not go to work.)
Sunday not go towork

The Chinese student may erroneously utter sentences like:

*Go now. (Meaning I'm going now.)
*Here can't swim.
*Sunday no work.
*Raining.

,

The Chinese student must stop thinking that it ii too redundant
to state an understood subject in an English sentence; except
when the sentence is an imperative. He must also learn to add
dummy subjects to English sentences in which there; are no par-
ticular subjects

3.2. Position of Elements in the Predicate.

3.2.1. In Chinese, the direct object is often placed in ini-
,tial position in a sentence.

In English, the normal position for the direct object is-
after the .verb:

I'd like to borrow the book you bought yesterday.
I have not seen him today.
We fed all the monkeys in the zoo.

In English, the direct object is placed in initial position only
in special situations:

1) When the speaker wishes to emphasize it in order to
contrast it with something else:

Money I have, but-not happiness.

2) When the speaker begins a sentence before he has form-
,

ulated it completely in his mind, the result is a substandard

`6
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type of English, something that is not usually found in delib-
erate speech:

The book you bought yesterday; I'd like to borrow it.
The monkeys in the'zoo, we fed them all.

Although these sentences are intelligible, they are not consider-
ed to be Fepresentative of a standard sentence pattern in Eng-
lish.

3) Unusual sentences that occur commonly in English:

Him I haVe not seen.

Sentences like this border on the idiomatic in that this pattern
is not productive in English.

In Chinese, the direct object is commonly placed in initial
position in a sentence:

I'd like to borrow the book you bought yesterday.

youlyesterdaylbuy 1

ni izuOtian Ideinei lb6n
!that rplassifier) ooklI

Vhti 1146 ring
ish

jie lyixia
\

borrow la while
0

We fed all tp$ monkeys,in the zoo.
dOngwuyufin-Ili Idelhbuzi IwomenidouPei le
zoo !inside' !monkey we all1feed(perfect marker)

The abolie pattern is commonly used in Chinese to call attention
to the direct object. The Chinese student,.may apply the same
pattern to English, producing sentences like:

*The book you,bought yesterday I would like to borrow.
*The dishes I,have not washed yet.

Unless the 'object first' construction is used correctly in Eng-
lish, it will produce either an impression of stylistic strange-
ness or grammatically incorrect sentences. The begihning Chinese
student would do best to avoid using the object first construc-

ot

tion in English altogether. Only.thos who have'aChieved a na-
tive speaker's feel for the language willll know when the object
first construction may be used corre y in English.

3.2.2. i, pecial construction with 'the predicate inverted ex-
ists in Enc sh. When the predicate consists of a copula + here
or there, t predicate is usually inverted:

Here's my house.
There's the movie theater.
Here it is.
There it is.

In Chinese, this kind of inversion is unusual:

079-
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Here's my house.
wo

I

de rjiN IzAi I zher

I Ihome tat here

There's the ,theAXer.
xfyuAn I zAilner
theater at there

1

or
zlier

I

shi Iw6 Ide jia (less common)
Ihere is home

or
ner IshilxiyuAn
theretis Itheater

Here it is.
zAilzher '(the only form used)
at there

1

Where's our house? Here it is.. -

ni IjiE zAilnAr CaRTITher
youlhome at where ,just at ere

There it is.
zAilner (the only form used)
at= there

Where's the theater? There it is.
xiyuAn IzAilnEr (jill)fiNiFer
theater at 'where just lat-Ithere

The Chinese student:is likely to say:

My house is here.
The theater is there.
It is here.
It is there.

o*

Although the above sentences are not grammatically wrong, they do
not give' the lame force as sentences like:

Here's my house.
There's the theater.
Here it is.
There it

An additibnal rule that the Chinese student must learn with the
usage of 'here and there in sentence initial position is that the
subject of the sentence must recede the verb when it is a pro:-
noun, but must follow the ver when it is a noun. Compare:'

Here is Algernon.
Here he is..
There is the theater.
There it is.

*Here Algernon is.
*Here is he.
*There the theater is.
*There is it.

The Chinese student must learn to use here and there in initial
position in English sentences. Exposure to actual sentences' with
this patterh will help him absorb this pattern.

3.3. lime and Place Adverbs.
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3.3.1. Time words occur eitherimmediately preceding the verb
or in'eentence initial position in Chinese. In English, time

'words most frequently occur at the end of a sentence. They can
occur also in sentence initial position::

$4

Tomorrow I will go shopping.
I will go shopping tomorrow.
The team'goes to Chicago every year.
Every year, the team goes to Chicago.

In Chinese, the most dommon position for time words is immedi-
ately preceding the verb. This seems logical because time words
most often modify the verb. An alternate position for time words
.is in sentence initial position, but this is not as common:

I will go shopping tomorrow.
w6ImingtfaniOlmaild5ngxi
I 'tomorrow golbuylthings

Tomorrow I will go shopping.
mingtiank5 10 i!mai d5ngxi
tomorrow II Igo (buy things

The team oes to Chicago ever year.
m6i Iniintd5u 10 zhijiRga

ball team each yearlalwayslgo Chicago

Every year the team goes to Chicago.
mei Ini4nPgiddui IlzhijiagE
eachyearIball teamlalwayslgo Chicago

The Chinese student needs to pay opecial attention to this prob-
lem lest he utter such malformed sentences as:

*I tomorrow will go shopping.
*The ball team every year goes_to Chicago.

3.3.2. Place words usually occur immediately before the verb
in Chinese. In English, place words occur most. frequently after
the verb. Sometimes, they can also occur in sentence initial
position:

I don't 1ike to study in the library.
In the'theater you are not allowed to smoke.
You are not-allowed tolemoke in the theater.

In Chinese, place words occur most frequently immediately before
the verb. Sometimes, place words may also occur in sentence ini-
tial position; this alternate position is allowed in cases where
the place word modifies be entire sentence. In such cases, the
corresponding English sentence also permits the place word to be
alternately placed in sentence initial position:

I don't like to ,study in the library.
w6lb6 lx/huanIzAiltdshUguenInianshri
I Inotilike tat 'library 'study'

08i
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You are not allowed to smoke in the theater.
ha Ih6hglzaiidianyingyaah ill IchftyNn
not can 'at 'movie theaterlinsidelsdoke

In the theater, you are not allowed to smoke.
'taildianYingyuan Inengichauyan
at ;movie theater inside notIcan-lamoke

The Chinese student needs to pay special attention to the posi-
tion of place words in English sentences lest ,he utter such mal-
formed sentences as:

*I don't like in library study.
*You should not in class read comics.

3.4. Compound and Complex Sentences.

3.4.1. A conditional clause always precedes the main clause in
Chinese. In English, the two following clause orders are per-
missible:

If you don't like this, you donit have to-eat it.
You don't have to eat it if you don't like it.

When the weather is 'good, I take the children to the* park.
I take the children to the park when the weather is good.

In Chlneie, the conditional clause must precede the main clause.
The Conditional clause may follow the main clause only when it
is added s an afterthought. Such cases are considered unusual.
These are examples of the usual order:

You don't have to eat it if you don't like it.
paoshimni 1b6 lxihuanin1 lyongichr.
if 1 Iyoulnot114ke lycrInotineedleat

I take the children to the park when the weather is good.
tiangi IhAo Idelshihoulw6Adai IhAizimenIdao ig5ngydanlqil
weather good 'time II Abringichildren arrive !park'go
He may watch TV after he finishes his,homeWork.
tai zu6- wan I gOngkA I 17,1110I kAyil An I diAnshi

held6 finishIhdmeworkIdfterlmay 'watch! TV

You c't have a snack before dinner.
chilfAn lyicliAnbil InAngIchIldiAnxin
eatIdinnerlbefore

Inotican
`eat.

The Chinese student 4s more likely to place the conditional
clause before the main clause whenspeaking English, but he must
learn that the reverse order is just:as commont,in English

3.4.2. In English; a time clause can be logically the main
clause. There are two types of sentences that contain,a time
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clause. Themord.cotmon type is the one in which the time lause
is adverbial and therefore subsidiary. In this type of sen ence,
-the time clause may either precede or follow the main claus .

Furthermore; the logical time of the time _clause either. pre. edes
or is simultaneous to the time of the main clause:

i

When the weather is good I take the children to the pa k. .

.

tianqi 'h&c) delshihoulwoldAi hAizimenIdAo 5nguA u .

weather good' time I" takefchildrenarriveIpark
1 /

I . /Write me a letter when you arrive./
ni Ida° Ile Ideishihoulxi6 yi rreng rcin Ig ilw6,-- i

3fou arrivegperfectl Itime lwritelone(class- letterlt II/-
/ . marker).' iffier)

is .
; .- .

A less domrnon, butnonetheless acceptable, type of sentence in
EngliShlis one in which the time clause is.lOgically the ma"

4 Clause,/ In this type of sentence, the time .clause is inariiably,
thesedond clause in the sentence. The logical time of the time

-,clailselfollows that of the main clause. Moreover, the logical
1..leight:of the sentence is shifted to the second clause, although
structurally, the first clause is the main one; in other words,- -

'what is logidally the main clause has become structurally the
'subsidiary clause, Such 'sentences cannot be translated directly
into'Chinese. In the Chinese equivalentSOf such sentences, the
,lotcallY main cla4se is structurally also the main clause:

I-had; been studying English only a'short time when I was
sent to the U.S:
w6IniAn Iyingyd Im6ilniAn Iduo Iii ipAi 'ciao Im6iguo
I study (English notIstudylmuch(long[thenIsentlarrivelU.S.

lAi Ile
come(perfept marker)

1
They had been-playing tennis for only a few minutes before
tiley, ost'the_ball. .!

I

tamen dA- PmqqidlcA ji,i laA Ile
`they play 'tennis only play perfect marker)several61

.4*

fErizh.f5ngl IbA \- WU 'dill Ile
%V Jminutes thenpOject markelballilose( perfect marker)

%:df., ,,

Notice that in the' Chinese sentences, the words when'and before
are deleted'. ,'To the Chinese student, it seems illogical to in-

t' traduce the logically main clause with time words like-When and
!before a'nd to make the logically_main clauge strr-Uoturally subsid-

; -raFTT- This is not done in Chinese. The instructor must impress
upon the, Chinese student that this type of construction is ,per-
fectly permissible in English and that he must master this con-
struction in order to spnak fluently. i

. 3.4.. In English, the' subordinate clause introduced by be-
-caus4 may occur either before or after the main clause. In Chi-

Mb
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nese, however, the subordinate clause generally occurs before the
main clause:

He is not coming because he has a cold.
. .

or Because,he has a cold he is not coming, (less common)
alyinwei Ishang ilelfEngreu6yi builAi r"le
lbecauselcaughtla (cold !therefore not(come) erfect marker)

There is construction in Chinese in which the reason may come
after the utcome, but this is a less common construction and in-

t
volves a redundancy: .:

I

.

1

Some foreigners cannot speak Chinese because they have
never stu ied' it properly. i - ,

i

you, I i. lwaiguoren 1136 Ihuitshu6 lzh6nIgguohua
there are is melforeignersinotIcanispeakiChinese

I

shi lyThwei tdmen c6nglAi mei aohaor de xue
Noopulalpecause they, ever not roperly I learn,

gud IdelyuAngU
(experiential mark 1 'reason

Because the Chinese stud nt.1 7e in the habit of placing the' reason
disuse before the outcome odause, be may apply this same order to
English. This is fine, bu he must also learn that the-reverse
Order is at least ge common as the 'reason clause first' order.

3.4.4. Conjunctions.
Chinese speakers tend to jet-d'OOnjunctions in compound pr

complex sentences. In Englien
'

the clauses in a compound or com-
plex sentence are almost always by conjunctions such as
and; but, if...then, etc. In Chinese, these conjunctions are of-
ten missing. Chinese speakers supply them mentally from the gen-
eral sense of the connected clauses. In speaking English, they
have the tendency to carry over this Chinese habit:

I eat - .vegetables, but not meat.
w65 chi, FEIchilr6u
I lest vegetables not eat m

.% .

I!Went to town and boygbt several chickens.
Idao

arriveltown
cheng

sidelgolbuy erfect spv-lplass-Ichicken
/ Igulmkilp ji -Phi. lji

, -

'marker) eralifier)

\If he do n't go, I wOn't go either':
lw6 lye bu qu

he t go I lalsoI notlIgo

7Ge 'irally, if the semantic content of a conjunction word isiT,
all, there is a\greater tendency to delete it in Chinese -than

.in.English, For this reason, and is almost always deleted be-
tween two clauses in Chinese. The Chinese student must learn
that conjunctions are an important part of English sentences and
should not be:deleted.

.
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3.5 Conjoined Noun Phrases and Verb Phrases.

3.5.1. In English, the pattern for conjoined noun phrases or
verb phrases is A, B, ...and N. In Chinese, the pattern is dif- /
ferent:

I bought some pencils, paper, and books.

o. I Ibuy%oerfect marker) some pencil paper and book
w61mAi/le lxie Igianbi Igen Ishii

lqiNhbilzhl. 1w6IdaulmAille
.pencil paperlbooklI lallIbuykperfect marker)

He canswi.lm, ride horses, and parachute. .

talihuil
i

iyOuyonggi

ImA

IgenitiAosAn -4"

he can swim ride horseland!parachute

or y6uOngicif ImA ItiaosAn ttaido-ulhui
swim ridelhorselparachutelhelallIgnn

In Chinese the pattern exemplified by the second translation in
each of,the above examples is at least a$- common as the first.
The Chinese student may erroneously apply this pattern to Eng-
lish:

*Pencils, paper,'bdOks, I bought them.
*Ride horses, swim, parachute, he can do.

The Chinese student must rem mber that the normal pattern in Eng-
lish is the one in which e verb or noun phrases are not pre-
posO in the sentence.

3.5.2. Conjoined-Verbal nominals must be in the same form.
In English, the infinitive and the gerund of.the verb can func-

nominals. In conjoining this type Of nominals; either
the infinitive or the gerund form must be used throughout:

I like swimming, horseback riding, and parachuting.
I like to swim, to ride horses, and to parachute.

but not:

*I like"to swim, to ride horses, and parachuting.

Sipe the simple form[ofthe verb in Chinese serves the functions
,,,,fulfilled by severalAifferenc forms in English, including the

/infinitive and the gerund, it may be difficult for tne Chinese.
student to-distinguish.the simple, infinitival, and gerundal forms,
of the verb in English. '(See sections 4.9 and 4.10.) In enumera-
ting a series of items, he may utter malformed sentences like the
third example above. -Therefore, it is necessary to impre'0\upon
the Chinese student the impprtance of using the same form of the
verb throughout a series of conjoined verbal nominals.
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3.6. Verb'Deletion.--

,The deletion of an identical verb in ,a contrastive
clause may occur in English,, but not in Chinese. In English, the
,pattern of the two following sentences is the same on the sur-.

'facse:

alo

e

Ieat vegetables, but not meat.
I saw that movie, but npt my mother...

In the deep structure, these two sentences are different. In the
first sentence, meat is the object of eat, which is deleted on
the surface. In the second sentence, my mother is the subject of
see, which is.deleted. The possibility of these two different
underlying forms-having the same surface structure may lead to
ambiguityat times:

I saw Sam, but not Janet.

We.can't be sure'out of context whether it is Janet didn't see
Sam, or I didn't see Janet. In Chinese, the vE-in-I.Te-Eon-
trastive_sentence-ig- not deleted. Therefore, there is no ambi-
guity in the surface striacture4 ...,'

6,

I saw Sam, but not Janet. (I didn'tosee Janet.)
wOjiandaoramlqshilm4i1jiandaolJanet
I. saw Sailibut Inot4sAw 'Janet

I saw!Sami-but not Janet-." (Janet didn't see Sam.)
wäji'AndaolSamikdSfirgtImeiljiantlaotta
I saw SaMbut a etInotisaw` (him

I at vegetables, but not meat.
walchilcai ba
Ijeativegetables not(eatImeat

I saw that movie, but not my mother.
w6lkanlie Inei Ibd

Idianyinglk6shilw
tmdqin

ImdilkanIlseetpeifectIthat(class-movie 'but mother not see
marker) iffier)

ti

The possibility of this type of ambiguity in
,

English may confuse
the foreign student, especially since there is:no comparable am-
biguity in his native language. The problem may be clarified
for the foreign student when it is pointed out to him that the
identical surface structure may represent two Underlying sen-
tences, in the manner shown above.,

3.6.2. Ii English, we have conjoined verbs Consisting of the
positive and negative form of the same verb:

Are you coming or not (coming)? I

I don't know whether he is coming or not '(coming).

.01
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In Chinese, the form for this kind of conjoined verb is Verb +
bu + Verb. The form Verb + haishi bu + Verb also occurs, but is
rarer than the first form:

Are you coming or not? Are you coming or ,not?
bu lai

youlcomethotkcome
IhLishi

you Coma or else not come
ni Ilai

I don't
wo
I

I don't
wo
I

know if
lxiaodeltallAi

Inotlkhow the

)(now if
bu xiaode
Inotiknow

he

(come

he
to
helcomelor

isocaominvor

Inot

is coming
Ih&ishi

else

not.

Icome

or net.'
ilai

Inot come
e

The Chinese student may have the tendency not to delete the main
verb in the second verb phrase, in conformity with the pattern in
his native language. He may say:

Are you coming or not coming?
I don't know whether he is coming or not coming,

often than he would say:

Are you coming or hot?
I don't know whether he is coming or not.

It should be pointed out to the Chinese student that the pattern
exemplified by the second set of sentences is more common in Eng-
lish.

3.7. Questions.

3.7.1. Question Word Order.
In yes-no questions, the position of the'subject and aux-

iliary verb is reversed. Questions that require a yes ,or no
answer-in English begin wi'eh an auxiliary verb (the term auxil-
iary verb as is used here applies, to the copula also):

Is this the highest mountain in'the world?
Have you seen the latest movie on China?
Did he visit Shanghai when he was in China?

Ih Chinese, the order of the subject and the verb in yes-no
'3 questions remains Efssentially the same as that in statements:

Today is Monday.
jintianIshi bdngqi
today geopulaAday of week one

Is today Monday?
TrntianIshi Ishi xingqi iyi
today k.:..opulalnot (copula)Iday of week one
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or/ lxingqi lyr ma
today kopplanday of weeklonelinterrogative particle)

She is not coming.
to bu 1.1Ai
sherhoticome

Isn't she coming?
to
she

My,

wó
I

Did

1 not

mother
m6gin
othersenkperfect

my mother

lAi
I cormaKi.nterrogative

saw
tka

lyeku

particle)

that. movie.
le

markerIthaWdlaifier)movie

see that movie?
'mei lyou Ikan Ihei

nei

°

Idianying

dianying
movie

wo
I

ugin
ImotherlhavelnotIhaveseelthatlassifier

Sincethere is no reversal of the usual subject-verb order to
form questions in Chinese. the Chinese student may erroneously
say:

*Today is Monday?
*She isn't coming?
*My mother saw that movie?

The Chinese student must, distinguish the auxiliary verb from the
main verb and learn to reposition the auxiliary'verb in questionS
in English.

In the sentence: My mother saw the movie, there is no aux-
, iliary verb. But when-this sentence is negated or turned into a

question, the auxiliary did must be added. The addition of the
dummy auxiliary did is a further problem to which the Chinese
student must give extra attention.

3.7.2. In questions that require a more expanded answer than a
simple yes or no, there is usually a wh-word. This wh-word is in
initial-position. As in yes-no questions, the auxiliary verb
(including the dummy.,do/did) precedes, the subject. In Chinese,
this type of question has the same word-Order as positive state-
ments, with the exception that a question-word (compatable to
wh-words in English) .replaces the unknown in the question. A
few examples will make this clear:

I can swim here.
wó

Ikeyi
lzher 1176uOng

I can lat Iherelswim

. Where can I swim?
yiTiAilnar y6uy6ng

I can let where swim
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This is Me. Wang.
zhd IshilWAnglxiansheng
thisfis Wang Mr;

Who is this?
IThiishei

this is 1who

I do it this way:
wolzhmmelzu6,
I Ithii !do

How do you do this? .

r71-1 FEmme rzud ge
you how 'do this

Notice that the word-order in the positive statements and the'
questionstin Chinese is.essentially the same. The Chinese stu-
dent may forget to place the wh-word in initial position and to
reverse the order of the auxiliary verb and the subject in Eng-,
lish sentences. He may utter erroneous sentences like:

*I can swim where?
*Where I can swim?
*Who this is?
*You how do this? r.
*How you do this?

The three things that a Chinese student keep in mind in or-
der to avert this kind of error are:

1) Add the dummy auxiliary do/did wheFe necessary.
?) Place wh-word's in initial pEgitionl in questions.
3) Reverse the order of the subject a4id the auxiliary verb

in questions. .

3.7.3. It is almost compulsory to begin an answer to a ye-no
,question with yes or no in English. In Chinese, however, an ans-
wer to a question which normally requires an answer that begins
with yes or no in English does not necessarily need a yes or no:

Have you seen the latest movie on China"'
ni IkanIguo inei bil lzul 'xinide
you Isee(experiential marker)Ithati(classifier)Imost !new I

guanyu lzh5rigguldeldianyingrup
concerning/China 'movie (interrogative particle)

Yes, I have.
wólkaniguo 'le
I )seel(experiential markerViDerfect marker)

No, I haven't.
wolmeilkanIguo
I Inotlseekexperiential marker)
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Thus a Chinese student may petit yes br no in answer to yes-no
questions in English. The instructoro mugr impress upon the Chi-
nese student that it is important to begin an answer to a yes-no
question with yes or no in Englisht A

3.7.4.. A brief answer to..a yes-no question is preferred in
English. The answer to the question: Is this the highest moun-
tain in the world m y.be any one of the

4

,Yes, this is the highest. mountain in the world.
Yes, it is.

. Yes. ,,z,

Yes, it is.is the most common answer. English speakers feel thay
Yes is too brief, and the first answer is top verbose. In Chi-
nese, there is a greater tendency to use a full answer, something
closer to the first answer above. This tendencycis more pro-
nounced in sentences in which the main verb is not the copula:

Does Allen like to study?
AllenlxihuanInianshillma
Allen like lsi-udy° .(interrogative particle)

Yes./ )he does.
tapahuan KnianshU)
hellike 'study

The Chinese student may use a form of the answer which most
native speakers of English would consider too verbose. He must
learn that the briefer answer is preferred in English.

3.7.5. Answers to Negatively Phrased Questions.
Negatively phrased questions pose some difficulties for the

Chinese student. In.English, the answer to a negatively phrased
question usually begins with a eyes or no:

Can't he swim? Isn't this our car?
Yes, he can. Yes, it is.
No, he can't. No, it isn't.

.Notice that in-the answers to such questions in English, the
speaker says yes when he disagrees with the statement in the
question, and no when he agrees with the Statement in the ques-
tion.

In Chinese, the speaker usually does not begin an answer to
a negatively phrased question with a yes or no. He may begin the
answer with part of the verb phrase, followed by a complete

e statement, or simply-answer with a complete statement:

Can't he swim?
talb6 I huilyouyangl ma
helnotcanIswim (interrogative particle)
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Yes, he can.
(hui)ltalhuilyouy6ng (with stress on the word'hUi)
can Ihelcanlswim

Ng, he
(b6
not

can't.

can Ihelnotcanlswim
I huilyouyong

Less commonly, the Chinese speaker may say something comparable'to
yes or no in English:.

Can't he swim?

-tal"
Ihuilyouyonglma .

he notIcantswim Kinterrogative particle)

Yes,The can
b4talhuilyouyOng

.

.

nolhelcahlswim
i

No, he can't.
1 dui I t5

,lbu Ihuilyouyong
/ 1 ,+ that's righthelnotcanlswim
i

r',NOtice that in these ansers, the,Chrnese speaker begins with bu
1,rio' where the English answer begins with ves. and dui 'that's ,''''''

with
-__.

righV:wherethe English,;answer begins with no. When the Chinese
/ speakee begins an answer to a negatively phrased question with'

something compargole to the yes or no in the English answer, he
conceives in his'mind either agreement or disagieement with the

/

statement in the questiori. When speaking English, he is liable
..to say yes when he wishes to answer in agreement with.the state-
ment in question, and no when he wishes to answer in disagreement'
`with the statement in question. This is the exact opposite from

swhAt the English speaker would say. The Chinese student must
first of all learn to begin an answer to a negatively phrased
question with a yes. or no. Secpndly, he must learn to begin the
answer with yes.when the rest of the answer is a positive state-

., ment, and no when the rest 'of the a:swer is a negative statement.

3.7.6. Questions With Tags. - .

Chinese speakers may have some trouble using questions with
.tags in English. In English,jthe so-called 'tag question' con-
struction is used when a speaker is reasonably certain of the
answer he will receive: .S

You have seen him today, haven't you?
The train won't arrive on time, will it?

where the expected answers are:

Yes, I have.
No, it won't.

The effect of the tag is comparable to the phrase n'est-ce pas in
French. In Chinese, there is a special question particle which
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serves a similar function. The presence of. this parkicle, ba,
'indicates that the speaker expects agreement with the,statement
contained in his question:

-Yqu have seen him today, haven't you?
ni Ijintianijkaniguo Ito le ba
you) today 'see KeXperientiallhim(perfect(particle)

...
C marker) ' market)

/""

. The train
hOchelbd
train InotwillIon

As these examples
regardless of what
plicated; its form
:positivepes's or
that of the preceding
iliary verb plus
cated in English
extra practice

won't be on time, will it.
I hul lzhUnshi 'be

time l(particle)
N./

illustrate, the tag in Chinese is simply ba,
precedes it., The tag in English .is more com-
is dependenqkipon the preceding statement. The

negativeness of the tag in English is opposite to
statement, and it is composed of the aux-

the subject. Since the tag is much more compli-
than in Chinese, the Chinese student will need

in constructing this type of question in English.,

3.8. VerbNegation.

3.8.1. In English, the negative particle cs_lcurs,,after theaux=
iliary. To ,negate a copula, the word not 9r its contraction n't
is placed immediately after the copula. In all other verbals,
the negative is placed directly after the auxiliary:

..,...

George is a student. Geo"rge'isn't a student.
George has studied. 1 George hasn't studied.
George'is,sltudying.' ( George isn't studying:

, -. 7 '

I

In Chinese,' the negative particle,'; is placed in front of the en-
tire verb:

George isn't a student. George hasn't studied yet.
Georgeb6 Ishilxu4sheng GeorgelhAilmeilnianshr
GeorgelnOtibe(student GeorgelyetInotistudy

George isn't studying.
George mei zai nianshri
George not(progressive marker)study

The Chinese, student may erroneously say:

*George not (is) a student.
"*George not has studied.
*George not studying.

He may avert this kind of error by simply remembering to plac
the negative particle after the auxiliary verb rather than bye

fore the entire verb phrase. P
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3.8.2. To negate a positive statementhat contains no auxil-
iary ,verb in its verb phrase, the.dummy auxiliary do/did is add-
ed:

Ceorge studies% He came yesterday.
George/niAnshi tdlzu6tian 116i le-
Georgelstudy ' helyesterdaylcomeI(perfedt marker): -

George doesn't study.' He didn't come yesterday.
Georgelb6 nianshl tdIETZTIn m6i114i .

GeorgenotIstudy he yesterday! not'come

There is no do/did in the affirmative sentences, so,it doesn't
seem logical to the Chinese student that _there should be a do/did
in the negative sentences. Mcireover, as the Chinese sentences-7'
above indicate, there is nothipo in the negative Chinese sen-
tences corresponding to do/did'in the negative English sentences.
The Chinese student is'apt to delete the do/did in negative Eng-
lish sentences, and utter such malformed sentences as:

*He not study.
*He not come (or came) yesterday.

41

The Chinese student_ must 1,.Arn to add t-11,. dummy auxiliary dot /did
in negative sentences that/ do -not, have other auxiliary verbs.

1

3.9. Two-Word Verbs.., -,
r

3.9.1. 'There are Many transitive verbs in Chinese that are
translated into. English as intransitive verbs.. Such verbs in

e
;Chinese can. take direct objects, but_their English counterparts .

cannot. - AA object-can occur in such English sentences onlyafter
a preposition.' There is no logic to this and it is therefore .

udifficut for a foreigner to learn:

rob'e6 to.this opinion.
-s,a6ff nd Tal6ilge yijian
I lobjectIthisl(classifier)opinion

I insist ibn the best.
,w61-711-17-Ao zui Ahao'Ide
I !insist onlmostlgood

Have you walked on that new road yet? .

nI II z6u I gue) In6i Iti4o Exinrn Ima
youlwalkKexperientialIthat(class-Inew6yoadKinterrogetive

marker) ifier) particle)

.4

It seems illogical to the Chinese student that the verb support
can take a direct object, while the verb object cannot. In Chi-
nese, this opinion, the best, and the new road are direct ob-
jects of the three respective sentences above. It boesn' seem
to make sense that they are not so in English. The Chinese stu--,
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dent may say things like:

*I object this opinion.
*Iinsist the best.
*Have you walked that new road yet?

Notice that in the correct English sentences; the prepositions
that are added after the verb and before the object vary depend-
ihgon the verb. The Chinese studentmust first of all learn
which verbs in English are intrasitive. Secondly,he must mem-

-orize which prepositions occur after which intransitive herbs.
It would be the easiest for him to simply meMorize.eAch' verb +
preposition as a ingle lexical item. (See section 3.22. -for
further discussion.)

We may call a verb 'and a preposition that often co-
occur two-word verbs: bring in, call up, object to. In ale case
of some two-word Verbs, if the object is a pronoun, the prepo-
sition must be separated from the verb:

Pleae bring in the umbrella.
r. Pleasgbring the umbrella in. (less common)

Please bring it in.
not: *Please tiring in it.

I called /up my' mother.
I called my mother up. (less common)
I called her LIE.

114 '
not:*I called up her.

In the case of some other two-wordNierbS, this is not true:

4

Lobject to 'our opinion. ..-

Isobject to it.
not:tI object, it to.

In Chinese, constituents of two -word verbs gccur whether
or not the object is a pronoun:

, .I brought in the umbrella.'
wo IDS : lyiisan na I jin Ilai Ile
I object marker)IumbrelfalI bring enter come (perfect marker)

rought it in.
wolba , Inei Ige

s.

tni jin Itai 1.-le

I Object markerAthatRclasifier)rbringlenter come (perfect
-,. marker)

ghe Chinese student may_erroneously place A two-word verb before
a pronoun object even when the second part of-the two-word verb
(the preposition) should be placed after the pronoun object:

*I called up him.
*Please bring in it.
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The ChineseChinese student must remember that the preposition must occur
after the pronoun'object with certain two-word verbs.

3.10. 'Direct and Indirect Ob'ectS.

3.10.1% Position of Indirect Object.
The position of the indirect object in English is differgnt

from that ih Chinese. 'In English, the following pails of sen-
tences are synonymous:

I bought you a new.dress.
¶2) I bouglp.a new dress for you.

3) '1 wrote you a letter.
4) I wrote a letter to you.

The for and to in sentences 2) and 4) mark the indirect objects.
In sentences 1) an 3), the indireot.objects are not so marked;
only their po5itions in the sentences signal, that they are the
indirect objects.

In Chinese, the word (76i corresponds to the indirect object
markers for and to in English. Indirect objects in Chinese are
almost always marked by the word regardless of the position
of the indirect object.*. The sentence I bought you a new dress
or I bought a new dress for you may be rendered iiitoCRIriese in
thc three'f-117777-- WCLZOO

A

walmailgOi I

n1

Iyi Ijian lxinlyifu
I IbuylgivelyouloneHblassifiednewldress

i fyi (jinn pi'inlytfu Igei I ni
I IbuyKperfect marker)lonel(classifieOlnewldressgiveyou).

w6igei Ira I msqle IYI Ijian lxinlyifu
I IgivelyouIbuy4perfect markerNonaclaSsifiednewldress

Because the indi4ct object in Chinese almost always occurs with
'a marker, its order in the,sentence is not too important. In
English, when thelindirect dbjectoccurs,withdut a marker, it
Must precede the direct object. When the direct object occurs
with a marker, it,normally occurs after the direct object. Due
to his habit's in speaking Chinese, the Chinese student is liable
to make two kinds 'of errors. The first is the insertion of e
marker evenwhere it is unnecessary in English:

* The peincipal e
main verb is also
ject normalcy occ
marked by ggi: po

Oi 'to give'." an tsentencesasc!',.th indirect ob-
ception to this rule is in sentences where the,

tIrs immediately after the main ver is not
4ition itself marks it as the indirect object:

I give you albook.
waiggi inI 1)ti ben Ishr
I IgivelyouloneISclassifierNgook
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I bought for you a new dress.
I wrote to you a letter.

Although these sentences are not grammatically wrong, they do not
reflect a common pattern in English.

The second kind of error is the misplacing of the indirect
.object before the main verb, producing a pattern that parallels
the third Chinese sentence above:

*1 for you bought a new dregs.
*I to you wrote a letter.

The Chinese student must remember that there are only two possi-
ble positions for the indirect object in English and that the in-
direct object is marked by the word for or to only when it fol-
lows the direct object.

--3 10:2. There are two problems involVing third perion direct
object pronouns.

In.Chinese, direct objects which are third pegon pronoins
referring to inanimate things are often omitted:

I don't want it.
wolb6 J y.o
I I notl want

He ordered thein.
tal ding I le
helorderl(perfect marker)

In English, it is not permissible to omit the direct object'pro-
noun. The Chinese student may have Some trouble learning this.

A second problem is that in English, third person direct ob-
ject pronouns cannot co-occur with an indirect object unless the
indirect object follows the direct object and is introduced by a
preposition marker:

He sent them to Mary. He ordered it for him.
*He'sent Mary them. *He ordered him it.--

There is no such restriction Chinese:

He sent them to me.
talji Ig6i Iwo' le
helsendlgivelI l(perfect marker)

He ordered it for me.
talti IwZiding Ile
he forrmelorderedKperfect marker).

nis restriction is -not. present in Chinese for two reasons:
1) Indirect objeCts almost alwayi occur with a marker re-

gardless of what the direct object is.(See section 3.10.1.)
2) Pronoun direct objects are often deleted anyway.

The Chinese student must learn that-such a restriction exists in
English.
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3.11: Adjectival and Adverbial Object Complements.

341.1. The adjectival object complement in English has no
equivalent in Chinese.

In English, a certain pattern is exemplified in the follow-
ing sentences:

He takes his coffee black.
I like my steak rare.

These sentences are slightly different in meaning from:

He takes black coffee.
I like'rare steak.

Thii difference can be reflected in Chinese translations:

He takes his coffee black.
to he IkAni Iyao I (he) IhEi Ide.
eldrinklcoffeelwant l drink JoladkI; 'he

He takes black coffee.
to h' IhUi fkani.
heIdrinklblackIcoffee

I like my steak rare.
wolchilnidpailyao l(cht)

I

shEnglde
I leatEsteak want eat rare I

I like rare steak.
wOlxihuanIshEnglnidpai
E like rare steak

In the first set of English sentences, the adjective follows the
modified noun. This never occurs in Chinese. As the Chinese
sentences above illustrate, the Chinese equivalent for that pat-9
tern in English is actually a paraphrase and not a direct trans-
lation. This pattern is novel to the Chinese student and special
attention is necessary for him to learn it.

3.11..2. English Construction With Adverbial Object Complement.
In English, there are the following pairs of synonymous sen-

tences:

The teacher wants the students here.
jiaoyuinlyAo lxueshengi(lid) Izailzheli
teacher lwantistudentslremainat here

The boss wants you upstairs.
l&obAnlyao Ini Ida° 116nshanglqu
boss IwantyoureachlupstairsIgo

As the Chinese sentences indicate, the contracted English sen-
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tences-have no direct egui6lents in Chinese. The pattern in
Chinese is closer to the more expanded pattern in English. For
this reason, the Chinese student is more likely to use the more
expanded pattern when speaking English. But he must learn the
contracted form inEnglish in order to speak fluently. He may
need to give additional attention to this form since there is
nothing in his native language with which he can associate this.

3.12 Passive Sentences.

3.12:1. The use of the formal passive construction in Chinese
is more restricted than in English. There are two types of'pds-
sive sentence constructions in Chinese. One of them will be.dis-
cussed in section 3.12.2. Here we will deal with the 'formal'
passive construction, which makes use of a marker 'Del., that will
usually translate the la of the English passive sentence. How-
ever, :this construction is usually restricted to sentences where
adverse effect on the subject 's implied. Example: He was
brought He 12x his aunt cannot` e translated into Chinese.using

- this passive construction. But I was hit la a car can be. The
passive construction in Chinese IS:

Subject

I was
w6 1

I 1

+ 124 A +
?passive
marker)

hit by a car.
bei
(passive marker)/

agent)

car 1

+ verb

o

chuangl le
hit 1 (perfect marker)

He-was-brought up by his aunt.
ta Ishi to lySng da 1 de

he r(copula) he 1 aunt bring upl

Aside from learning to construct-the passive sentence in English,
the Chinese student must learn to apply it to sentences in which
he would normally not use the passive in Chinese.

3.12.2. The second type of passive sentence in Chinese does not
make use of the marker hei. Its usage is.,,not restricted to sen-
tences where adverse efna on the subjectid implied. The exact
construction of this type of passive sentence takes on two dif-
ferent forms,depending on whether the agent of the action is
stated in the sentence. When the agent of the action is stated,

subject + shi + agent + verb + de
copula

The
nAi
that

ook was written
lo6n

(classifier)

by Mr. Li.
shii 1shi

1(copula)
Li lxi'ansheng
Li

lxi6 Ide
1 Mr. !write
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The dishes were washed by me.
wan Ishi Idexl
dishes (copula) lwashi

Notice that the English construction is quite different from its
Chinese.bounterpart. The Chinese student is not likely to have
much trouble learning this English,cofistruction because the com-
parable Chinese pattern is sufficiently different. so as not to
cause much interference. It is the passive construction inEng-
lish in which the agent is deleted that causes more trouble for
the Chinese student.

When the agent of the action is deleted, the passive con-
struction in Chinese is identical to the active construction:

Mr. Li finished writing
Lifxi-anshenglxia wan le
LiIMr. lwritelfinis (perfect marker)

The book was finished.'
shu lxia twin Ile
booklwriteIfinish(perfect marker)

I washed the dishes.
w6I xi I le Iw&I Ile
I wash (perfect. marker)

The dished were washed.
wan lxi Ile
disheslwash(perfect marker)

In the above examples of Chinese sentences, the verbs xia 'write'
and xi 'wash' function both actively and passively. ,THT.i results
in a lack of formal distinction between the active construction
and the passive construction whee the agent6is deleted. The
context alone is relied upon to make the meaning clear. Because
of this lack of formal distinction in Chinese, the Chinese student
may erroneously say sentences like:

*The dishes washed. *The dishes washed by me.
*The book finished. *The book finished by Mr. Li.

If the Chinese student pays special attention to this distinction
in English which is lacking in his native language, he will be
able to correct this type of error.

3.12.3. One major difference between passive sentences in Chi-
nese and those in English is.that the agent precedes the verb in
Chineses while the verb precedes the agent in English:

The lion was killed by the hunter.

lion lby Ihunter lkilll(perfect marker)
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My house was burned by the troops
wNdelfangzilbeiljUn-renIshaole
I I (house lby (troops Iburn(Perfect marker)

.

The book was written by Mr. La. .

nel, I b4n !still Ishi . ILikiUnshengxi6 -Ide
thatRclassifierNboOkRcopulaMLUMr. write!

The ,dishes were washed by me.
w&n shi wó xi de .

.dishesIKcopulaNI wash .

Because of the difference in sentence pattern, the Chine'Se stu-
dept. may say:

*The lion (was) 'by the hunter killed.
*My house was by the troops burnt.
*The book was by Mr. Li written.
*The dishes were by me washed.

These sentences sound a bit poetic, bai they do not folloll the
normal English passive Sentence pattern. The Chinese student
must remember to place the agent after the verb in forming pas-
sive sentences in English.

3.13. Purposive Infinitive and Purposive Gerund.

3.13.1. Infinitive of Purpose.
In English, the infinitive of purpose is interchangeable

with the phrase in order to... In Chinese, the corresponding
word for both of these English expressions is lei (literally,
come, but by extension means in order to):

4

. This exercise is designed to help you.

,
zheilge Ilianxi IshilsiTe-ji-frai IbNngzhini de
thisRclass-lexerciseIis Idesignlin orderihelp you

ifier). to
.

It was made to keep the water out
na Ishilzu.571-1di fang -Ishul. de
thatlis (made in order tolpreventlwaterl

In Chinese, a more formal pattern that occurs often in.speech in-
volves the term wei....6r, which Means something like for the sake
of...:

This exercise is designed to help you.

this (lass- I

zheilge Ilianxi Ishilw i le
(perfect help 'you

bUngzhIlki I r
!design

de
design'

ifier) marker)
for sake of
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It was made to keep the- water opt.
na IfAng Ishui 14rizuode
that) is I I (perfect marker)Ipreventlwaterl I 'made

for sake of- '

Since there is no infinitival f6rm of the verb in Chinese,
it is difficult for the Chinese student to associate the infini-
tive of'purPbse with anything in his native language. He may
associate in order to... with in Chinese. Since wei...4r
defies any direct translation EO everyday spoken "English, the
_Chinese student is not likely to associate it directly with any
expression of purpose In English. The Chinese student must learn
that the iakinitivd in English may have a purposiVe meaning. .It
may help the)student to learn this if he is told to equate it.
with in order to...

3,13.2. The urposive gerund and purposive infinitive can be
used interchangeably at times, but not always. it is difficult
for a Chinese student to know which to use where, and under what
circumstances the two forms are interchangeable. The source of
this difficulty is that the usage of these two forms is usually
not adequately explained to the student. Indeed, it is difficult
for the native English speaker to explain why he uses one form
rather than the other in specific ,instances: , .

Infinitive-and gerund interchangeable:
I bought some brushes to paint the house.
I bought some brushes for painting the house.
I brought my binoculars to view the sights.
I brought my binoculars for viewing the sights.

Infinitive must be used:

I hired a man to paint the house
*I hired'a man for painting the house.
I closed the wTaow to keep the rain out,.
*1 closed the window for keeping the rain out.

In the first group,of sentences, the agent of the purposive act
is the same as the agent subject,of the main sentence. Hence,
the infinitive-as well as the gerund may be used. In the second'
group of sentences, the object of the main sentence is the agent
of the purposive act (consegdently the subject, of the sentence
is not the agent of the purposive act); therefore, the infinitive
mustbe used. This is a useful distinction for explaining why
the infinitive and the gerund may be used interchangeably at
times, but not at other times. In Chinese, there is no formal

'distinction between the cases where the agent of the purposive
act is the same as the agent of the main clause and those where
the agent of the purposive act is the object of the pain sentence:
Hence, it is especially difficult for Chinese students 'to leari
the formal distinction in English:
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I brought my binoculars to view/for viewing the sights.
Iwoldai /le lwangyuSriTing lAr-- /kart fEngjing

I IbringkperfectIbinoculars in order view scenery
marker) "\ to

rhired a man to paint my house.
wogit Ile ge Ir6n114i Iyoucalf.ingzi

II hirekperfectR4claSsifierAmanlin order/paint/house
marker) to

The teactigr should explain to the foreign student the logic'be:
hind why the purposive gerwld and the purposive infinitive can
be used interchangeably at times, but not always. The explana-
tion can be in the manner doneWoove. However, the native Eng-
lish speaker does not analyze his utterances grammatically every
time before he Speaks. In ordgr that a foreign student,learn to
speak as spontaneously as the native speaker, he must be exposed
to extensive examples of English sentences in which the above
discussed distinction is exemplified. The beginning student can
avoid misusing the purposive gerund by simply restricting him-
self to using the purposive infinitive, since this is alyays
correct. a /

,

3.14. Contracted Clauses.

3:1.1. Nominal Object Complement. /

The following pairs of English sentences are,synonymous:

. .

I 'considered him to be the most intelligent student.
I4-atmsidered him the mbst-intelligent Student.

The voters elected him to be govprnor.
The voters elected him governor.

The mayor appointed him to be the police chief.
The mayor appointed him police chief.

In each of the pairs of sentences, the second sentence is the
more common form and is an abbreviated version of the first, with
the to be deleted. In Chinese there is no such abbreviated form;
therefore, the second pattern is likely not to be used by thg
,Chinese-speaker:

The voters elected him governor.
r6nminlxuSn lzuo lzh5uzhing
peoplelelect himIto be/governor

We chose him secretary.
.womenixuAn Ile lzuo
we lelectRperfect markerflhimIto be secretary

I consider him the most intelligent dtudent.
woir6nwer Ita shi lzui Ic5rigming Idelxu4 heng .

I IconsiderlhimRcopulamostlintelligent 1st dent
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The Chinese student must learn that the contracted form,. with to
be deleted, is the preferred form in English.

In certain English sentences, to be ismoptional also before
an adjectival complement:

The room seems (6) be) ver cold.
fAngjiNnlhaoxiAngLh6n 116 g
room, 'seems Iverylco d

As the Chinese glosses behas no equivalent in the
Chinese sentence. This is because, 17 Chinese, adjectives are a
'class of verbals and no copula is needed. In this type of sen-
tence, the Chinese speaker is more likely to.use the form that
deletes to be.' He must learn that the .form' which includes'tcbe
is just as acceptable in English.

tracted into noun phrases in English
so.in Chinese. In English, we have

-

3.14.2. .Clauses may be .co
in some cases. This is not
sentences

4

Her eagerness to leave surprised us.
I admire John's reluctance to work.

t

P .

The underlying structure of these sentences consists of two
clauses;

She.was eagar to leave; this surprised us.
' John is reluctant// to work; I,admire this (in him).

In Chinese, the corresponding sentences
the underlying sentences; that is, there
clauses into nominals. The most natural
sentences into Chinese is:

adhere more closely to
is no contraction of
way of rendering these

Her eagerness
.

to leave surprised us.
Ijizhe lyao Izoul

Iwomenm6ilxiangdAoanxi, uslwantigo lwe notl expect.

I admire J hn's reltldtance to work. %

mmelb Ik6n Igifingzuolw6hen IxiAnmu
John, I is Inotlwillinglwork II,

Imeryladmire

A more direct translation of the English sentences is permis-
sible,/but/not considered to be native Chinese. Such patterns
are becoTing more and more acceptable due to the influence of
English:' ,

1 ,'''

./ r eagerness to leavesurprised us._
/ /a Neijizne lyao IzOttn4p Isni Nomenljinggc *,,

/her' lanxiouslwantlgo veiYicauselus 'surprise
/

.

/ I admire John's reluctance to work.
/ w61h6n lxiAnmulYuahAn I (zhemme)I deDA Ik6n lgo-ngzu6.

/ 1 4veryladmirelJohn I this I Inotlwillinglwork
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LinFe'this nomina]ization of clauses into nodn phrases is not

/

native to_ _Chinese the Chinese student May resist the
inalized

usesof nom-

clauses n English. He\may have the tendency td adhere
. 1to.the more exte ed sentences. Exposure,to nominalized clauses

/ in English sente ces will help him overcome this problem.

3.14.3. Gerund Nominal.
.Related,to he above phenomenon is the contraction of

lauses into ger nd nominals in English. There is nothing in
hinese *doh co responds to this type of construction. In Eng-

, there are ententes Aike:

George's co
1tinual nagging drove Grace insane.

I worry abort his diving at night.

The underlying ructur of these sentences is:

1

Georged naggeded continually. This drove Grace insane.
fie drives a night. This causes me to worry.

The Chihese equiv lents for the English sentences adhere more

' closely to the un erlying structures:.

.
George's continual nagging drove Grace insane.,
Georgebi Iduh Idellu6suolnongldeIGracelfafang, IRle

George nag make Grace go insanepe rfect

.

marker)

I worry about his driving at night.
wOdanxinItNIYeli Ikai
I Iworry IheIat nightldrivelcar

The Chinese student must learn that gerunds can Unction as nom-
inals in the above manner.

3.14.4. , Adjective + Infinitive.
In English, there is a pattern exemplified by the following°

sentences:

It is too rainy to go out.
It is too cold to go swimming.
The road is too slippery to drive.

The underlying structure of these sentences consists of two sen-

tences each:

It is too rainy. We cannot go out /

It is too cold. We cannot go swimming.
The road is too slippery. We can Ot drive.

The Chinese'equivalents for these sentences are closer to the un-

derlying structures of'the English sentences:
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-It is too rainy to go out,
yu lxia IdeltaildA iba In6rigichrigu
rain (descend ItoculbigInotIcan. Igo dui

leis too cold to go swimming.
tiangi I taillenglbA 4n6ngiguly6uyong
weathertoolcoldInotIcan go swim

The road,i s.too slippery toldrive: ,.

IW-ItAllhua . Ib, in6nglkaiAchE
roadltoorslipperylnotIcan.Idrivelcar

The'piPese student'simply has to learn that the more fluent En4-
lish sentence is the one which combines the two-clauses into one. 1

3.114.5.; Adjective + GeruPd'or Infinitive. .
.

.

In Engli4h, the infinitie and the gerund often occur after
adjectives. , Sometimes the two are interchangeable, sometimes one
or the other must be used: -

, -s.
Gerund and infinitive interchangeable: '

_I'm sorry for keepingo.you Waiting. . u
.

$
..a 4

.I'm sorry to keep you waiting. .-

This kind of fish is good to eat. '

This kind of fish'is good'for eating.

Gerund must be used:
. This weather is good for swimming.
*This weather is good to swim.
This soap is good for washing dishes.
*This soap is good to wash dishes.

'Infinitive must be'used:
I'm glad to see you here.
*I'm glad for seeing you here.

C

This is a very difficult problem to solve.
*This is a very difficult problem for solving.

In Chinese, there is no formal difference between those cases
translated into English as the infinitive and those translated in-
to English as the gerund. Therefore, it is very aifficult for , 7

the Chinese student to learn which form to use where. Examples
of the pattern in Chinese:

I'm sorry for kee in /to keep you waiting.
h4ri IbAogiNETErIgIn lagnglle 1416mmeljid)
very) sorry Ilet Iyoulwait(perfect marker)lso (long

/

1

This soap is good
zh6ilge
thisKclassifierpsoap

for washing dishes. t

.4511

yilxi IwAn
can lwashldishes
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4

ThisprOblemds very*difficult to solve.
P zheilge twenti ji6j124

thisRclassitdteproblethIVeryLdifficul solve
. ,

It

The Chinese student must exert extra effort to learn this dis-
tinction in English. .Since the logic behind this diptinction is
elusive, only extensive exposure to sentences exemplifying this

..4stinctioh will- help the Chinese student learn .to use the infin-
itive and the gerund correttly in the above type of sentence.

e
; ,.

3.15, _Verb Phrase + Compl4ment of Obligation.
There is no construction in Chinese corresponding to the

Verb Phrase + for + Complement of Obligation pattern in English.
There is a pattern in English exempl1ified by the following exam-
-pies: .

'

. %,

The professor saidfOrus to dokit: -

-He shouted' for you' to it down;''
i

,

As,the-Chinese translations-Of these sentences.will indicate,
'there is no such patt'ern in Chinese: .

.

.

,.,
.

The professor said for us to/do it. /

Sieoshou rshu5lwomenlyinggEilzudzheige
professorlsaidlwe (should/ do Ith b

,. . .

.
0r 'iaostiou IjiAo Iwomeritzudlzheige

p ofessorloommandIwe Ido this I
. i

He shouted fOr ybu to sit down.
talde ishUngljiao ni Iza6xie lai

I
halbig.IvoiceIshoutlyoulsitjdown(directional marker)

`N- .

. .
1

The Chinese student may find it difficult to use this pattern in
.

English and may erroneously utter sentences like: '

:-

.

*He shouted you sit down,' : 0

..

*The professor told us do it.'

Again, extensive exposuretto actual sentencesexemplp.fyingthisi
pattern will help the student abgorb this pattern. N-

..

.16. Sentences With the Auxiliary Verb "lay'.
The Chinese equivalent for the English construction Noun

Phrase+ may + Verb + Wh-ever Clause is radicallydifferent from
the English construCtiOn. The Chinese equivalent is more simi-
lar to the construction: Wh-ever Clause + it's okay. (e.g. When-
ever you wish to go, it's okay.):

He may go whenever he wishes.
tEtsh6mmetehihoulyao 1z6Uld5u1k4i
he what Itime `want go talltokay
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You may eat whatever you like.
ni lyao Ichilsh6mmeldOulk4yi
youlwargPleatlwhat lalllokay

Witice that in sentencesithat'contian the word may, but not a
wh-ever'clause, the Chinese pattern is almos't identical with the'
English pattern.

You may have dinner now,
ni xianzail)c6Yitchilwan fan le

Imay/leatievening meal
Ic

perfect marker).you now

He may watch TV a. little.
talkeyilkan Ikan Idianshi
helmay lwatchPreduplicated verb ITV

meaning briefly)
o.

It is'the construction: Noun Phrase + may + Wh-evert Clause that.
is alien,to Chinese. Since 4 is so radically different from the
comparable Chinese construction, thdre will be little Interfer-
ence in learning the English pattern. Extensive exposure to ac-
tual sentences will enable the Chinese 'student to laarn it.

3.17. , 'There' and 'It' as Subjects.

3.17.1. In Englishi'There are some questions does not mean that
some questions are' (over) there at that place). The. usage of
there in this construction is peculiar to English. The word there
meaning a place, is rendered as ner in Chinese. But in There are
some questions, ner is not used. Instead, the Chinese speaker
says: a

There are some questions.
you lxiE 'went{
havelsomelquestions

Many sentences in Chinese have no subjects because no logical
subjects exist. In English, however, there is a tendency to in-
sert pseudo-subjects. The construction It is... is another case
of this. Examples are It is raining, It-is three o'clock, etc:
Of 'course, one can rationalize and say that illa-ands for the
weather, and the time:

It's raining. It's three o'clock. It's late.
xiA 'YU IdiAnzhong wan Ile
descendlrain threelo)clock lataperfect marker).

Since the Chinese student is not accustomed to using it and-there
as pseudo-subjects, he may delete the it or there subject, or
ubsitiute.a more concrete subject for-it:

*Late.
*Raining.
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*Now is three o'clock.
We have some questions. (There are some questions.)
Outside is dark. (It'S dark outside.)

Although the last°two sentences are correct, the more common way
of expressing such things in English is by using it or there as
subjects. With practice, the Chinese student will learn to use
these expletives.

3.1/.2. The passive pattern involving a dummy subject,. is a pat-
tern alien to Chinese. In English, we have the pattern exempli-
fied by the following sentences: o

It was suggested that we go away.
It was discovered that twenty.infants died last year.'

In Chinese, the passive pattern is not used for such sentences.
Instead, an agent serves as the subject, something comparable to
the subject On... in French:

It was suggested that we go away.
i6u Ir6n Itiyi
(literallylpersonsuggestIwe Aleave
to have)

It was discovered that twenty infants died last ydar.
y6u Ir6n 'FaxiAn 'niAn'y6u 'er shilge
to havelpersonidis'coverllastlyear to haveltwo ten(classifier)

ying4rsi Ile
infantldiaperfect marker)

The Chinese student is more likely to say:

Someone suggested that we go away.
Someone discovered that twenty infants died last year.

than he will say the sente7.-:es that are glossed above. He must
learn to use the impersonal it' subject and to form the passive
construction in Engli.5h using the it subject.

3.18. Expression of Desire.
Desire is expressible in English in the following ways:

would like + infinitive of verb
want + infinitive of verb

The second pattern is not quite as polite as the first, and may
sometimes express a greater degree of desire; whereas the would
like construction often depends on extenuating circumstances.
Compare:

I would like to go to town.
I want to go to town.

1
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I would like you to come.
I want you to come.

Would like and want correspond to xiAng and yAo respectively in -

Chinese. YAo expresses more willfulness that xiAng. However,,in
Chinese, there is not exactly the same difference in politeness
between the two terms. The Chinese student is more likely to use
want since it is the simpler of the two forms and it is more di-
rectly translatable into Chinese. However, he should learn to
use would like since it is more polite and represents educated
speeEE7--

3.19. Expressions of Preference.'
Expres"sions of preference take a radically different form in

Chinese from that of English.
,..

Preference-for-one-thing over another is expressed by the
following constructions in English: d

would rather A than B
prefer A to B
prefer A rather than 12.,

Examples of how the constructions are actualized in sentences:

I would rather play golf than swim.
I would rather eat steak than beans.
I prefer steak to beans.
,I prefer to eat steal rather than beans.
I would prefer to eat steak rather than beans.

The two things being compared are placed side by side in the verb
phrase, separated only by a preposition. In Chinese, the most
natural way to express preference is to use two clauses:

I would rather study than do housework.
w61(bijiAo)x/huaniniAnshUP lx/huanlzudIjiashi
I 'compare' like 'study InotIlike 'do 'housework

. I would rather eat steak than beans.
w61(bijiAo)lxihuanIchilnilipAilb lx/huanichildouzi
I 'compare 'like 'eat/steak Inotilike leatlbeans

The Chinese student is likely to utter such sentences as:

*I like to study, don't like to do housework.
*I like to eat steak, not eat beans.

The above sentences are closer to the patterns expressing prefer-
ence in Chinese. In order to learn the more fluent ways of ex-
pressing preference in English, the Chinese student must depart
from direct translation from Chinese.

3.20. 'More' and 'Less'.
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Chinese students may have trouble learning to use more or,
less in sentences. In Engliph, more and less function both as
adverbs and as adjectives:

More and less functioning as adverbs modifying verbs:

You should sleep more.
ni lyinggaildu5 shui lyidiAr
you should ImuchIsleepla bit

You should drink less.
ni ly-inggdilshAo IhE lyidiAr
you should Ilittleldrinkla bit

More and less functioning as adverbs modifying adjective :

You should be more careful.

-you
l

should IcarefulIa bit .

He is less obstinate than before.
talm6iyoulyInclianIn6mmelwanga
he not Ibefore Iso Iobstinate

More and less functioning as both types of adverbs cause some
trouble for the Chinese student because there are no comparable
-wordsin-Chinese, As-the-above_glosses indicate, the translation
into Chinese is only paraphrase and not direct translation. The
Chinese student must learn touse these words in the context of
English sentences rather than seek a translation for these words
in Chinese.

More and less functioning as adjectives:

I want some more rice.
wolhai Iyao lyidiArlfan
I IstillIwantla bit rice

You should read more books.
ni ly7nggaildui5 :kan ixia Ishr
you should ImorelreadMplural classifiernbook

He drinks less milk now than before.
tattle. InitinAilbi IyIclianIhe We/A.1°11e
heIdrinkImilk IcompareIbeforeldrinkl Ilessl

More and less functioning as adjectives cause some trouble for
the Chinese student because the comparable words in Chinese usu-
ally form part of the verb phrase rather than the noun phrase as
in English. This construction may cause some confusion, although
it IA hard to predict the exact results of this confusion. For
instance, the Chinese student may have a tendency to say sen-
tences like: I still want a little rice. Although such sentences
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are perfectly grammaticaly the Chinese, student should try to mas-
ter the sentence pattern employing more and less. Failure to do
so will limit the student's active use of the language.

3.21. Emphatic Stress.
0 In English, when one wants to reassert or deny something

with, emphasis, one may do so by givingextra stress to the pro-
nunciation of the auxiliary verb, or to the negative particle_i
the case of a denial:

John can't come with us. Yes, heiCAN:
She SHOULD wash her hair.
They ARE going to go home.
I canNOT let you go.

In the event that a contraction of the Auxiliary Verb + Negative
Particle is used, the whole syllable is emphasized:

No, she CAN'T go alone-.
No, I DIDN ay yob can go.

When an auxiliary verbislaCking-in an unemphasized -statement,
the dummy do/did is added to the emphatic statement and given em-.
phatic pronunciation. (See 3.7.1. and 3.8.2. for more discussion
on the'dummy do/did.) compare: ,

She did the dishes. I want to see it.
_She DID do the dishes. I DO want to see it.

.-The-eh-inese-student has a tuzzy,__idea of_the _auxiliary_merh_asgP-_.
.

posed to the main verb since he is not aware of the concept of
the auxiliary verb in his native language. After distinguishing
the auxiliary verb from the main verb in English sentences, the
Chinese student must learn to give-emphatic pronunciation to the
correct element in a sentence when he is trying to emphasize his
statement, since the emphasized element in an emphatic statement
in Chinese does not always correspond to that in an English em-
phatic statement.

3.22. Prepositions and Clause Introducers.
Chinese speakers have the tendency, to delete prepositions

and clause introducers in someEnglish'Sentences where they are
compulsory.

Phrases such as: afraid of, certain that, sure about, aware
of, doubtful about, etc., are represented in Chinese by transi-
tive verbs. A few samples will. make this clear:

I am not afraid of ghosts.
wolbu 10 IguI
I Inotlafraidghosts

I am doubtful that it will rain today.
wólhuaiyiljintianlhui Ihui lxiA lyu
I doubt /today IwillInotwillidescendlrain
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He is not aware of the danger.
Ige tweixi&n

helnotlknow IthatkclassifierAdanger

As the glosses indicate, there is nothing in the Chinese sen-
tences that corresponds to words like of-and-that- These words
are simply deleted in the translation.

When a Chinese student- looks up the word afraid in an Eng-
.
lish-Chinese dictionary, he might find that it means e4 in Chi-

'nese. If ''he does not hear or See how afraid is used in-an Eng-
lish sentence,

i

he may give it the same function. that -he would'
give the word EA in a Chinese sentence, thus producing a sentence
like:

*He is not afraid ghosts.
,

Therefore, dictionaries cannot be relied pon-to tell a person
how to construct sentences in th eign language. 'The Student
must see the npw words u sentences in order to: learn to use.,_

them himself. °
. /

.

To remedy the_specificproblem we are considering, the Chi-/

.._ nese student must remember that-words like-afraid,-doubtful,-cen-.
-,-,-,7-- tain, etc. cannot immediately precede noun phrases and that /

ailier a preposition or a clause introducer must intervene. IV

may be helpful if,the-Chinese student memorizes items like afraid
of, aware of, and sure abdut as individual lexical items. THeT---

/ .

sectii5ri5771. for more discussion on Verb .+ Preposition.) /
/

e
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CHAPTER 4: SYNTAX: THE VERB PHRASE

4.0. General Remarks.
We have described the difficulties that Chinese students are

likely to have with the structure of the sentence as a whole. We
will go on to discuss the difficulties that lie more specifically
in the verb phrase and the noun phrase.

Every language makes a distinction between nominal and ver-
bal elements in sentences. Although this distinction is not al-
ways clear-cut, we nevertheless find nouns and verb in all lan-
guages. It is, of course, debatable whether or not this dichot-
omy is a grammatical superficiality; that is, many linguists
belielid-that-nbuns and verbs, or nominals and verbals, are super-
ficial forms and that they relate to the same fundamental phenom-
enon in the deep structure. For example, ih.both English and .

Chinese, the wordFarciTboth a noun and verb (both a coMb.and
to comb are shil in Chinese), and it is a moot point wrieEnT the
noun comb is derived from the verb to comb or vice versa. For
the purposes of language teaching, however, it seems practical to
consider nouns and verbs as separate grammatical forms,, therefdre
they will be introduced as separate units in this manual,

The present unit is concerned with the verb phrase.- We will
compare the structure of the verb'phrass in Chinese with that in

_English and will discuss the difficulties Chinese students have
due to the differences between nrChinese and English-in-the struc-
ture, of the verb phrase.

o.

Table 8

Structure of the Verb Phrase in English and.in Chinese

Points of
Comparison English Chinese Discussion

Section

Number & person
concordance be-
tween subject &
verb

important no such concor-
dance exists

'4.1.1.

Tense

S,

variety of ten-
ses, usage regu-
lated

time expressed
not by tense; by
aspect markers &
other means

4.1.

Subjunctive exists in Eng-
lish

does not exist in
Chinese <

4.2.

Modal aux-
iliaries

exist-in both English and Chinese,
no one-to-one correspondence

. .

Be and have function in English more diverse
than comparable Chinese words

4.4.

,c
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Table 8 (cont.)

PointeS of
Comparison

English Chinese .

Discussion
Section

Adjectival
predicates

__.

introduced by
copula

-

adjective func-
tions as verb,
not introduced
by copula

4.5.

___

.- . .

Two -word verbs
.

many in English some 2' -word, verbs
correspond' to 1-
word verbs -in
Chinese__

4.6.1.

Separable and
nonseparable
2-word verbs

distinct in
English

no comparable
distinction

-

4.6.2.
a

Position of
preposition :

precedes object
of preposition

either follows
object or di-
vided in 2 parts\

4.6.3.

Main verb +
,

more common in Chinese than in --,
English _

A I*.

.
restiltative

Expression of
likeness and
difference

syntactic constructions different
in English and Chinese

,,

4.8.

Infinitive and usages regulated
_______,

no infinitive or'
gerund forms _____

4.9.

_gerund

Expression of
purpose

.,,

purposive phrase
follows verb

purposive phfase-
precedes verb

4.10.

Deletion of
main verb

possible when
auxiliary verb
is present

.
.

main-verb- delet-
able, but not
always in same
ways as English

4.11.

Double .

negatives .

.

usage broader in English than in
Chinese

4.12. .

Position of
adverbs

variable in both English and Chi-
nese, but similar adverbs may occ-
upy different positions in English
and Chinese .

4.13.1.

.

.

Prepositional
phrase used as
adverb

after the verb precedes verb
.

.

4.13.2.
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Table 8 (cont.)

Pointg of
Comparison English

/
C nese

A Discussion
Section

Always, never immediately fol-
,low auxiliary
'verb

placed 'in be: :-
girthilig of en-
time verb phrase

i

4.13.3.
often, etc.

0

Time words usually occur.
with preposition

/usually occur
frithout a.
/preposition

4.13.4.

.

Idiomatic
verb phrases

some special attention
the Chinese student
-uQAgeq

will help
learn their

pattern in ,Eng-
only to these

pattern in
more broadly

A.14._

4.15.
1

there is a speial
lish which app pies

Awo verbs; a /similar
Chinese applids

Bring & take

4

4.1. Verbal Inflections.

4.1.1. There is no concorda c6, between the subject and the

!
verb in Chinese. Regardless o the person and number of the sub-

.
jecti the verb form is the.sar9 . It is oot too difficult for a
Chinese student to learn the ules of English verbal inflection;

_ the difficulty is in learning to use the correct inflections
spontaneously. This latter a m can be achieved only through ex-
tensive drilling. It also heips if the student pays extra at-
tention to this problem when_composing sentences mentally.

There is also no tense in Chinese verbs. There is aspect,.
however. Since tense is lacking in Chinese verbs, the Chinese
student is liable to utter duch sentences as: .

*I go to market and buy groceries yesterday.
*I come tomorrow.

Aside from memorizing the rules of tense inflection, the Chinese
student needs intensive drilling in order to use the correct in-
flections spontaneously.

4.1.2. Since there is no tense inflection in Chinese, the Chi-
nese student has to learn to use tense in English. At first, he
will most likely associate tnese with time, since this is a .con-

, crete method to decide what tense should be used. However,, in
English, tense does not always accord with logical time. It is
much more difficult to explain why a certain tense is usedw
it does not accord with time. It may be simplest just to egOr-
ize the rule rather than to give an explanation for i One case
in which tense does not accord with logical time i hen the pre-

,-
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sent tense is used to give'historic force even when logical time
is past:

The Bible says many things.
Augustine writes from a scholastic point of view.
Aristotle tells us much about the mind.

Another case is when the present tense is used with future time
when a time adverbial, is present. The following sentences are
synonymous:

. I will leave for Bangkok tomorrow.
I leave for Bangkok tomorrow.

,

I will return next week.
I return next week.

The,movie will start at eight.
The movie starts at eight.

The Chinese.student should learn to recognize tSat.the second
.

sentence-in each.of the pairs is a correct sentence even though
the tense does not accord with. logical time.

4.1.3. The past tense morpheme takes many different forms in
English. After learning where_to, use past tense, the Chinese
student must learn how to form the-pist tense. Children and
foreigners' have the tendency to apply the most common pattern to
all verbs by analogy: --However -,--in-English-,-many
_regular inflections for theii past tense and past participle.
From the very beginning, the foreign student must be impressed
with the fact that many verbs do not follow the usual inflec-
tional,patterng: An open mind will help the foreign student learn
the inflections of irregular. verbs.

4..4- The perfect tense does not correspond to any one par-
ticular thing in Chinese. It is difficult for a Ch=inese- student
to learn not so much because of its formal construction but be-
cause its precise function is difficult to explain:- Native Eng-
lish speakers have a feeling for'when the perfect tense should be
used, but when, asked why it is usedin the specific instances,
few people can give an adequate answer. The perfect formative
corresponds roughly to the perfect marker le or the experiential
marker guo in Chinese. But some English sentences with the
perfect formative can be translated into Chinese without the le

guo marker._ In some-cases, these markers are optiohal:

He has studied - 'English for a long-time.

heistudylEnglishIalreadyi l

I

study(perfect very
ta-Inian nian le h6n Iji5 le

marker)
I have been to New York only once.
WolzhIldao 'quo 4niuya:

11'1 iciI lonlylarriveKexperiential markerWew York one time
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He has just left. .

. talganglz6u (le) 0,
heljustgo ((perfect marker)

!":
.

I can leave only after I have finished. .

.-.

wolzuolwAn I (le) handulck Ikeyilz6u
I Ido Ifinishberfect marker) after then can Ileave

0 In general, one can explain the perfect tense as pointing,to
something that occurred orbegan in the past but is relevant to
the present (in the case of past perfect tense).' The Chinese

. student is liable to avoid, using perfect tense in speaking -,Eng-
lish. He mays do this by expressing the same thought in a round
about way;or by,remaining silerit on the subject. Only extensive
practice will give,the Chinese stuaehtself confidence in using
this and other constructions alien to Chinese. .Through practice,
the student will gain a feeling for the usage of perfect tense,
something that cannot be achieved through explanation from the
instructors

41.5. There is no future perlect'formative in Chinese.
future perfect tense is used in English to express the completion
of an act by a certain-time in the future. -Since future time is
expressed -- mostly by time words in Chinese, there is nothing in the
verb itself that expiesses futurity. In translation, the future
perfect tense is paraphrased:

I will have finished writing this letter before 3 o'clock.
-safildian Ixig wan
3 lo'clocktbeforelI IwillIwritelfinishlthis class- letter

ifier),
I will have done my work before you arrive.
ni IdAo lyigianlwedhui lzuolwan Iwoldelshi
yoularrivelbeforelI IwillIdo IfinishlI I lwork

She will haVe left by the time her parents et here.
to Ifs !ciao lzh6rIdelshihoultN yiding
shelfatheximotherlarrivelthisi !time .Ishe certainly

yijing I zeulle
already go !perfect marker)

Like the present and.past,perfect tenses, the future perfect
tense is totally alien to Chinese and can hik learned only through
extensive practice.

N4.1.6. The'progreesive tense does not pose too great a problem
for the Chinese student. because there is a progressive marker in
Chinese that corresponds partially to the progressive in English:

,

I am studying now.
.w6lxi&nzailzai Inihnshu
I 'now (progressive-marker) study.

N.
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e
I was studying yesterday when you called me. ,.

rzuotian4 Inl Idklianhuai I

Ig6iwaldelshihoulwólzh6ngyesterdaylyoulmake phone callIto I I time II 'exactly
4

zai Inianshu « .

(progressive marker)study

I will be studying tomorrow evening. , /
mingtianlwAnshanglw6Ihut Izai Inianshu.
tomorrow evening II iwillkprogrmdsive marker) study

--- /

In these examples, progressive tense ismarked/With the pro-
gressive marker zai in-the Chiliese sentences. However, in Chi-
nese, the progreniVe marker zai is not always cpinpulsory. It, is

usually optionally deletable. But,in English, ,it is usually com-
pulsory. The Chinese student should remember,this fact.

A second point of difficulty is that the/present progressive
maybe used in English to express futurity:7

.

He is leaving next weeks
f.'

,,
-

The ,library is closing at five o'clock today.

These Sentences will not be expressed with the progressive marker
in Chinese. Either the present Tense or the future tense will be
used instead.. To the Chinese student, it'may seem illogical that
present progressive 4 used to express futurity: It is futile to
try to explain why the present progressivd can Se used thi's way.
The student simply, must learn this additional function of the

(present progressive tense. ,

A problem which .s related to the 'progressive tense is that
clause words while and when are not. distinguished in Chinese.

In English, the word while refers to a span of time. .When,
on the other hand, refers to a specific time. The clause intro-
ddced by when may or may not have a progressive verb. In Chinese,
when and Wile are not distinguished. The two are translated in
-the same 17iirin Chinese:

A taxi hit me while J was crossing the street .

wólzh6ng Izai Igl!) jiE ldesblbou
-I lexactlykprogressive markerMOross

IAtibet1
, Itime

one(classifier)taxi Kobiective mark?)r i+an9kg
(perfect

.

yi ibll Ijich4ngchUlbA . 1
plit,

marker) -

_ -

(The order-of the two clauses is reversed i the Chinese trans-
lation because conditional clauses gen4rall precede the main
clause'in Chinese. 'See section 3.4.1.)

I, was crossing the street when a taxi hit' me .

yi p
I

a ' bich6ngchEzhuangIdao lwaidel
Ishihouwo

-.

onel(plaSsifier)taxi hit larrivelI I. (time T

e.
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zheng I zai IjiU
exactlyi(progressive markerNcrossistreet

A taxi hit me when I was crossing the street.
(Chinese translation same as that for the first sentence.)

*I was crossing the street while a taxi hit me.
(Progressive tense must be used 'in a clause introduced by

while.)

Since the distinction between while and when is not made in Chi-
nese, the Chinese studeht must pay special attel2tion*to this dis-
tinction in English.

/tense in Chinese andothat in English is that the present perfect.
.

An additional contrasting point between-the, progressive

progressive is expressed 13,y two clauses in Chinese. In English,
the prekent perfect progressive is used to emphasize the continu-
ous nature of an activity from d time in,:the past up to the mo-
ment of speaking. In Chipese,'there is not-such complex verb
'Structure to express this. idea. Insteada series otwo clauses
is,used:

tt have been studying English for a long time.
wolniAn fyIngy5 1(yijing)IniAn le Ihgn le
I IstudylEnglishialready Istudykperfectiveryllongl

marker)

They have been playing tennis for several hours.
tamenicli Ic4nggidl(yijing)IdS Ile
they Iplayltennis jalready IplayKperfect'markeOlseveral

(classifier)
lzh-dngtoullege

4

The Chinese speaker may unwittingly utter such sentences as:

*I study English, I already studied for a long time.
*I am studying English, I already studied it for a icing time.

Such sentences are awkward in English. Sifice,, in Chinese, there
is nothing comparable to the English perfect progreisive tense,
the Chinese student must learn this new construction.

An additional difficulty is that the present perfect pro-
gressive and the past perfect progressive aretranslated into the
exact same thing in Chinese, with. the exception of the optional
additional time words. Therefore, the,Chinese student must learn
to use the present and past in appropriate situations. This is
to be included in the general`-problem Chinese students have.with
regard to distinguishing the present and past tenses.

4.1.7. Agreement between a grammatical subject and. a verb is
usual in English, but sometimes agreement is between' the log-
ical subject and the verb:
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,Th mi2. was delivered by'plane.' (Grammatical /
Th thirty gallons of milk were delivered. subject` is, 4
'A number of boys'were (I) swimming in the pool. underlined.)/

/

As pointed out in 4.1.1., there is%no number agreement between i.

the subject and the verb in Chinese. The Chinese student must/
first of all learn to make subjects agree with verbs. Following
this, he must learn-further the exceptions to the rule, such' as

the one described aboVe'.. .

/.. /

4.2. The Subjunctive. , -
//In English, the subjunctive mood is reflected by 4 change in

the form of the verb. The two s3tuations where it is'imliortant
to use the subjunctive are'af1,..r wish and in the pattern if... -

would..., whe't these patterns refer toea hypptheti al situation
contrary to the actualsituation. When'the sent ce refers to the
presOnt time, the past tense of the verb is use to indicatesub-
jundtivity. When the sentence refers to the46A, the past, perfect

/

`tense of the verb is used: _---

/
. .

I wish I had a million dollars.
(MeaTagy I don't have a million dollars, but wish that
I did.)

I hope I'll have a million dollars by the time I retire.'
(Meaning: I don't know if'I will have a million dollars
by then.) '

I wish I had had a million dollars last year.
(Meaning: I.didn't have a million dollars, last year,
but wish I had had.) ,

If I sell my horse before the end Of the yearl, 7'11 pay you.
iMeaning: I may or may not sell my horse.)

If I sold my horse before the end of the year, I'd pay you.
Meaning: I'm not going to sell my horse.)

If I had &million dollars, I would 22 to Greece.
TMeaning: I don't have mailion dollars.) '

tf I had had a million dollars, I would have gone to Greece,
WarTirigl I didn't have a milIiEridollars.

/
In,Chinese, there is no comparable device for indicating the sub-

junctive mood. gbtice that the form of the veeb is the same
whether or not the hypothetical situation is contrary-to the'real

situation:

I hope I'll have a million dollars next year. -

(I may or may-not have a million dollars next year.)

wólxiwanglwólmingnian Ihui 11,6u lyibalwan

I Ihope II next yearwillihavela million

I wish I had a million dollars. (I don't have a million.)
(I don't have a million dollars.) .

wOzhin lxi&ngly6u
II reallylwish havela million
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1

or ' wólyAoshily6u fyibliwan Ijitl IhAo le
\I lif lhavelepinionithenigoodl

t

I
If I have a million dollars %Then I retire, I'll go toGreece.
(I may or may not have a million -dollars by ilen-.1-'

I
yioshilw6ItuixillIdelihihouly6u lyibAiwan-lwoljia Ihui w
if I Iretirel' 'time Ihavela MillionlI IthenIwill

. : .

dad palagu6Igu
arrive Greece Igo

If I had a million dollars,
.
I Wouldgastb Greece.

(I dcgTE have a million dollari7F7 6 . .
.yAoshilwoly6u lyibliwaniwoijia Ihui laao pa;?.aquoiqu '

if II havdla millionII levenlwillIarriverGreece Igo

Notice that the subjunctive mood is 9ot formally reflected in'any
-.way.in the Chinese sentences. Zor this reason, the Chinese.stu-
dent may have trouble learning to use the subjunctive ;in English.
Ix subjunctive sentences, he is'likelyito.use the' past perfect.
It seems iilogical'toohim that the pastiense.iS.used when the
sentence is clearly in the present tine, and that the past per-
fect tense is used when the sentence is clearly in the simple
past time. He is likely to'say sentences like::

* I wish. I have'a
*If I had a million'dollars last year, I yould go to Greece.

The pr per use orthe subjunctive marks the--aciiilated speaker.
For this reason, the Chinese student should,learn to reflect .

subjunctivity-in English.
The Chinese student may have an' additional problem with

using the wish... pattern in English. Notice. that on the pre-
vious page, for I wish I had a million dollars... there are two
translations in Ch -TEe second translation exemplifies the
pattern used more only in Chinese, and it is the only permis-
sible pattern when time' of the sentence is past; that is,
the pattern exemplified in the first translation Of I wish I had
a million dollars cannot be applied to the past time

I wish Ishad had a million*Aollars last year.
yaoshilw6143hriE lyou lyibliwan hAo le
if aaSt yearlhavela millionIthenigoodi

BeCause of this pattern in Chinese; the Chinese student may have
a greater tendency to say:

If I had had a million dollars last year, thatwould be nice.

than:

and:

I'wish I had.had a million dollars last year.

.
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,
If I had a million dollars, that would be nice.

rather than:

I wish I had a million dollars.

4.3. MiAal Auxiliaries.

4.3.1. Word such as should, will, can, could are called..
modals in Bngligh. The definition of modal-ii-Tather elusive and
therefore difficult for the Chinese student to grasp. The Chi-.
nese student has the tendency to associate it with verbs. How-
ever, modals in English diffgr,fibm orgnary verbs in several im-
portant respects. It is on* after a student has acquired a
feeling for the language through experience that he will under-
stand modals and their usages.

One important characteristic of modals is that.they are not
inflected to indicated third person singualr. The Chinese stu-
dent is not likely t, make the e&or of inflecting a modal for
the third person singular, but he may be puzzled at why modals
are not :so inflected while ordinary verbs are. His doubts will
be laid aside when the teacher assures him that his is simply a
fact of the .English language.

The modals would, should, and could may be regarded as the
past tense of 1, shall, and can respectively, and this is true
historically. But would, should, and could are used in sentences
that clearly refer to the present time. Tie Chinese student may
wonder why the past tense is used to reflect present time. The
explanation is that would, should, and could were used at an
earlier stage-of the EnglisiTarTTuage to reflect subjunativity
(See 4.2.):

I would like to go. 7

You should be more objective.
He could be in New York by now.

Most English speakers today are not aware of the sense of sub-
junctivity in these sentences. But they do know that would,
should, and could mean something different from will, shall, and
can. Compare:

I will go if you ask me to.
I would go if you asked me to.

I shall call my mother when I arrive.
I should call my mother when I arrive.

You can be the next president.
You could be the next president.

The past tense forms of will, shall, and can have acquired a se-
mantic significance. The semaiiEICsignifiFince is not 'past
timer. The exact semantic significance of these -forms is diffi-
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cult to state, but pairs of examples like those above will help
the Chinese student gain a feeling for their meaning. He will be
able to use these modals correctly in sentences, although he may
not be able to state their precise meanings. Since will, shall
and can do not mean the same as would, should and could respec-
tiveI7 it would be better for the -ZEInese student not to consid-
er the second set as the past tense of the first set, but rather,
as different lexical items.

4.3.2. There are two ways to express ability in English. With
the modal can, the simple form of the verb is used. The the verb
to be able, the infinitive is used. Since verbs are Lot inflec--
ted-in-ainese, the,Chinese student must learn to use the correct
form of the verb wiEh each of these two ways of expressing abil-
ity:

I caeispeak Tokharian.
I am able to speak Tokharian.

I cannot speak English.
---1-am unable, to speak English.

Formally speaking, can is a modal- and tC-15-d-able-is-a_main verb..
Since the two mean the same thing, it igaynault for the Chi-
nese student to make this formal distinction. In Chinese, there
is only one form that corresponds to both these forms in English.
The Chinese student simply must learn that can is a modal (occurs
with simple verb) and that to be able is a Egli verb (occurs with
the infinitive).

4.3.3. In English; permission is eXpressed by the two modals
) may and cans These two terms do not mean exactly the same thing.
May has the force that a person -has given permission for an act,
and can has the force that circumstances permit an act. 'rhe dis-
tincIrEen'between these two terms marks the educated speaker, al- --
though it is, not always very well maintained in eVeryday-Spbech,
We hear sentences like Can I 22 with you? although the more.cor-
rect fOrm is May I wrEff you? The distinction between these
two terms is not so clearly made in Chinese. Both terms may be
translated as either n4ng or k4yii

The weather isrfine. We can go-swimming. (Weather permits.)
tiNnqi tad 1

iw6menIk4yicilllyouOngweather i goodiwe Ican golswimming '

The weather is fine. You may go swimming. (Mother permits.):-
tianqi

ihao in/ lkeyilgaly
ouOng.

weather good you ma Igo swimming ,

Because can and may are not clearly distinguished in Chinese, th
Chinese student may confuse their usage in English. He will sim-
ply have to learn this distinction in order to speak correct Eng-.
lish.
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4.3.4. Necessity for a certain act is expressed in two differ-
entryays in English:

1. modal must + simple verb.
2. verb need or have.4- infinitive.

Examples:

1 You must Tay the rent today.
You have'to pay the rent today.
You need to pay the rent today.

In Chinese, the distinction between these two different ways
.of expressing necessity is not made. The Chinese student must
remember that must functions as a modal (thatqs, it is followed
by a s4gple verb -and that have and need function as main verbs
(that is, they are followed -by infinitive of the verb).

4.3.5. In Chinese, possibility is expressed through adverbs
rather than through a modal. In English, possibility can be ex-
pressed by either adverbs or the modal may-might. In Chinese,
adverbs are part of the verb phrase, but they differ from modals
in that they may be placed either before or after the subject.
Likely possibility is expressed by the term dagai or hen k6-

. These are equivalent to the English adverb probably.
Neutral possiblity is expressed by the term lan6nq_ or vex6 .

-These ane equivalent to the English adverb perhaps:

I'might get the job. or Perhaps I'll get the job.
wolkenAng hUi Id6dt176i ge ...1 0g6n0-
I Iperhapsiw iIllget thatRelasbilierAjob

___--7---
__He may-h-dve forgotten to come:Or perhaps he forgot to come.
talkenAng lwahg Ile 11&Y
helperhapsiforgetRperfect'markerMco e

The Chinese student is more likely to use the adverb rather than
the modal of possibility in speaking English because possibility
in his own language is expressed through adverbs. He'is likely
to associate the Chinese adverbs of possibility with comparable
English adverbs: In order to use the modal ofApossibilityin
English, the Chinese student must learn it in the context of Eng-
lish sentences since there is nothing in Chinese with which he
can_associaee this modal. .Therefore, the Chinese student must be

.given many examples of how this modal is ,used in English sen-
tences and not try to seek a direct' translation of it in Chinese.

4.4. 'Be' and 'Have'.
The verbs to be and A41 have are the most irregular ones in

English. Any foreigner will have to exert extra effort in learn-
ing all the inflected forms. ",

An additional problem for the Chinese student is that there
is nothing irf Chinese that functions4exactly as these two verbs
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do. There is a, word in Chinese that means.'to be' when
occurring between two nominals (i.e., A to be B). 'There
is also a word that means 'to be in possession of...' (one
sense of to have). -But to be and to hive have many other
functions. When they function as aspect markers (progres-
sive aspect, perfective aspect), they have no precise transla-
tions in Chinese. Instead of searching for a Chinese equiva-
lent, the Chinese student would do best to learn to use-these
words in English sentences directly, withoUt translating
them into Chinese. After much practice, he will have a
feeling for how theseyords are used.

)
4.5. Adjectival Predicates. ____------

Chinese students may delete-the-Copula before adjectival
predicates. InEnglishriii adjective that occurs in the
predicate-must be introduced by a copula. In Chinese, the

___---adieCtival predicate occurs directly after the NP subject,
very much like a verb: .

She is pretty.
t IpiAoliang.
shelpretty.

That house is very old.
Idong Iffingzil hgnIjiu

thatKclassi-(house iverylold
fier)

There is the construction NP + copula + adj. in Chinese.
But this construction is used only to emphasize the adjective:

She is pretty. She is pretty.
tä OiAoliang to piaoliang
shel pretty she] is !pretty

She's pretty affright, but a little bit stupidz
t5 I

I

piAoliang shi piAoliang 4k6shil y6uldiAnn
shelpretty (copula) prettylbutlhavela bit'

lbestupidity

The latter constuction: NP + adjective, + copula + adjective2
(where adjective, = adjective must be followed by another
claus,e that trantlates as 'but...'.

4.0

The Chinese student is liable to utter erroneously:

*She pretty.
*He smart.

The Chinese student must exert extra effort to distinguish
adjectives from verbs in English. If a Chinese student re-
members that there must be a verb in a sentence and that
adjectives are not verbs, he will learn to use the copula
before adjectival predicates.
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4.6. PrepoSitions.

4.6'.1.
II.

Some Antransitive verbs in English become transi-
tive verbs when! a preposition is added. Examples are: afraid--
of, react to, think of; etc. Compare

7____ -4

I am not afraid.
:,-

arEaraI am not of ghosts.
.--

* 4
_

.1 asked --hiii a question, but he
Heidid not react.to my su4gesti

/

When the weather is so hot, I cannot think.
. -

I; think of my friehds beck_home.

did not react.
on. ------

The preposition added varies from verb to "verb and there is
not any 4.4fallible guide for determining which preposition
is to beThsed. In Chinese,:-many of these verbs are transi-
tive and, of course, need no preposition between the verb
and the object. For this reason, Chinese Speakers have the
tendency to omit the preposition where it is necessary in
English,"producing sentences like:,

*I am not afraid ghosts.
*He did not react Imy suggestion.
*I often think my 'friends back home.

It must be impressed upon the Chinese' student that certain
verbs are intransitive and cannot take objects, unless pre
positions.are added after them.

4.6.2. In 3.9. we discussed.two-word verbs. There are
!separable' two-word verbs and 'non-separable' two word-
verbs:

Examples of 'separable' two-word verbs:

I called up my mother.
I called my mother RE.

Please saws off this branch.
Please saw this branch off.

Examples of !non-separable' two-word verbs:

I object to your prejudice
but not *I object your prejudice to.

I insist on the best.
but not *I insist the best on.

When the object of the two-word verb is a pronoun, the position
of the object is restricted:
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/

i

With 'separable' two-word verbs:

I called her RE.
but not *I called up her.

Please 'saw it-off:
but not_ *Please sawsoffiE.

With .'nonseparabla.'"

obje o it.
but rittl_c__I-object kt\to.

(

!-
- I insist .on i

but not *1 IriaiE-IE'on.

When the object, of a'separable' two-word verb is'a pronoun,
the verb must be separated. When the object of a 'nori-separ-

,able' two:-word verb is a pronoun, the position of the pro-
.noun is exactly the same as the case where the object is a
noun. r

In Chinese, the, distinction between 'separable' and
'non-separable' two-word verbs is not made. As-a result
thC,Rosition of noun' and pronoun objects of 'separable' and
!non-separable' two-word verbs may b,::confusing to thamChinese
student, ft is difficult to predict the errors that he
is likely to..make: he must learn to make this distinction
in two-word-41Yerbs in English.'

4.6.3. Prepositions in two-word verbs in'- English are often
abstract in Meaning As we indicated in 3.9. and 3.22., there
are often no correspondences for prepositions in two-word
verbs in Chinese. Prepositions in Chinese generally have
concrete meanings.

Another point for comparison betWeen prepositions in
Chinese and in English is that prepositions that are not
part of two-word verbs always precede their objects in English,
but not so in Chinese. In Chinese, what one usually associ-
ates with prepositions are two-word constructions or one-word
forms that come after their objects:-

He is sitting on the table.
ealzub lAilzhazilshang
hel sit tat 'table !top

will arrive after tomorrowI.
Imingtianlyilnu cal Ihui da()

tomorrowIafterionly thenluillarrive
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The cat. is in the hat.
maolzeilmeozilli
cat at hat Iinside

P

The.difference between the position o "reposition in Chinese
and in English can be accounted f y a general rule:

(Ai) i- NP.+

yihou
II- in

after

+ NP

CA

This rule will help the Chinese student nderstand the
difference between the preposition in Chinese and in English.
But only practice with prepositions in actual sentences will
help him use prepositions fluently. .

4.7. Main verb + resultative verb.

There is a class of complex verbs in Chinese, each con-'
sisting of a transitive verb plus a resultative verb:

I hit a cup and broke it.
w61

((perfect
Ipua le , yi lige

iffier)

Ibbizi
I (hit 'break (1.1= one1(class- cup

He tore that book to pieces.
t5 b''A Inei ben shri si sui tie

he (obj. that (class- book
1

1 .tear in / (perfect
mark. ier).c.) piece marker)

The only parallels in English are sentences such as:

I swept the floor clean.
He mopped the table dry.

In English, the resultative follows the object of the main
verb. But in Chinese, it precedes the object and is clogely
bound with the main verb. Moreover, the verb + resultative
form is used more often in Chinese than in English. The
Chinese student may tend to use the resultative more often
than the native English speaker. He may say things that the
native speaker would consider odd:

I polished the silverware shiny.
I 'woke my mother to get up.

Sentences like these would be expressed with a verb plus a
resultative in Chinese, but not in English. Another error
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that the Chinese student may make is to put the resultative
directly after the main verb rather than after the object:

41 swept clean the floor: '

*He mopped dry the table.

1 1 -//

The Chinese student simply must learn that-the resultative
comes after jibe object of the main verb in English.. '

4.8. . Exipression of Similarity a d Difference.

4.8.1. Irk English, there are two important,wAYs Of express-.'
ing similarity and difference. Here we. will discuss/ he
construction which is used when,an adjective or adverb is
included in the sentence: .. 1,

,

1,,,, . r.' j
.

.

NP + ropula + (not) a + adj.
1 .. ' "'"-.

] 4' as + NP
(does,/do/did not/ + verb + as + adv.

',..

Al is as old as-Bob.
Al is not as oici--a4 Bob. / .

''

Bob.Al works as fast as 4 ..,-

Al does not work as fast. as. Bob.. I

\/,
This construction\has two correspondences in,c idese dep9ndi\ng

- 1 .. <,

I.

on whether the sen'tende is positive or negative. When the :
r.

sentence is positive, the most common way of expressing the \
as...as... concept is:

4 . I

NP
1

+ [0 : + gen + NP2 + yiyang +_.EaL:1-------,
same; \

/

verb + de] -and adv
. .)

,

When the sentence is negative, the most common way of express
ing not ai...as.. is:

.

. ...--------

NP
1

-1!
verb + de not *as ,]

+ meiyOu + NP
2

(nemme) + [711_
thus adv.

(In both of these Chinese construction, the first bracket may
be placed alternatively immediately after NP2.)

Mr./Ii is as old Mrs. Li.
11Xianshenglgen1111TaitailyiyangIdA
LiIMr. land11d1Mrs. 'same lold

Mf. Li runs as fast' as Mrs.yLi.
111 XianshedglOo Idelgen1L11Taitailv14nglkuAi
Li Mr. run 1 lent-IlLil Mrs. 1 same !fast
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Mr. Li is not as old as Mrs. --.

Li 1XianshenglmeiyoulLiLT,4itailda
Li (Mr. 'not as1LiaMrs. lold

4 My. Lidoe6t run as fast as Mrs. Li. .

Li Xi- shengFmeiyOulLilTaitailpgoldelnemmelkui
L' r. 'not asILilMrs. IrunI Ithus (fast

Notice that,the (not) as*...as... concept in English is express-
ed by radicially different syntactic constructions in Chinese.
The difference between the constructions in English and in
'Chinese is so'great that there probablliisn't much inter-
ference for the Chinese student. The Chinese student should
learn the (not) as...as... pattern as an-idiomatic construction.
Practice with actual sentences will allow him to use this
pattern fluently.

f
4.8.2. There is a second way of expressihg similarity and
difference in English. When the sentence does not include
an adjective or adverb, the follow" constructions are used:

the same as
1. NP1 + copula + like + NP2

unlike
. different from

2.- NP
1

+ and + NP
2
+ are the same.

the sameilas
3. NP

1
+ verb + like + NP

2
differently from

The first two constructions correspond to the-Chinese construc-
tion:

4

NP
1
+ gem+ NP

2
+ (131i) ylyng

and not same

His temper is like his brother's.

I

to 1 de 1 pigi- Igbnit'a yiyang
he 'temper ,and I-he elder same

brbther

-Chineseis different from English.
hua 1 g'en Iyingyii --Oa I yiyAng

China' 'language 1 andlEnglishInotAsame

Notice that the patterh in Chinese is more similar to that
exemplified in sentences like:

His temper and his brother's are the same.
Chinese and English are not the same.
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than that exemplified in:

His temper is like his brother's.
Chineseis different from English.

As a result, the Chinese student may have a tendency to say
the first set of sentences more readily than the second set
of sentences.-yThe.Chinese student simply must learn that
the pattern eketplifidian the second set of sentences is just
as common in English," A'second type of difficulty that a
Chinese,student.may have is the confusion of the as + add. +/
as... pattern with the pattern, producing'
errors like:

*He is like his brother'tall.
*He is unlike his brother stubborn.

The difference between the s...as... pattern and the ..;like/
unlike... pattern must be given extra attention in. Class.

The third construction in English has no correspondence in
Chinese. Chinese speakers do not usually express likenesS
or difference in a sentence that has'a verb but not an adverb.
That is, we can translate sentences like 'This'plane does
not fly as high as that plane' into Chinese, but not sentences
like 'This car runs the same as that car' and 'This plane
flies differently from that plane.' Because this construction
has no correspondence in Chinese, the Chinese student may
have trouble learning to use ft. He may simply not use this -

pattern in English or makd.errors like the following when
he does use it:

*Mrs. Li runs like Mr. Li fast.
*This plane flies like that plane high.

Such errors are caused.by the fact that Chinese speakers are
in the habit of including an adverb in comparative sentences
and by the interference from the as + adverb + as... pattern
of English. Exposure to sample sentences will help the
Chinese student absorb this construction in English.

4.9. Infinitive and Gerund.

4.9.1. Chinese students may have difficulty in learning to
use ;the ,infinitive and the gerundin English. In Chinese,
there is nothing that corresponds to the infinitive and the
gerund<forms of the verb in English'.'- The most common error
that a Chinese student is liable to make in relationship to
these verbs forms in English is the substitution of the
simple form o the verb for the infinitive and gerund forms.

Verbal complemekts,may take secferal different forms, but
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there are limitations in individual cases and it is difficult)

for the Chinese student to learn which form of the verb must

be used in specific cases:

He started to walk.
He started walking.
*He started walk.

He continued to talk.
He continued talking.
*He continued talk.'

I invited him to see the movie with me.
invited him seeing the movie with me.

*I invited him see the movie with me.

We began to run when we saw .the policeman.
We began running when we sad the policeman.
*We began run when we saw the policeman.

We plan to stay for three days.
*We plan staying for three days.
*We plan stay,for three days.

I heard him cough in the night.
I heard him coughing in the night.
*I heard him to cough in the night. .

Notice tha,t the simple, infinitive, and gerund forms of the

verb may all,'Occur-as verbalcomplements, but there are re- .

strictions On,thei occurrence depending pn what the main

verb of the.sAtence is. The simple, infinitive, and gerund
.forms of the verb may all correspond to one form in Chinese:

o

I heard him aoughingin the night. (gerund form in verbal

wItingdaoltalyeli I k6shou complement)

' I ear REmlin the nightC-5-354g
\\

We plan to stay for three days. (infinitive form In verbal

w6menlasuanizhil I\San tin complement)

we 'plan FETylthreelday(s)
.

c.

I heard him sing. (Simple form inverbal complement)
w6Itingdaolt'd IchngigEr..
I 'hear Shim Psingisong

.

Sometimes, the gerund form of the verb corresponds to the
progressive marker zai in CW.nese:

I saw a shin sailing.
,

v

w6f
IkandaoyiI'Isee one (class- chip (progres- go (sail

iffier) sive mark.

zou
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I heard him singing.
wKItingdaotA izAi ichInglOr

II hear himI(progieeising 'song
sive
marker) -

However, as the Chinese translation for the English sentence
'I heard him coughing in the night' indicates, the corres-
pondence between the gerund form and the progressive marker
zai is only an imperfect one (See section 4.1.6.) There-
:1701e, the Chinese student cannot automatically equate the
gerund in English with the progressive marker in Chinese.

m ._
In English, eertain verbs such as want, hope, expect, and plan

TE-Ecan only take a verbal complement hen infinitive form.
Other verbs, such as begin, continue, start, and like may take

ia verbal complement in either the gerund the infinitive
'form.

There are still other verbs, such as see and hear that may
take a verbal complement in either the simple or gerund form.
The restrictions for the different verbs are ,too confusing
for the Chinese student. He is liable to either substitute
the simple forM r the infinitive and gerund forms, or
mismatch the form verbal complements, with the different
main verbs, producin sentences like the asterisked ones
above. The Chinese s dent heeds practice in using comple-
ments with the main ve s in common usage in order to avoid
errors.

4.9.2. There is a type of complex sentences in English
exemplified by the following:

I asked him to come.
Itold him to leave.
I allowdd him to go play.
I hired a man to paint my house.

I made him go shovel the snow.
I let him stay a little longer.

The verbal complements. in these sentences represent embedded
sentences. Notice that the object of the main sentence is
the subject of the embedded sentence in the above examples.
In Chinese, there is a technical terra referring to the main
verb in this type of sentence, namely the 'linkverb'. Notice
that in the first group of sentences, the verb in the embedded
sentence is in the infinitive form, and the verb in the
embedded sentence in the second group is in the simple form.
This difference in English is due. to the syntactic difference
in what is called the 'linkverb' in Chinese. That is, when
the 'linkverb' is make or let, the verb in the embedded sentence
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is in the simple form; when the 'linkverb' is ask, allow, etc.,
the verb in the embedded sentence is in the inTratiiiiYorm.
In Chinese, there is no corresponding dichotomy:

I asked him to come.
wo-T31Nol ta-rar--
I ask !him 'come.

I let him come.
116-1-angl taTar. (Notice that to come id the last
I'llet bimIcome sentence and-Ea:6in this sentence

are both rendered as lai'in Chinese)
I allowed him to come.
wqrangleal flai
I lallowlhiml come

Notice that the Chinese word rang corresponds to both let and
allow in English. As a matter of fact, let and allow mean the
name thing. This further illustrates tha-the form of the verb
in the embedded sentence is dependent only on what the 'linkverb'
is. The fact that let takes a verbal complement in the simple
form while allow tanT a verbal complement in.the infinitive
form is just a syntactic difference between these two lexical
items.

The Chinese student is liable to use the simple form of the
verb in the embedded sentence even where he should use the,in-
finitive form because the simple form is used in Chinese and
in English sentences where the fiein verb is let or make. The
Chinese student must learn that let and make are exceptions in
English in that they can take.veME1 comgTents in the simple
form, and that the infinitive is usually used with other
'linkverbs.''

4.10. Expression of Purpose.

In English, phrases of reason or purpose usually consist
of the infinitive of the verb plus a complement or a prepositional
phrase introduced by for. These occur after the verb:

He walks to work to save money.
He'locked the door for safety.

In Chinese, the purpose or reason generally precedes the verb:

He walks to work to save money:,
Talwei
hel (perfect save 'money

lerlz6ullshangbIn
(walk go to work

marker)
for sake of
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He locked the door for safety.
to wei le nquin bA

men III- retfect9=1 safety (object
Marker)

ha
for sake of

The Chinese student may erroneously place the phrase of reason
or purpose before the verb in English:,.

*He to save money walks to work. ,

*He for safety locked the door.

The Chinese student must, remember that the phrase of reason or
purpose usually occurs after the verb, and that if it goei before,
the verb, it must come initially in the sentence. This latter
form is used when one wants to emphasize the pUrpose or reason:.

To save money, he walks to work.-
For safety, he locked the door.

4.11. Deleted Verb

In English, the auxiliary verb can often stand for the verb
phrase when the main verb is understood:

Will you go tomorrow? Yes, I will.
He types faster than his secretary does.
If you would .top-fighting,so would

The Chinese student needs to distingdish the auxiliary from
the main verb in English in order'to form the type of Sentences '-
exemplified ebove. In Chinese, there'is not always a one-to-one
translation fior the compound verbals. Especially.difficult is
the usage of does/do/did in lieu of a verb. The does/do/did
is a dummy symbol functioning as the auxiliary (See 3.11.2 and
3.8.2). In Chinese, even ighen therd,O.s an auxiliary verb
occurring with the main verb and the main verb is understood,
it is usually not deleted as it is in English.' The Chinese student
simply has to learn that sentences like

If you would stop fighting, so would I stop fighting.
Will you go tomorrow? I will ETTETimorrow).
He types faster than his secretary types.

are rather awkward in English and that the bri4fer forms represent
more standard speeqh.

4.12. .Double Negation
,

Double negation in English has the force of the emphatic
positive. ,In English, we say things,like 'This is not an , ,

*V.
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unnatural thing' and 'This type of disease is not uncommon.'
In Chinese,,a,comparable form is not used to express such things.
The rendering of the above two sentences in Chinese is closer
tc the English sentences 'This is a very natural thing' and
'This type of disease is quite common.'

This is not an unnatural thing.
zhei I jian shi, I Ih6n ziran
this l(classifier) I thing) very nexral

This type of disease is not uncommon.
zhei I zhongl bing

'

h6n I pdpian
this type 'diseasevery' common

A form comparable to double negation in'English does occur in
Chinese, but its usage is limited to sentences where.two. clauses
are cpntrasted and sentences where the verb phrase contains an
auxiliary verb other. than the copula:

It's n,pt that he doesn't know about it,
tU Obing) bd shi bd xiSode,

I I

he (neg.emph- not I (copula) not know
atic particle)

it's just that he doesn't want to be bothered.
zhi

I

shi 1 bd I yuanyi kuSn
Ionly (copula) I not !wish heed

This diSease is not uncommon, but is not serious.,
zhi lzhong fbing r(bing) 'IA I Opihn,
this Itype !disease r(neg.emph- 'not common

atic particle)

keshi bd I 13.hai

but not serious

I can't help but getangry.
welbil I n6ng I/A Ish'engqi
I !not can - '1.not angry

I can't but go.
w6 bil" nOng Iola;gilI I

I I not can not I go

He won't be so careless, will he?
ta I Ibiz hui namme biz xiaoxin ba
he I notlwill thus I not IcarefulI (question tag)

Bechuse,the usage of double negation is more limited in Chinese
than in, English,the Chinese student is less likely to use it

as broadly as the" native English speaker. He, is probably more,

likely to!_say:
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This is a very natural thing-.
This disease is very common.

than:

This is not an unnatural thing.
This disease is not uncommon.

The second'set of sentences has greater force than the first
set. In order to speak as much like the native speaker as pos-
sible, the Chinese student should learn to use the'double
negation construction more broadly in English.

4.13. Adverbs.

4.13.1 .The Chinese student may have some trouble in learning
to place adverbs of manner in correct positions in English
sentences., This is because there doesn't seem to be any re-
gularity to the positions of adverbs in either English or
Chinese. Of course, the native Chinese and native English
speakers would know where each adverb of manner belongs in his
own language, but to learn the position of adverbs in a foreign
language is a different matter.

In, imperative sentences'in English, the adverb of manner usually
follows the verb. It may either precede or follow the verb in
Chinese, depending on the particular verb; with some verbs, it ,

may occur in either position:

Please talk quietly.
cAng ni l,jiAnghu xiIo IshUng yldiar

Iplease speak Ismail (voice a bit
. ,

Walk slowly.
,

Man Iyidian I zou or zou I man 1 lidian
slow la bit f walk walk slow a bit

1

Stop this immediately.
!Bing ni Imashang Itingzhi /

please 'immediately (stop / ,
1

,

-
...,

-

In English sentences other than imperativEs, the adverb may either
precede or follow the ,verb in some cases, but !must be in either
One or the other position in'Other cases: /

He secretly told me the facts. He told me the facts secretly.
He works slowly. but not *He slowly works.
We speak quietly. but not ,*We quietly speak.

In Chinese sentences, the adverb may also either precede or
follow the verb in some cases, but must be in either one or the
other position in other cases. However, the restrictions in
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the individual cases are different for Chinese and English,.
Therefore, the Chinese student is liable to misPlacethe adverb,
producing sentences like the asterisked ones above. It is only
through extensive contact with the English language that the
student learns to place the adverbs of manner correctly.

4.13-.2 Some adverbial phrases in English consist of a
preposition plus a noun phrase. This type of adverbial usually
comes at the end of a ,entendc in English. In Chinese hdwever,
-it usually comes immediately before the main verb:

They
temen
they

He
to
he

.

He
to
he I

go by bus.
f zuo

.1 ride

found out
kk

I look at

answered
weixik I
smile

I giinggdng
public

,by looking
le 1

(perfect
marker) s'

with a smile.
de
(attribu-
tive marker)

I giche
automobile

at
dita
map

the

[ huida
I answer

10

map.
cai

I then

go

xikde
knew

I am
lit
I

going
I ge n

with

to
yi

I a

the park with a friend.
cAo
arrive

I gongyuan
park I

qu
go

I ge FerqT57.rj
(classifier) I friend

He opened this with a knife.
to

I II

yang da() IDA

I

zhei I ge d.hka-i I le
he use knife (obi this (class.) open. (perf.

mark.) mark.)

They took
temen
they

others'
yi

I by

land
Iwall

I force

by force.
zhk
occupy'

[ le
(perfi

bie
other

I r4n
people)

I de

(att.
Itadi
(land

mark) mark,)

Because of the difference in the position of the
between Chinese and English, the Chinese student

.say:

*They by bus go.
*He by looking at the map found out.
*He with a smile answered.
*I with a friend go to the park
*He with a knife opened this.
They by force took others' land.

adverbial phrase
may unwittingly

The Chinese Itudent must remember that adverbial phrases intro-
duced by a prepdsition generally come at the end of a sentence
is English.
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4.13.3 In English, adverbs of frequency must occur after the
auxiliary verb (when one exists) and before the main verb. Ex-
amples of such adverbs are: always, almost, hardly, rarely,
seldom, never, ever, etc.:

I can always do this later.
He has almost finished the work on time.
She wouIaREVer believe that.

In Chinese, comparable 'adverbs always come at the beginning of
the ,entire verb, phrase:

He is often ate.
t a, ichangcha gl chidao
he always I to be late

He has almost finished.
t o I jihu zub I wan I le

he almdst do finish (perf.
mark.)

She would never believe that.
to yongyuan I bu 1 hui xiangxin
she forever not I will ',believe

Because the position of such adverbs in Chinese differs from
that in English, the Chinese student may erroneously say:

*He always is late.
*He almost has finished.

. *She never would believe that.
*I always can do this later.
*He hardly could walk.

The Chinese student must remember that, contrary to theChinese
f order, the position of this kind of adverb is after the auxiliary

verb and before the main verb in English.

4.13.4 Time words in Chinese
*In English, there is a class of
prepositions, such as yesterday
with prepositions: on the dad I
o'clock, etc. In Chinese, time

. without prepositions:

usually occur without prepositions.
,

time words that occurs without
and now, and a class that occurs
came, in the future, at three
words "almost IFTEFiabIT occur

in the future yesterday at three o'clock
53.-"anglai zuotian sari dikah6ng

It is easy for a Chinese speaker-to omit the preposition in
English even where it is necessary. Compare the time words in
the English and Chinese sentences:.
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It is now three o'clock. (no preposition needed in English)
xianzai I san I diklzKong .

now I three o'clock

I get out olpwork at three o'clock. (preposition needed
w6 s'an di&nzh-Ong lxiabUn in English)I I

I three o'clock i get out of work

The Chinese student' may make such errors as:

* I ge't out of work three o'clock
* You may n'eed this future.

He may also be overly enthusiastic in applying prepositions
before time adverbials, producing such errors as:

* Will you come at tomorrow?
* It is now at three o'clock. 4

The Chinese student must remember that prepositions are often,
but not always necessary before .time words in English. Exten-
sive contact with actual Ontences containing time words will help
him learn this.

4.14 Idiomatic/Terms

4.14.1 'Used to' can mean 'past habitual'.\

The term used to as in 'I used to go to movies frequently'
is idiomatic. In Chinese, there is nothing comparable to this
term. In translation,, it can only be paraphrased:

I used to go to movies frequently.
w6 I lagian IchAng

I

01
I I

k&n diAnying
I I in the /often go see movie'

past

He used to come home at five o'clock.
to yigiAn Ishi II diAnzOng hui -jia, I de

I

he inthe t.l Icopula) five I o'clock return home
past

Anne used tO love Peter.
Anne IL. ,Iguo Peter
Anne I love I (experiential Peter

marker)

The Chinese student is most likely to associate used to with to
be accustomed to, as in:

I am not used to the food in the cafeteria.
I am used to the traffic at rush hour.
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This usage of the term used to is quite different from the first
usage. The Chinese stuaaT TiMply must learn the two idiomatic
usages of this term.

4.14.2 In English copula + going + infinitive is an idiom
that means something like: will + verb, and occurs very frequently.

I'm going to see the dentist today.
I'm going to be sick if you don't stop this nagging.
I'm going to go tomorrow.

Going in these sentences does not mean literally to go somewhere.
Thi-term occurs 'only in present tense. It differs from other
verbs in this respect. This term cannot be translated into
Chinese, since in-CAinese sk means only to go somewhere. Rather
than try to translate it into Chinese the student should learn
this term in the context of English sentences. Like all other
idioms, this term can be learned only through extensive practice.

4.14.3 In English, to be about + infinitive is an idiom that
means that an act is ifiTeRaeU-1751. the immediate future:

I aril about to get you a cup of tea.
was-abTit-TO call you when you arrived.

This term has no direct correspondence in Chinese. In translation
only approximate-equivalents can be found:

I am about to get you a cup of tea.
w6 I Ong I yho I gei I ni I nA I yi I bZi [chA
I I just I want I for I you I get I one I cup I tea

I was
w6
I

about
I zheng
just

to call

I

xiAng
think 1

you when you
I dAdihnhuh
make call

arrived.
I gei I

to
ni, I
you

ni
you

I jiil

then
dho
arrive

or want

le
(perfect
marker)

A feeling for how the term about to is used can be acquired
through exposure to numerous examges of how it is used in English
sentences: No direct translation can be relied upon.

4.14.4 'Can't help + gerund' or 'Can't help but + common-verb'
is an idiom-WE-fa-1; difficult to learn. ereig nothing com-
parable to it in Chinese; It can only be paraphrased in transla-
tion; -

I can't help overhearing your conversation.
w6 I mhi I bhnfAl I lbtu nimen I

IH
jiAng Ide hua

I /have; way I not hear you !speak (att. ,words
not (plural) mark.)
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I ban't help shouting out his name.
e

I prevent Incit I cease call lout' he (attrib. Iname
can't prevent.

Ibil I zha jiAo kilt:red Ide

marker)

1 mangzi

I can't help'but getangry. (See 4.12)
Alba I nngl ba IshEngqi
I. not can I not !get angry 0

Instead of trying to translate this idiom directly into Chinese,
the Chinese student should learn to use -it spontaneously in
English sentences.

4.15. 'Bring' and 'take'.

In English,-there is a-special sentence construction that can
be used only when the main verb is either 'bring' or 'take':

Please bring the books b.ick.
Please bring --some fruits home.
He took Some ofourpeanuITHome.
He too w the chairs back.

These sentences would be translated into Chinese using a similar
pattern:

_vPlease bring some fruits home.Y 4
, cling n I dai lxis FiEligu6 I hui is

\

' plsse! you 'Fang I some Ifruit(s) I return I home
\

In Chinese, other verbs also occur in this pattern:

He bought some bread and took it home.
tE mai I I I Ile xiE mAnblo hui jiN'

Ihe I buy (perfect some bread return home
marker) .

He borrowed some books and brought thr back.
...

t5 I jie, I le I xis I shii I hui I lfii

he I borrow I (perfect I some I books I return I come
marker)'

4

In English, the pattern is used only with the verbs take grid
bring. We don't say:

*Please buy some bread back.
*He borrowed somebooks home.,

To the Chinese student, however, these sentences ar- analogous
to those c!ontaining bring and take, and therefore M ght very well
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be uttered. This kind of error can be easily averted if it is
pointed out to him that this pattern is limited to sentences
where the verb is either 'bring' or 'take' in English.
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CHAPTER SYNTAX.: THE NOUN PHRASE --\

5.0. , In this unit, we will.introduce the differences between
English and Chinese noun phrase structure which cause difficulty
to Chinese speakers learning English. A glance at the following
chart wiTg. give the reader a general idea of what these differ-
ences are.

Table 9: Structure of the Noun Phrase in English and
in Chinese

Points of
Comparison

English Chinese Discussion
in this
Manua

Articles Definite article and
indefinite article
exist

No definite article
in Chinese

5.1.

Proper nouns Usage of the with No definite article
in Chinese, hence no
corresponding
restrictions

5.2.

//
/

proper nouns
regulated

Titles Title precedes
personal name

Title follows
7

personal name
5.3.

'Series of time
and place
nomirials

/
Order of elements in the series dif,erent
in English and Chinese

5.4.

Mass and count
.

nouns
Distinction made

Number inflected
/

Distinction not
made

7 i

/dumber not inflected

5.5.

5.6.Demonstratives

Expression,of
possession

Much more varied/in English than in Chinese
/

i

5:7.
/

7 N
Relative

k

pronouns
Various relative
pronouns Ail English/

,

No relative pronouns
in Chinese

5.8.1.

-

Position of
clause modifier
.

Follp modified
word
,

Precedes modified
word / 543.2.

Possessive rel..=
ative prool.in

,

Distinctive in
English

No relative pronouns
in-- Chinese ,'

....

5.8,3.

Preposi6pn
plus "relative .
pronoun

Can introduce
clause modifier

Syntactic construc-
tion different

5.8:4.

.
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Table 9 (cont.)

Deletion of
relative pro-
noun and imme-
diately sup-
ceeding verb

Possible.in English

,,./r

,-/

No parallel in
Chinese

.. ,

5.8.5.

Descripti e vs.
restrict e .

clause
modifiers

POSsible in English Not distinct in
Chinese

5.8.9.

Clause nominals Usage common in
English

Usage less common in
Chinese .

5.9.

WH-ever rela- ;
tive pronouns '

Exist in English . Expressed through
syntactic construc-
tion in Chinese

.

5.9.5.

If, whether, Introduce cladse
nominal objects

V
No parallels in
Chinese

5.9.8.
that

Position of
adjectives

Occasionally follow
-___,--

noun, usually precede
noun

,

Never follow noun 5.10.1.

Place word
modifiers

Usually follow
noun

Usually precedes
noun

5.10.2.

Of-phrases
.,.

An ambiguity in English may confuse Chinese
students

5.11.

Intexsifiers
that occur
with compara-
tive adjectives

Precede comparative
adjectives in
English

Position variable .'

in Chinese
5.12.1.

Superlative
adjectives

Usually occur with
the

No the in Chinese 5.12.2.

Negative
comparison
sentences

Two constructions in English correspond to
only one construction in Chinese

-

5.13.1.

,

Head noun
replacement in
comparison
sentences

Head noun replaceable
by pronoun

Head noun deletable 5.13.2.
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,Table 9 (cont.).

,

"Similar"
comparison
sentences

-

Two constructions in English correspond to
only one construction in Chinese

5.13.3.

People Deletable when pre-
ceded by adjective

Words other than
people similarly

5.14.

deletable

The agentive
suffix -er

This suffix in English.corresporids to a
variety of forms in Chinese

'5.15,

NoUns denoting
parts of.the
human body

Can occur only in,certain syntactic
constructions in Chinese '

, - .

5.16.

Number word Distinction made Distinction blurred.

a

5.17.

+ NP vs.
number ward
+ of + NP

"Every" Singular grammatical-
ly, plural conceptu-
ally

Number not important
in Chinese

5.18.

Measure words of follows measure
words

No word corresponding
to of occurs

5.19.
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5.1. Articles.

'5.1.1. . Articles are an important part of sentences in
English. When there is no possessive adjective before a
noun, the definite article is used when .one is referring-------
to one or more particular things in a class, and the inde-
finite article is used when one is referring.to any ore
member of a class. Thernis nothing in Chinese that corre-
sponds precisely to the articles in English. We will.dis-
cuss here the problem with the definite article the.
Since there is nothing in Chinese that corresponds to the
in English, in translation the is either simply deleted or
replaced by a demonstrative:

The deleted from Chinese translation:

The sun has come out.
taiyang 'chili I lAi le
sun 'exit' (perf. mark.)

The first problem...
di

171 re

went/...
(ordinal one ( classi-
number fier)
marker)

The weather is hot.
tingi hen Ire

Iweather (very)lhot

The replaced by a demonstrative:

The books I bought yesterday...
wO I IImlotian 'I mai de nei I xie- shu...
I yesterday buy that' (plurall book(s)

classi-
fier)

The one I want...

wo Iyeo

I. de nei ge.:.
II want I that I (classifier)

He went to the church.
ta ciao

he' arrive
I nei
I that'

I ge jieoteng
(class.)I church

I

I go
le .

(perf. mark.)

Notice that,.in English, the may make a difference in meaning:

He went to church.
He went to the church.

Man is greedy.
The man is greedy.
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All boys are naughty.
-All the boys are naughty.

The Chinese, student is liable .to have ,difficulty using the in
English. He may.make the error of. either deleting it alto-
gpther or incorrectly replacing it with this or that:

*Weather is hot.

*That one-I\ want is over there.
*TETE one in the middle is the biggest.

\-_

(Though the third example is a correct English sentence,
itsmeaning is'not the same'-as'"The one in the middle
is the biggest.")

The proper usage of"the is one of the most difficult things
for a Chinese student to learn. It is only after much ex-
perience with the English language that a native Chinese speaker
will spontaneously use the correptly.

.5.1.2. An additional problem with the definite article the is
that its usage is not always.logical. In general, the defiErte
article the marks specified noun phrases. However, sometimes
the occurs where logic does not lead us to expect it. Compare:

He is in schdol.
He is in the hospital.

In the second sentence, the speaker is not talking about any
specific hospital, but the is present. This cannot be explained.
It is only through much experience with English that the foreign
student will learn such exceptions to the general rules.

5.1.3. There is nothing in Chinese that corresponds exactly
to the indefinite article a(n) in English. The Chinese student
may have the tendency to associate a(n) with one. Notice in'
the following sentences, both a and one are translated into
in Chinese:

I

wolza
I

saw
i

lat

a kangaroo
I dongwuyuan
zoo

at the
I kanjian
see

zoo.
I (yi)

a
I zhi

(classifier)
daisha

I kangaroo

I

wo
I

bought

I

zhi I

only

only
mail

I buy

one ticket.
le
(perf.
marker)

I

yi
one

I zhNng
(class.) I

piao
ticket

In the first example, xi is deletable because'in Chinese, yi
before a classifier in post-verbal position is deletable whin
it is not emphasized; that is, when xi is used for what we think
of as the indefinite article a(n).
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vs

from
a (n)

The Chinese student is liable to either delete a(n)
English, sentences or to use one when he should use
instead.

a.
b.
c.

a.
b.
c.

I have a good idea.'
*I have good idea.
I have one good idea.

There's a typewriter in this office.
*There's typewriter in this office.
There's one typewriter in thib office.

When the Chinese student means to say sentences a., he may say
either .sentences b. or c. Although sentences c. are not incor-
rect, they do not mean the same thing as sentences a. In order
to learn to differentiate a(n) from one, the Chinese student.
should cr-mpare sets of sentences like a. and q. above. In
order to avoid 'errors like those in sentenqes b., the Chinese
Apdeht must remember that the indefinite article a(n) is used
when'one is referring to any one member of a class of things.

5.2. Proper Nouns.

There are two problems related to proper nouns in English. The
first'is the plural form of proper nouns that refer to nation-
alities.' The plural.forms for proper nouns that refer to

,

nationalies are not inflected when the proper noun ends in
an /s/, /tf/,4or /f/ sound. Compare:

AmeriCan-Ameriqans
Fiaipino-Filipinos
Indian-Indians
German-Germans
Finn - Finns

Chinese-,Chinese
Japanese-Japanese
British-British
Dutch-Dutch
Ffench-French

(.
The Chinese studerit must be.careful not to inflbbt,the proper
nouns in the right-hand column for the plural form. .

The second problem concerns theAlsage cif/the definite.-article
the With proper 'nouns. Aside froth the problems that Chinese
students have with the usage of the in general, there are some
specific rules that concern its ge with proper nouns. .

The before a proper name singles out or identifies a specific
person, place; or thing. In general, when the proper name is
sufficient in itself to establish identification, no article
is required before the name. Compare:

I know Henry Potter very°well.
The Henry Potter that I'went to school with is now editor
of a newspaper.

The is required when a person is referred to by a title composed
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of common noun t an identifying phrase:
4

The President (1E!the United States)
The Queen of England

Likewise, the is required when a place is referred to by a
common noun + an identifying phrase:

The United States (of` America)
The World Health Organization
The Universityof Michigan

' The Dominican Republic,

However, there are many exceptions .to these general principles,
some due to historical reasons'. For example, there is a nation
cal ed the Philippines. Why isn't this. nation called simply
Philippine's? Because it was Originally called the Philippine
Islands before it became a nation. Names of islands, lakes'and
RKRiins, when they are in the plural, and names of oceans, seas,
rivers, canals, deserts, canyons and forests bear the definite

article the.:

the Canary Islands, the Great Lakes, the Andes, the Azores,
the Atlentic Ocean, the Red Sea, the Mississippi.River,
the Suez Canal, theSahara Desert, the Grand canyon, the
Black Forest.

In referring to a nationality in general, no article is required,
if the name has a plural for distinct from the singular form;
the is ordinarily used if the name has no plural inflection:

rrs . AmWridans like sports. The British drink a lot of ea.

1 , Norwegians usually make good sailors. The French are nosed
for their fine cuisine.

The may always be used to emphasize one group 'apart-from another

6qroup:

He said the Italians; not the Americans, were fond of opera.

As there is seemingly an endless number of rules and exceptions
to'the rules in the usage or the with proper names, a foreign
student cannot:be expected to master its usage Until he has had
extensive expOsure to English.

5;3. Titles. 4'

Titles usually precede names in English, except in formal

citations. In Chinese,'-a title, such as: Mr., Mrs., Mis ,
Professor, Doctor, Genpral, Chairman, etc., follows one's name:
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Mr. Li,

Li I KiNnsheng
Li Mr.

Chairman Mao
MK° I Zhdxf
Mao ' Chairman

Prof. Wang
Wang I JiaoshOu
Wang Prof.

/ 4
A

The,position of titles in Chinese is comparable to that of formal
titles in written English. However,,in.English, this forM
usually involves citing all, of one' names:

. .4 q
0

'4
John M(c Intyre) Doe, M.D.
Francis,J(ames) McKee, S.J.
Robert_H(enry) Brown, L.L.D. .t.

.

This rule shoUld not cause any difficulty for the Chinese student.

,5.4. Time and Place Nominals.

In Chinese, time and place phrases are enumerated from the
' general to the specific. In,citing a place the normal order in
'English is from the specific to the general: a

1.427 Maple Street, Devon, Wyoming, U.S.A.
Room 2310', Angell Hall

Enumerating the specific before the general is less true of
time phrases than place phrases in English:

January 31. 1969
three p,m, tomorrow

There is.no general rule for the order of tine phrases, but
there are rules for specific cases. For instance, irk citing a
date, the month precedes the date, the date. precedes the year.
In citing a specific time of the day, one may '.t:ay quarter to
three or two forty-five, half past five or five thirty. Rules
such as these will simply have to be learned. In Chinese, the
_usual order for both time and place phrases is-for the general
to precede thespecific:

3, Lane-5','"Dragon Stream Street, Taipei, Taiwan
Taiwdnd Taib6i,ILong Quan Jig, 0411 I Xiang,' San I Hao
Taiwan I Taipei 'Dragon Stream St.' Five. Lane Three number

three p.m. tomorrow
mingtiNn xiAwd son, diAnzh5ng
tomorrow I afternoon three o'clock
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January 31,
yi jid
one (nine

I

1969
lit\ Ijiu
six nine

I nian
I year

I yi I

I one

yue
month

sNn
three

shi
ten ITToneeday

I ha°

(thirty)

Due to the difference in pattern cited above, the Chinese
student must remember that in citing an address in English,
the order is from the specific to the general. The various
rules for ordering time phrases will simply have to be memor-.
lied.

Related to the citation of time and place phrases is the
citation of personal name-s. In Chinese, the family name prece1es
the given name, taking an order opposite of that in English.
This difference does not cause difficulties for the Chinese
student, but may confuse the English speaker. Many Chinese
have adopted the Western fdrm of citation when they trans-
literate their names into English, but some Chinese retain the
Chinese order\in citation. Thus, Li Chen and Chen Li may refer
to the same person. In such cases, it is difficult to tell
which is the man's family name. '

5.5. . Mass and Count Nouns.

5 5.1. ' The mass-count distinction is not observed in Chinese.
English, the formal distinction between mass and count nouns

s that mass nouns do not occur in the plural form unless One
istalking about several varieties'of that thing:

She has lots of hair.
The sand on Coral Beach is pink.
The grass on our lawn is green.

But:

The grasses that grow in Michigan are of many varieties.

In Chinese, there is no plural form for nouns. Therefore, there
is no distinction between mass and count nouns. To the Chinese
mind, hair, grass; and sand may seem to be plural. Therefore,
the ChTie student may erroneously use the plural form for

mass nouns:

*Can you give me some informations?
*The grasses on our lawn need mowing.

To avoid this type of error, the Chinese student must distinguish
mass nouns from count nouns, and remember which nouns belong to

the class 'mass.'
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5.5.2. A few nouns in English can be either mass or count.
Their meanings are different, however. In Chinese, very often
the two different meanings of such nouns are represented by
'two different words:

Drinking lasses made of plastic are more 'durable
stljido zu de rbEizi bi Ibub-li I zud I deI

plastic make I glass(es)I compareIglass I make!

'than those made of glass.
naiyong
durable

All instruction (teaching) in this school is in English.
zhei I ge Ixuexiao 1 jiaosh.11. I dou I shi I yang I Yingwen!' de
this (class-1 school- I teaching' all I (copula) I use I English I

ifier)

The instructions for using this machine are very clear.
zhei ge I jigi I del ydngfal shutming Ilan I gingchdI

this (cIasifier) I machine'. 1 usage instructions I very clear

In learning this type of nOun,in
must be careful not to alssociate
of the possible words in Chines4
these nouns are count nouns_ when
when used another way. -

5.6. Demonstratives.

English, the Chinese student
one such noun with only one

. He must also remember that
used one way, but mass nouns

Demonstratives in Chinese carry information regarding
nearness-remoteness but not regarding singular-plural. Plu-
rality is indicated in two possible ways. The first way is by
using a number or the wordil 'several' following the demon-
strative. The second way is to replace the usual classifier
with the plural classifier xie:

This horse These three horses These horses
I mgzhei

thisI(class.Ahorse
I ma zhei

this
sari Ipi Ima zhei
threel (class.Morse this

xiE
(plural !horse
class.)

That house Those houses
riZT- Idang 1 f6ngzi rT317-1

I

j I clang I fangzi
that) (class.) ',house that I several (class.) 1 house

Those hOuses /

nei I xie- '' I.fAngzi
that 1 (plural class.) 1 house

The Chinese student may have difficulty diS"tinguishing this from
these and those. He is more likely to associate zhei with
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and nei with that; that is, he is more likely to have trouble
using these and those since he does not associate these words
in Chinese. He may say erroneously:

4 %

*That housq# on the hill are for sale.'
*TEE horses are thoroughbreds.

The Chinese student should not have too much difficulty learning
to use these and those once he learns the singular-plural dis-
tinction of demonstratives in English.

57 Expression of Possession.

5:7.1. There are two ways of expressing possession in English
that correspond to only one way in Chinese:

The fur of the polar bear
The polar bear's fur

( \
The single Chinese/form that corresponds to these two English
forms is use of the attributive marker de:

The fur of the polar bear or The polar bear's fur
bei3i

I

kiting
I

delmAo
polar bear I fur

The friends of Algernon or Algernon's friends
Algernon I de lOngyou
Algernon Ifiiend

The construction in Chinese is closer to the English form:
possessive adjective + noun. Therefore, the Chinese student
is more likely to say:

The polar bear's fur
Algernon's,friends

than:

The fur of the polar bear
The friends of Algernon

The Chinese student should learn at least to recognize the
alternative form in English, since it is used quite commonly.

5.7.2. In English, we distinguish the form Animate Noun's
NP from the NP of the Inanimate Noun. That is, the first form
IF preferred when the TITZiieiErTTg animate and the second
form is preferred when the 'possessor' is inanimate: John's
mother, the girl's new dress, the door of the church, the lid
of the trash can. In CTe, however, there is no such
distinction:
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`John's mother
John

I

de mugin
John I mother

That girl's new dress
nei ge nu hiizi

I
that (Class.) 1 female I child

The door of the church
jiAotAng I del men
church I I door

The lid of the trash can
.1axi 1 xiang 1de I gaizi
trash I can I lid

xin
new

ytfu
dress

The Tom in Chinese is always NP de NP. The Chinese student
may have the tendency, ,to,apply the form Noun's NP even to cases
where the 'possessor' is, inanimate, producing errors like:

*The church's door...
*The trash can's lid...

The-Chinese student must learn that the NP of the Noun form
is preferred for cases where the 'possessor' ii-IngElEate.

5.7.3. Possessive Noun Inflection.

Possession in English involves a diStinction in form not
made in Chinese. In English we say:

1. The institute's friends came.
2. The friends of the institute came.

3. Some (two, three, ...) of the institute's friends came.
4. Some (two, three, ...) friends of the institute's came.

Notice that in sentence 2, institute is used and in sentence 4,
institute's is used. Aside from this difference, the construc-
tion of the two sentences seem to be identical. Notice the
Chinese translation g for these two sentences:

The friends of the institute came. or The institute's
friends came.

xueyuan I de 1 pengyou I 1AL I le
institute friend , come (perfect marker)

Some friends of

xueyu.An 1 de
institute'

the institute's came. or Some of the
institute's-Friends came.

yixia Ipengyou 1 le
some 'friend I come (perfect marker)

' I
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Notice that in the Chinese sentences., there is nothing that
reflects the difference between institute and institute's.
On the basis of the first sentence,, the Chinese student may
formulate the rule:

N t de + N
.

+ VP N + of + N + VP
'1(Chinese) 2 2

(English)
1

He may apply this rule to the second Chinesetence because
on the surface the second sentence is identical with the
first sentence. By applying this rule to the second sentence,
he will get only:

xuelruan de yixiU pengyou lai le.----) Some friends of the
institute came.

This mistake can be corrected by pointing out the following
additional rule:

N
1

+ de
.-

yixie (some)
yige (one)
jige (several)

Chinese)

+ N
2
--> some

one
several

(English

+N
2
+ of + N

1
's

These'two rules will help the Chinese student use the correct
possessive forms. But they require an elaborate mental process.
The student must piectice with pairs of contrasting examples
until he can produce the correct possessive forms spontaneously,
without going through the elaborate mental process.

A second problem is that one can say:

Some friends of the institute's...
The friends of the institute...

Some friends of mine...

but not

*Some friends of me...

The Chinese student may extend the possessive constructions
involving nouns to include pronouns, thus producing errors
like the above phrase. The Chinese student simply must learn
that such a restriction on the usage of objective pronouns

. exists in English.

5.7.4. There is no distinction between the adjectival posses-
sive pronouns and the absolute possessive pronouns in Chinese
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///
(see 2.7.2.). In English, we have he distinction rmine,
her7hers, your-yours, etc. (Onl /his, its and whose do not
have this duality of form.) I Chinese, there'img75 com-
parable distinction; consequ- tly, it may, be difficlult for
the Chinese student to lear this distinctioh i ni iE

This is my pen. .This pen ii ine.

this
I

(copula) I

de
ligVll(rilassi.)" I I

wldezhe
I "en 11:igulaA

Notice that both,y and mine are rendered/into w de in Chingse. .

The Chinese student probably has more of /a tendeTcy to misuse
the absolute forms for the adjectival/forMs than vice versa.
This is because the absolute and adiectival forAs for the third
person singular masculine pronoun/coincide as Wis. The Chinese
student will identify hers and I/Ours as absolute possessive
pronouns. On the basis of: x

absolute adjectival
possessive pronoun, possesitive pronoun

his hip
hers
yours

he may apply the his-his analogy and derive hers and yours for
X and Y respectively. This, of course, leads the student to the
wrong 'forms for X and Y. The student may unwittingly utter
sentences like:

*This i_s,yours book.
This is hers pen.

The Chinese student must remember that the adjectival form
occurs before a noun phrase and the absolute form occurs without
a noun phrase following it. It may be helpful for him to
memorize the chart in 2.7.2., but in order to use the absolute
and adjectival forms correctly and spontaneouly, the student
should practice with sentences like the following:

My dress is yellow and yours is black.
Her horse is more intell gent than his.

5.7.5. Possessive pronouns are often deleted in Chinese when
they are understood. In ,English, we often'use a possessive
even when it is not essential to the meaning of the sentence:

Put on your coat before you go out.
John broke his leg while skiing.
We are having our house,painted.
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In the above sentences, possessive pronouns are used even
though we know that one usually puts on one's own coat,
breaks* one's own leg, and has one.'s own house painted. The
Chinese speaker does not feel the necessity to express the
posSessive when it is understood:

Put on your coat.
bA I

I

dayi Ichuan shang
(obj.Icoat wear on
mark.)

Mr. Li broke his leg.
Lil I

I

Xiansheng bA
I

tul I zheduan le
Li 1 Mr. . (obj. leg break (perf. marker)

mark.)

I bought some brushes to paint my house.
we5 mAil le Ixte shuazi .14i 1.yougi 1 fAngziI

I buy' (perf.lsome
I I

brush in order tol paint house
mark.)

.

Notice that in the Chinese sentences, there is nothing that
corresponds to the possessives in the English sentences. Due
to his habits in speaking Chinese,- the Chinese Student may
say sentences like:

*Put on coat before (you) go ou
*John broke leg while skiing.
*We are having house painted.

The Chinese student must learn that possessive pronouns are
necessary in English,sentences eve:: where they, do not convey
any additional meaning. (For discussion on the deletion of
pronouns and subjects, see 3.1. and 3.10.2.)

5.7.6. In English, the two following phrases are synonymous:

the man who has $100
the man with $100

In Chinese, only one form corresponds to both the above forms.
The two are not distinguished in translation into Chinese,
and both are rendered as:

you lyi IbAi I kuai I (giAn) I del n6i Ige IrAn
havelonelhundred 'dollars ImoneY I I that I (class.)Iman

The first English construction above is closer to the Chinese
translation and therefore is easier for the Chinese student to
learn. The second construction is alien to Chinese logic and
simply must be memorized as an idiomatic expression.
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5.8. Clause Modifiers.

5.8.1, In English, we may divide clauses embedded in sen-
tence into two types: t se that modify a noun and those
that unction as noun phra es. We will call the first type
cla e modifiers and the s cond type clause nominals:

clause modifiers: The man whom I saw...
The book which you bought yesterday...

Whoever arrives last...
What I want is...

Here we will introduce some problems that Chinese speakers
have with clause modifiers. Clause modifiers in English age
introduced by various relative pronouns: who, whom, which, that,
etc. In Chinese, all clause modifiers end an the attributive
marker de. There is nothing in the Chinese translation of Eng-
lish clause modifiers what reflects the differences among whom,
who, that, and which. Therefore, the Chinese student must
learn to distinguish among these relative pronounsin English.
Which introduces a clause that refers to-a non-human noun phrase.
Who ana:whom introduce clauses that refer to human noun-phrases.
That introduces a clause that may refer to either a human or a
non-human noun phrase. These distinctions are not too difficult
for the Chinese student to learn. What causes greater difficulty
is the distinction between who and whom (see 2.7.1.). Compare:

The person whom I have 'met
w6 jiani Ide Inei I ge ren...

clause nominals:

I see (experiential that (class.) 'man...
marker)

The man who is
qi Izhe
ridel(progres-

sive mark

riding a camel...
Iludtuolde I n6i ge ren...
!camel 1 1 that 1 Ic lass.) man...

.)

Notice that the difference between who and whom is not reflected
in the Chinese sentences. The Chinese student may confuse these
two words and say:

*The man who I saw...
*The man whom arrived late...

It may help the Chinese student learn the distinction if he
considers that The man whom I saw... means something like:
I saw the man, he... and that The man who is holding the umbrella...
means something like The man is holding the umbrella, he... In
the first sentence, the subject of the relative clause becomes

A the subject of the first clause in the transformation. In the
7

second sentence, the subject of the sentence becomes the subject
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of the first clause in the transformation. Of course, the native
..English speaker does not go through such elaborate analysis
before he uses who or whom. The Chinese student can-develop,
the spontaneity of the native speaker only through extensive
practice with actual sentences containing who and whom.

5.8.2. second problem that Chinese speakers may have with
clause modifiers in English stems from the fact that a clause
modifier in Chinese always precedes the noun it modifies
while the opposite orderois true in English:

The book which you bought...
ni I I

1

mai de I nei lban
you buy that I {classifier) I book...

The person whom I have met...
w6I jianl gdo Ide Inei Ige ren:..
I meet (experiential mark.* that 1 (classifier) person...

The man who is riding a came ...
qi I zhe luotuo de nei Ige
ridel(progressivelcamel that (classifierdperson...

marker)

Notice that the clause modifier comes second in the English
sentences and first in the Chinese sentences.

The Chinese student is accustomed to the order of sentence
-elements in Chinese. Although he can learn the English word or-
dere he may inadvertently utter sentences like:

*You bought that book, it...
*I have met that person, he...
*Riding a camel, that man...

Phrases of this sort will be either incorrect or, if not strict-
ly incorrect, inappropriate to the context. Extensive exposure
to relative clauses in English sentences will help the Chinese
student overcome his mental habits.

5.8.3. A third problem that Chinese speakers may have with
clause modifiers stems from the fact that the distinction be-
tween the possessive relative pronoun whose and other relative
pronouns exists in English, but is not reflected formally in
Chinese. In English, there is a class of clause modifiers
introduced by the possessive relative pronoun whose:

The man whose house burned down is my brother.

This sentence is rendered into Chinese as:
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fangzi bei ge r4nshiwogEge
house (passive burned that

marker)
(class.) man is I older

brothel

In the Chinese sentence, .there is nothing formal that indicates
that the house belonged to the brother, but one can guess this
frbm the context. Because of this lack of formal distinction
between whose and who, whom, that, etc., in Chinese, the Chinese
student Tc to beimpressed-Ura the importance of using the
relativizer whose rather than who, that, etc. in this type of
English sentence.

5.8.4. Chinese *speakers may-also have trouble with clause
modifiers introduced-by a prek). + which in English. There is a
certain class bf clause modifiers in English introduced by
relativizers like to which, into which, for whom, etc.
In Chinese, the exact.relationshipbetween the embedded clause
and the main clause is signaled.by the context and not by any
.formal means as in English. Therefore, special care must be
taken,in teaching a Chinese student to use the correct rela-
tiVizer in specific cases:

\the box into which I ut the candy...
tAng.bAi de n6i ge

I (objeci that (classi- box...candy put at inside
marker) fier)

The man to whom I
de

I point to
(referring
0)

am referring...
n6i ge refl...
that (classi- man...

fier)

'Because the preposition in this type of relative clause intro-
ducer is not reflected in the Chinese sentence, the Chinese
student will have the tendency to delete the preposition from
the relative clause introducer, produrIng sentences like:

*The man whom I spoke is over there.
*The problem which I am referring 'is not difficult.

The Chinese student may avoid this type of error by reminding
himself that the lexical items involved are really speak of,
refer to, etc. rather than simply speak, refer, etc. He must
also_learn that the preposition in these lexical items may be
optionally transposed td-precede the relative clause introducer.

5.8.5. In English, clause modifiers may be contracted by
deletion of the relative pronoun and the immediately following
verb form. In Chinese, there is no corresponding distinction
between the contracted and the non-contracted sentence forms:
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The girl who is singing is my sister.
The girl singing is my sister. .

..
zar Ichk1gIgE
(prog.Ising !song! /girl Iis II 1 younger
mark.) sister.

The girl who was hit by the car is my sister.
The girl hit by the car is my sister.

marker)
(passivejcar !hit (perf.I

mark.)
Igirl Iis II I younger

sister

bei

This is the man that I saw.
This is the man I saw.
zhe IshilwalkAnjiamidelren
thislis II Isaw !person

I've read the book which you gave me.
I've read the book you gave me.
n Igei Iw6 de 1 nei ben shato IkAn
youlgivelme (attrj that (clas- book I (exper- (perf.

mark.) sifier)

/read

imental mark.)
marker)

I met the man whom I admired.
.1

I met the man I admired.
Iwdzul Izahjingldelnei Ige ren

I !met (perf.II' most! admire' .1thatI(classOlperson
mark.)

The Chinese student probably will use the non-contracted rela-
tive clause construction in English more readily than the con-

tracted. one. But he must learn to recognize the contracted

construction when he hears it.

5.8.6. In English, there is an ambiguity which arises from.
the fact that the contracted clause modifier and another form
of noun modifiqation have the same surface structure. In English,

we have the synbnymous pairs:

1. The man who is eating fish...
2. The man eating fish...

3. The fish which eats men...
4. The man-eating fish...

Sentences 2and 4 have the same surface structure when spoken..
(They are distinguished in writing by a hyphen .in the second
case.) When spoken, one wonders whether 'The man who is eating
fish' or 'The fish which eats men' is referred to. In Chinese
there is only one construction for each of the pairs above:
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The man who is eating fish or The man eating fish
zai. I chi! yfi delrenI

(progres- eat! fish ,man

sive marker)

The fish which eats men or The man-eating fish
chi reni de lyfi

man eatIfish
Nr

There is no ambiguity in Chinese as there is in English. The
Chinese student needs to be warned that such ambiguity exists
in English. In most cases, the context would nullify the am-
biguity, but the above example is bne that is ambiguous.'

J./
5.8.7. Adjectives sand clause modifers,

In English, we'have the synonymous forms:

NP + who (which, that,...); + copula + adjective
The + adjective + NP

Like: The pretty girl, the girl whd is pretty. Both of
these two English forms translate into Chinese as:

the pretty girl, the girl who is pretty
piloliang de nu I hfiizi
pretty 4

l

"'! female! child

As the glosses indicate, the construction in Chinese is closer
to the construction: The + adjective + NP in. English.

The Chinese student is more liable to say:

the pretty girl'
the naughty boy
the difficult problem
my do4

than:

the girl who is pretty
the boy who is'naughty
the problem which is difficult
the dog whibh is mine

The beginning' student need not usethe.more elaboraie construc-
tion, but he should at least learn to recognize it when he hears
it.

5.8.8. Contiacted clause modifier vs. adjective.
In English, the following NP's,are synonymous:

the boy who was frightened ,
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the frightened boy
the boy frightened...

In the second phrase above, the adjective is trightened.' In
the'third phrase, it seeths,that the aajective 'frightened' is
repositioned to follow the noun 'bOy.' The Chinese student
may be puzzled at hy the adjective ',,;tightened' can be trans-
posed while the adjective 'pretty' cannot.' That is, we can
say: the pretty girl...; but not *tha girl pretty... This
puzzlement stems from thdjact that 'frightened' in the third

. phrase is misconstrued as an adjective. In reality; it is the
verb, and the entire phrase is the contracted form of the .clause
modifier 'the boy who was frightened...' (See 5.9.5). The
confusion stems from the fact'that 'frightened' can be both
an adjective and the past participle of a Since "pretty'. "
is only an adjective, it can occur only before the modified
noun. This further explains why one can say:

the boy who was hit by a
the boy hit by a car....

but'not: .

*the hit boy...

The above is not correct English because 'hit' can only be a
verb and cannot be an adjdctive.

The Chinese student must learn that some words can function
only as verbs, some only as adjectives, but some can function
both as verbs and as adjectives. It is only with this latter
class of words that we find triplets of; synonymous phrases
such as those illustrated above.

5.8.9. Anibng clause modifiers in English, we may distinguish
those that are descriptive front those that are restrictive.
This distinction is formally reflected in English:

My brother, who works in the hospital, is a doctor.
My brother who works in the hospital is a doctor.

-The speaker of the first sentence probably has only one brother
and he works in the hospital. The speaker of the second ten-
tence probably has more than one brother.and he is talking
about the brother who works in the hospital. In Chinese,the
dthtihction between these_ two eypes of clause modifiers is
blurred. The first English sentence can be translated into
Chinese'at:

My brother, who works in the hospital, is a doctor.
Nwoldelzail :yuan [zuOshilde !nal daifu
'f 1 Lat Ihospitallwork I /that (older)lis (clas-Idoctor

brother sif.)

I
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The relative clause in the above.sentence behaves the same
'As all other, types of relative clause in- Chinese. As for the',
,second sentence, the Mandarin speaker would normally not
translate it into'one, but rather'into two sentences:

.My brother.who works in the hospital is a doctor.
wbigZge lzhilylyuan lzu6shidealshilgeld&ifu.
I Ibrotherlat lhospitallwork Ihelis la Idoctor

The second English sentence is probably confusing to a Mandarin
speaker. He is apt to intprpret it the same as the first
English sentence. The Chinese student must learn the distinc-
tion between these two types of clause modifiers. It may be
helpful. to expose him to,pairs.of sentences like the ones
abovein which the two types of clause modifiers are contrasted.

t

5.9. Clause Nominals.

5.9.1. The, second type of embedded sentences are clause nomi-
nals. Clause nominals may or may not be introduced by relative
pronouns. Here we will discuss those clause nominals not
introduced by relative pronouns.

.In English, there are three ways to express the fact
that + clause:

that...(clausal):
That he won was exciting.

for...to (infinitival):
For him to win was exciting.

(Possessive adjective) + Verb + ing (gerundal):
His winning was exciting.

In Chinese, clauses are nominalized without any addition or
change in the structure:

It's not ,easy forme to come. .or
My coming,is not easy.
iR5I 141 shi hen 1 rongyi
I I come 11(copula)1

1

"'very' 1 not easy

That be was late was unexpected.

he !late 1 (copula)1 very I unexpected
de

)thing
IErrchida i.o shi 1 hen 1 ylw&

thing

As a consequence of the lack of nominalizing particles in Chinese,
the three possible forms in English are often difficult for
the Mandarin speaker to distinguish. In some cases,. a sentence
containing a nominalized clause would best be translated into a
Chinese sentence without using a nominalized clause at all:
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It's not easy for him to write a letter.
xi6 ixin,
writeIlette

durTea jieng
him l

hen Ibil IrOn Yi
'very 'l not lea yI

idiom meaning
'speaking of him'

a . 1

The Chinese student may.have the tendency to del te clause
nominalizers altogether when speaking English,

delete

errors like:

* I come is not, easy. (he means: For me o come is not
easy.)

* He arrived'late was expected. (he meads: That he arrived
late was expected.)

* She win was unusual. '(he means: Her Inning was unusual.)

Because the clause nominalizers do not correspond to anything
in Chinese, the Chinese student 'can learn th m only through
memorization. Sometimes, there are limitati ns on which form
of nominalization can be used.

We can say:
For me to come is not easy.
My coming is not easy.

But, That I come is not easy grates again t the native ear.
It is only through years or contact with Znglish that the
Chinese speaker will acquire a feeling for such subtle dis-
tinctions.

5.9.2. Clause nominals as subjedts.

In English, we have the synonymous sentences:

He said that you are the best student.
That you are the best student/is what he said.

He cheated at the poker game.
What he did was cheat at.thelpoker game.

.In Chinese, there is no construction p ralleling that found in
the second sentence in each set above.) Translation of the first
sentence must serve for both:

He said that you are the best st
tA I

I

shu5 ni shi I z& 1 heo
le 1 say you (cop-1 most' goo

ula)

dent or That you are...
del xigsheng

I student

He cheated at the poker game or What he did was cheat at
to 1 de I

'

pdke piLn r6n the poker game.
he I play' poker cheati people
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The pattern in Chinese is closer to the pattern found in the
'first sentence in each of the sets. TherefOrei the Chinese

- student is more likely to say:

He said that you are:
He cheated at the poker game.

than:

That you are the best student is what he said.
What he did was cheat at the poker game.

Since the first of the two patterns is the more common one in
English, this is not a serious problem for the Chinese student.
He should, however, at least learn to recognize the more com-
plicated construction when he hears it.

5.9.3. There are several words in English which serve as
que,tion words and as relative pronouns: who, which, what,
etc. (As pronouns, these words can have ever added to form
indefinites.) Whether, introducing a question (cf. section
3.7.2.) or a clause nominal, these "WH words" always come at
the beginning of the clause in,which they occur:

What do yoU want? (question)
What he wants is a passing grade. (clause nominal)

0 Therefore these words may occupy a position different from that
of their corresponding non-WH words:

Position of WH word different froM corresponding non-WH word:

I want an apple.
, What I want is an apple. (What corresponds to apple in

the first sentence.)

John took the car.
Whatever John took... (Whatever corresponds to the

car in the first sentence.)

Position of WH word same as that of corresponding non-WH word:

John took the car.
Whoever took the car... (Whoever corresponds to John in

the first sentence.

This one is better.
Whichig better? (Which corresponds to this one

in the first sentence.)

When the WH word corresponds to a non-WH word which is in
initial position in a clause, then the position of the WH word
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is the same as that of the non-WH word. Otherwise, their po-
sitions are different.

Question words in Chinese, whether in direct questions or in
constructions that correspond to English relative clauses, always
occupy the same position as the term that would answer the question:

I eat candy. He took twenty dollars.
- w6

I

ItIng
l

I

I

mi le ershi Akuai I qi,in

I eat 'candy he take (perf. twenty !dollar' money
marker)

What do you eat? I know what he took.
chi sh6mrne w6

I

xiAode
I

to rhi I le sh6mrneI

Iyou eat what I know he took' (perfect 'what
marker)

Because of this difference in word order between English and
Chinese, the Chinese student may erroneously say:

*I know he took what.
*You 'eat what?
*I don't know you dislike whom.

The Chinese student must exert'extra'effort to learn that 'WH
words come in inftial position in clauses.

5.9.4. Aside from the position of WH words, the Chinese
student may have trouble ordering the other elements in a
nominalized clause introduced by a WH word. ,This is due to a
confusion between the word order in questions and nominalized
clauses, both of which can be introduced by WH words. The word
order in these two types of clau'Ses is different:

What is the story? -

I'll tell you what the story is.

What do you do for a living?
I know what you do for a living.

How can we repair this?
Only George will know how we cd'n repair this.

We have discussed the word order in WH word questiogd (3.7.2.).
In the nominalized clause introduced by a WH word, the word
order is exactly the same as that in a declarative sentence:

The story is...
I'll tell you what the story is.

I do carpentry for a living.
Do you like what you do for a living?
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We can repair this with glue.
Only George will know how we can repair this.

Because the word order in these clauses is the same as that for
declarative sentences, we might assume that they would not cause
the Chinese student much difficulty. However, because he has
learned .to associate WH words with the reversed .order in questions,
he is likely to construct such incorrect sentences as the
following:

*I'll tell you what is the story.
*Do you like what do you do for a living?
*Only George knows how can we repair this.

The Chinese student should not have too much difficulty cor-.
recting this type of error if the distinction between the two
kinds of word order is pointed out to him.

We noted'above (5.9.3.) that an additional set of Eng-
lish relative pronouns are formed by the addition of ever to the
WH words. Chinese students may have trouble distinguishing be-
tween the relative pronouns whichever, whoever, and whomever,
and the relative pronouns whiE)17TWE37 and whom. Thefiet
is used to introduce only clause nominalsrIEg second set is
used to introduce questions and clause modifiers:

I'll buy this one.
I'll buy whichever one you

like.

I bought the one which you
liked.

Tom is a rascal.
Whoever did this is a rascal.

The man who did this is
a rascal.

I'll hire whomever you choose.
I'll hire the best man
available.

(Whichever one you like
functions the same way as
this one. Both are noun
phrases.)
(Which you liked modifies
the one.)
(Whoever did this functions
the same way as Tom. Both
are noun phrasesT
(Who did this modifies
the man.)
(Whomever you choose
functions the same way as
the best man available.
Both are noun phrases.)

I'll hire the man whom you (Whom you choose modifies
choose. the man.)

The dislaion between which, who, and whom, and whichever, who-
ever, and whomever is not clear-Tri Chinese:

I'll buy the one which you like.
wórmailni l

I

x/huandelnei Ige
I Ibuyiyoullike 'that! (classifier)

I'll buy whichever one you like.
Chinese translation either same as above or:
ni

lx/huanIn6i
lge

I

wóIjiA I mail
lgeyou like which (classifier) I then buy which (c lassifier)
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The person who broke this is a rascal.
bä zhei ge hong
(abject this (class- make
marker) fier) break

hueitdelren Ishi
bad person (copula)

huail den
bad I egg
(rascal)

Whoever broke this is a rascal.
Chinese translation same as above or:
shei bA ge shi ge huAildAn
who (object thi (clas- takelbad 'who 'then (cop bad egg

marker) sifier ula) (rascal)

I'.11 hire, the man (whom) you choose.
wolgd I ni lyeo del nei ge ren
I 'hire you lwantl I that

I

(classifier) person

I'll hire whomever you choose.
Chinese translation same as above or:
ni I yAo sh6i, Iwo jid I gd I shei

you want who (m) I then I hire' who (m)

Because the twoafi-Of relative pronouns are so similar in
appearance, the Chinese student may have trouble distinguishing
them in English. He is likely to use the WH relative pronouns
even in clause nominals:

*I'll buy which one you like.
*Who did this is a rascal.
*I'll hire whom you choose.

The Chinese student must learn that theset,which, who and when
is used in clause modifiers and questions, while the set
whichever, whoever, whenever is used to introduce clause nominals.
Practice with contrainrig-TaIrs will help him grasp the differ-
ence between the two sets.

5.9.6. The distinction between when and whenever, what and
whatever, is even more difficult for the ChITIIident to make
than the distinction discussed in the previous section.

Sometimesthe difference between when and whenever is very.
slight:

We will go whenever you are ready.
We will go when you are ready.

Sometimes, the difference between these two words is more readily
detectable:

When you come, brings some money.
Whenever you come, bring some money.
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Notice that in the first sentence, when means something like
at the time. In the second-sentence, whenever means something
like every time.

The difference between what and whatever is likewise subtle:

What happened to your car?
Whatever happened to your car?!

Sometimes the difference between these two words is more easily
detectable:

What I like about this place is the climate.
Whatever he does, he can't seem to stay out of trouble.

The first sentence means: The thing I like about this place...
The second sentence means: ,4o matter what he does...

The main grammatical difference between what and whatever, and
when and whenever,'is that what and when are used in questions,
and- whatever and whenever are usually not used in questions
(exceT)T-IrriomethrITTITITe-: Whatever happened to your car?! which
is more like an exclamatory questidh.) When what, whatever, wher
and whenever are used to introduce clauses, the difleTeTEis in
the meaning of these words. Sometimes, the difference is very
subtle. Only practice with contrasting pairs will help the
foreign student grasp the difference between the two sets.. The
Chinese student will probably resist using whatever and whenever
and may substitute what and when for these words. Additional
exercises for using whatever and whenever in sentences' gial, be
helpful.

5.9.7. The Chinese student may need to pay extra attention
to the usage of wherever and however. The difference between
where and wherever, and between how and however is not diffi-' j-
cult to perceive. Notice the different contexts in which these
words occur:

Where are you going?
Yffigis the place where Columbus landed.
This is where Columbus landed.
Where you go is of no concern of ours.

Wherever you go, don't forget where you are from.

How do you write this?
THIs is how I like my steak.
How wonderful!

However expensive this is, I want it.
This -is a fine house. However, I can't afford it.
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The syntactic contexts of where and how may overlap with those
of wherever and however respectively. But their meanings are
quite extlusive. Wherever: no matter where. *However: no
matter, how; but, -"

The Chinese-student may resist using wherever and however,
and may substitute where and how for them. But once he is
given examples of how these two words are used in sentences, .

he should have,little difficulty learning to use these words.
/

5.9.8. ,In English, embedded:Sentences can function as objects
of verbs="such as know, said, think, etc. We call such embedded
sentences 'clause complements'.' When embedded sentence is
a question, the conjunction if-or whether is necessary:

I don't know whether he will come or not.
I don't know ITFIFlas arrived yet.

When the embedded sentence is a statement, the conjunction that
is often used, but it is not necessary:

He said that he will come tomorrow.
He said he will come tomorrow.

I know that you don't like spinach.
I know you don't like spinach.

In Chinese, there are no correspcndences for either of these
types of conjunctions:

He said.that he won't be coming tomorrow.
to shuC Fa 1 mingtian I 13 I ldi Ile
He say he 'tomorrow not come (perfect marker)

I know that you don't like spinach.
w6 lzhtda6

I

ni I I xihuanlbuCchi
I (know you not like ,spinach

I on't know whether he will come or not.
w6 lzhtda61 to l

dome
I I ldi

I not Iknow 1 hel me not' come

I don't know if he has arrived yet.
w6r I zhtdgEl to

I

dho le meiyou
I not know I he arrive (perfect Lot

marker)
Notice that in these sentences, the conjunctions are simply
deleted from the Chinese translations. The Chinese student will
have the tendency to delete such conjunctions in English sen-

\Itences:

)
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I know you doWt like spinach.
* He didn't say it will rain tomorrow or not. (he means: He

didn't say whe-
ther it will rain

. tomorrow.)
* I don't know you will like this. (he means: I don't know if

you will like this:) =

In order to avoid this kind of error, the Chinese student must
remethber that it is always correct to include such a conjunction
in this kind of context and that it is incorrect to delete such
a conjunction when the embedded sentence is a question.

There is an additional problem that Chinese students have in
using if to introduce clause complements. When if is used to
introduce clause compleMents, it means whether...or not. .

I.

The Chinese student may have the tendency to think of if only
as the particle that introduces hypothetical clauses (e.g.: If
it rains tomorrow... rr I win...). Chinese students will pro-
bably resist using if as a, noun phrase complement introducer,
since they are less familiar with this usage of the word. The
instructor should give special attention to this usage of if
in order to help the Chinese student overcome this barrier.

5.10. Modifiers.

5.10.1. AdjeFtives invariably precede the modified noun in
Chinese. In English, sometimes the adjective can follow the
modified noun, as_in the lights outside (the outside lights).
In Chinese, there is no alternative form'in which the adjective
follows the noun. The adjective + noun formation in Chinese is:

adjective + de + modified noun

wai) Ju 1de ldeng
outside light

.,

1

'

de n6haizi
pretty girl

The Chinese student is more likely to say:

the outside lights
than:

the lights outside
:-, Oa

It is difficult for a foreign student to know exactly what
adjectives in English may follow the modified noun. He can
stay on the safe side by always placing the adjective before
the modified noun. However, he should learn to recognize the
less common order when he hears it.
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5.10.2. Place words that modify nouns usually follow the noun
in English. We say:

The paper on the table...
The towels in the drawer...
The shop by the park...

In Chinese, such place word modifiers generally precede the
modified noun:

The paper on the table...
zhuazi Ishang del zhI
Table 'top 1 pager,

The towels in the drawer...
1I

drawer ,inside towel

The shop by the park...
gCngyuan I pangbiarl delpzi
park I next to Ishop

Because of this difference in word order, -he Chinese student may
erroneously say: ..,

*On the table paper... 4
*In the drawer towel...
*By the park shop...

The Chinese student must remember that place words follow the
modified noun in English.

5.11. The Meaning of OF Phrases.

In English 21 phrases are often ambiguous. A question of
importance cal mean either an important question or a question

--- of whether something is. important. Similarly, a problem of
relative magnitude can mean either a more or less important,
problem or a problem of the relative size-of something. This
type of ambiguity does not exist in Chinese. The two different
underlying forms that are expressed with'the same surface form
in English are expressed with two different surface forms in
Chinese:

a questio of i portance
zhngyao de Anti
important question

(meaning: an important question)

a question of importance (meaning: a questibn of whether
something is important)

zh6ngyao I bu I ihbngyao I de l Anti
important I not I important I I question
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This possible ambiguity in English may be a problem for
native English speakers. It becomes even more pronounced for
the Chinese student learning English as a second language.
The.Chinese student has the tendency to interpret such ambi-
guoug.phra.ses in the first way, that is, as an adjective
preceding a noun; and this will lead to misunderstanding if
the speaker intends the second possible interpretation. The
Chinese student must learn that there are two possible inter-
pretations for this type of construction. Exposure numerous
examples will be helpful.

5.12. Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Position of intensifiers.
Intensifiers such as much, a-little, a lot, even, still,somewhat,
etc., which accompany-ME comparative-Yd.-Jr-ea:Mg-7 invariably pre-
cede the comparative adjective in English:

a little .better
much,taster
a-r31 cheaper
even more` intelligent
ErriThtly.colder-

In Chinese, such intensifiets may either precede or fojlow the
comparative adjective, depending on the particular intensifier.
There is even a set of intensifiers that come in pairs, with
the first member preceding and the second member following the
adjective:

intensifier following adjective:

a little better much faster ,

hsclo I yldik.
I a little

kuli I Ide duo
good fast much

0
intensifier preceding adjective:

even more intelligent than
bi iw° IbAi cOngming
compare Ime Istill intelligent

more or less the same helyht
chlbudu5
More or less Igaotall

intensifier pair:

I .
. slightly faster

. t.

,
slightly fast
shaowei yidi'ar.

a little

The Chinese.student may forget to always place intensifiers
'4..
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before the comparative in English becauseof his habits in
speaking Chinese. He may say:

*faster a little
*colder slightly

He must remember that intensifies must precede the comparative
in English. This should not be a difficult rule to learn.

5.12.2. - In English, the superlative adjective is invariably
preceded by the definite article the when it precedes a noun,
and usually so when it stands along with the noundeleted

0

Superlative preceding a noun:

The tallast building in the world...
Laura is the most beautiful girl in Texas.
Herby is tie fattest superman alive.

Superlative standing alone without a noun following it:

My horse is by far the most intelligent.
Love best (Excel:X.176n: no the preceding the super-

lative best.)

The Chinese student of English hds the tendency to delete the
definite article for two reasons: 1) with most other adjec-
tives in English, the definite article is not used (Example
of exception: this movie is the better of the two.)
2) There is nothing compar-= to this usage of the definite
article in Chinese (see 5.1.1.). .In Chinese, the superlative
adjective is made up of the superlative marker zul most plus
the adjective and behaves exactly like all other adjectives:

My horse is the most intelligent
-146 de I ma zul congming
I horse I (super- I intelligent

lative
marker)

Even the fastest automobile would take one hour
zui kul I

I

de ye V.k
I

yi xiaoshi
(super- Ifast automobile also' need one hour
lative
marker)

Comparative Constructions.

5.13.' Two negative comparative constructions in English
correspond to only one construction in Chinese:
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Cloth shoes are less expensive than,leather shoes.
Cloth shoes aren't as expensive as leather shoes.

. .both these sentences are translated into Chinese as:

bp. I

'

xis mei' you I pi xis Igui
not have -leather I shoe(s)I expensivecloth shoe

.

-

.

: .. .

The Chinese stu e may associate the Chinese sentence with
only one of the poible English equivalents. The second-

.sentence above is closer to the Chinese sentence. Therefore, .

the Chinese,student is more likely to use the second construc-
tion tharrthe first construction., He,must realize that they are
equivalent. Practice with pairs like the above will help him
learn the construction which\is less familiar to him.

,

.

5.13.2. In English,' when one wishes to say:

Thi's house is, bigger than that house.
My brother is older than your brother.

one usually says:
,-../)

. .

This house is bigger than that one.
My brother is older than yours.

Rather than repeat the dentical noun in the second NP; one
usually substitutes foi it a different nominal. In the above
examples,-that one replaced that house, and yours replaced
your brother. In Chinese,* in a similar kind of sentence, the
head noun of the'second noun phrase which is being compared
may be deleted, but the rest of the noun phrase (classifier,

.:)
-demonstrative, number,.etc.) remains unchanged:

This house is bigger than that one.
zhei ge fAngzi bi nei
This (class)* house l compare I that (class. houselbig

f 1 ge Angzi
Ida

(sec nd fangzi is
optional)

My rse is more intelligent than yours.

(horse compare you
I bi InI de IcOngming

I intelligent
wo del ma

In English, the head noun in the second NP is usually replaced
with a diff.erent.jibmirial. In Chinese, the head noun in the
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second NP is simply deleted. The Chinese student may have -
the tendency to carry this habit he has acquired with
Chinese interEnglish:

*This house is bigger than that.
*That horse is more intelligent than your.

The Chinese student .simply must learn that the second.MP in
the English sentence is simplified not through simple deletion,
but substitution by another nominal.

5.13.3. There is a similar comparison pattern in English
exemplified by the following sentences:

Mr. Li is the same age as Mrs. Liv
Mr, Li is the same twight as Mrs. Li.

An,alternative way of expressing these sentences is:

Mr. Litand Mrs. Li are the same' age.
Mr. Li and Mrs. Li are the same height.

In Chinese, both these sets of sentences are rendered

Mr. Li is the same age as-Mrs. Li,er Mr. Li and MrS. Li are
the same age.

Li
I

IXiansheng gen ILi f Taitai yiyangtda
Li Mr. and Li IMrs. I same 'old

Mr. Li is the same height as Mrs. Li, br Mr. Li--and 'Mrs. Li
are the same height.

Li I Xiansheng gen Li [Taitai yiyAng Igao
Li . Mr. and Li Mrs. I same (tall

As the Chinese sentences indicate, the pattern in Chinese is mom
similar to the second English pattern above. The Chinc.,se student
may have a greater tendency to USs the second pattern than the
first one in English. However, ,he should master the first/
pattern in order to gain greater freedom with stylistic varia-
tions (see also.4.8.).

5.14. ,Head Noun Deletion.

The noun Etople Is often deleted after an adjective. In Lngli3h
we often say: the' poor, the rich, the lame, tie wicked, the good,
etc. when we mean: the poor people, the rich people, the lame
people, the wicked people, t!-e good'people, etc. In Chinese,
there is a comparable deletion of the head noun. However', the
deletion of the head noun when -4t'is understood is generally
applicable in Chinese, whereas in English, this is applicable
usually only when the head noun is people:
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The
have
yOu
have'

rich people e&. meat, but
rice.
1 gian cht
money 'people ;eat

the poor people don't

rob, ren
meat pc.or 1 people

even

Tian
even,'

ml 1dOu 1 mei you
rice also 1 not have

The rich eaC meat, but the poor don't even have rice
you clian de cht rbu , 1 cliong 1 del liani 1 dOu 1/611

have money r,eat meat 'poor 1 leverdricelalso not 'ave
1

But notice:

I did" the 'easy ones but not the difficult. ones.

easy 1

r6ngyil de Iwo/zubl le,

, -
II do (perfect difficult 'not 1 do

marker)

Ilan IdelmeilTia

/)',

,

Notice that in tae Chinese sentence, thehead noun problem is
:deleted. In Lhe inylish benience, howeveL, instead of deleting
the head noun, we substitute the pronoun ones for it. The
Chinese student should have no trouble with fiords like the poor,
the wicked, nearing the poor people, therrich people, the
wicked people, etc. But .he mpy extend this to cases where the
head noun is something other than people:

*I did tne easy problems and savelthe
*I like the fat, not the thin. (referring to chickens perhaps)

The Chinese student must remember that in English, head noun
deletion.usually applies only when one is talking about people.
He shoqld also learn tfii substitute the proper pronoun for the
head noun when it is understood (see also 5.13.2.)

. The AgenUive Suffix -er in English.

1

In English, animate aid inanimate agents_of certain acts
can be formed by adding the suffix -er to the verb: writer,
typewriter, lawn mower, driver. In Chinese, comparable words

, for agents are usually formed pot by adding a suffix, but
,a front -bound noun, after the verb. However, in Chinese,
tnere are more than one such front -bound noun that correspond
to the agent suffix --er in Enlish. Sometimes, words for agents
are not forms derived by this process, but are simpl separate
lexical items:

verb phrase: to' drive a car
----, , kai 1che
N

)

operate car
. \

\

Notice t at in-the above example, there .in, no relationsnip between

acien: driver
stjt
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the word for the act and the word for the agent. In most otner
cases, however, words for agents are derived by the process
described above:

0
typewriter lawn mower
da zi lit jant cao 1 j=
type words) machine cut 'grass machine

\ 1

ticket collector (as on the train)
chA piho 1 yuan
inspect) ticket' agent

Sometimes, human agents can be designated by adding the particle
-de to the word for the act, as in:

runner, messenger egetable vender

run' leg
pao jiao

sell vegetables
!tilai cai

However,- the particle de does not form words-as generally as
the -er suffix in English. That is, one cannot freely make
up agent words that one has never heard before by this process.
It,would be more practical to regard all the ,agent words as
established lexical items in Chinese.

o
It should not be difficult for the Chinese student'to learn
the agent suffix -er in English. All he needs to remember is
that many different forms that he uses in Chinese correspond
to the agentive suffix -er in English.

5.16. Nouns denoting parts of the human body.

In Chinese,. nouns denoting parts of the human body have
limitations, on the kinds of constructions into which they can
enter.

In English, we have the synonymous 'sentences:

/ The man's hair is black. That girl's legs are thin.
The man has black hair. That girl has thin legs.

-In Chinese, the second form of each pair above is not used,
because the Chinese mind takes for granted that people have
hair, legs, etc. In describing a certain part of a person's
body, the Chinese would say:

That man has black hair.
nbi ge en t6ufa sill het
that (class - man hair is black

ifi-?.r

That girl has thin legs.
nbi ge
what female childhat (class-

nu haizi de hen xi
le,j(s) very thin

iffier
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the glosses indicate, the Chinese sentences are closer to
/the pattern exemplified by 'That man's hair is black' and 'That
/girl's legs are thin.' A second form, closer to that exempli-
fied in 'The man has black hair,'. is, used only when the question
centers around whether one"has hair, legs, etc.:

That man doesn't have hair.
nei I ge ren I mei you I toufa
that 1 (classi- ( man' not' have hair

fier)

That. man does have legs, but no arms.
nei ge Iren I you I jiao, keshi mei yOu I shOu
that 1 (classi-Iman I have I leg (s)

1

Flout
I

not I have ! arm(s)
fier)

Because of this difference between Chinese and English, the
Chinese student is more likely to say:

than:

The man's hair is black.
That girl's logs are thin.

The man has black !.ir.
That girl has thin "egs.,

The Chinese student must learn that the second set of sentences
is at least as common as the first in English. In order to
speak as much like the native speaker as possIble, he should
try to master the second pattern in English.

5.17. Number word + NP vs. number word + of + NP.

In English, the construction number word + NP is different
from the construction number word + of + NP (in the second con-
struction, the noun is-TI.E41.11ar if it is a mass noun, plural
if it is a count noun.): several boys, several of the boys. In
ChineSe, the distinction between these two forms is less clear.
The second form is often identical with the first, unless one
is stressing the point, in which case a distinction is made:

The difference not stressed:

several boys or several of the boysjl I ge I nen I hAizi
several! (classifier)1 male' child

The difference stressed:

several boys several of the boys
.01

111L.zi nei xie !nen
seVe- (clas-Imalelchild that (plurallmale child- sev- (clas-
raI sif.) class.) (ren) . eral sifter)
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In the case where the noun is modified by a possessive pronoun,
the distinction is usually made:

\\ my five children
wbidelwia ge
I five (clas- child

sif.) (ren)

five of my children
wia I

five (clasAI I child
sif.) (ren)

My five children are in America.
wS de
I I !five (clas- childialllin !America

Aif.) (ren)

Five of my children are in America.
wi I I

five (clas-I childIalllin /America
l l ghaizildbuzhiMeiu6

sif.) (ren.)

Five. of my ten children are in Afre-;,--.
wáldelshilge haizi(zhizhOng),I

'Aten1 (clas- child among
sif.) (ren)

/five (clas- at, in Amen.;
sif.)

zhi Meigu6

ica

Since the distinction between number word + NP and number word
+ of + NP is not always made in Chinese, and even when the
Unction is made the formation of the two phrases in Chinese is
quite different from that in English, the Chinese student may
need to pay extra attention to this distinction in English in
order to learn it.

ti

5.18. Every.

Every is singular gramatically, but plural conceptually.
In English, every + NP means something like 'all members of
the class NPr:

Evefyone likes ice cream.
We all"like ice crea.

Every child has enough food and clothing.-
All the - children have enough food and clothing..

Notice that the noun after every is singular and the verb also
bears'the singular inflection. But in a sentence where all is
found in the subject, the verb bearsthe plural inflection.

In Chinese, the distinction between singular and plural is un-
clear because there is no singular-plural inflection on nouns
and verbs. The Chinese student'is likely to have difficulty
using number inflection in English spontaneously. This dif-
ficulty is compounded in the case involving the adjective every.

4,
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Since every is plural conceptually, the Chinese student is
liable to use the plural inflection with it. He might say:

*Every man like ice cream.
' *Every children have enough food and clothing.

The Chinese student must first of all acquire the habit of
distinguishing singular and plural. Secondly, he must remember
that a noun modified by every is necessarily singular and this
singularity must likewis-J-E-e-reflected in the verb.

5.19. Measure words.

In English as well as Chinese, concrete nouns can occur
with measure words. In English, there is usually the prepo-
sition of'between the measure word and the noun. In Chinese,
however, the.measure word immediately precedes the noun:

a sack of sugar
yl

I

I bMo tang
one! sack sugar

two rows of houses
liang

I

fangzi
two row I house

one pound of salt
yi I bang 1-yan
one pound salt

a dozen oranges (rare exception: no of following dozen)
yl Ida I jiazi

one dozen orange

In English, some abstract nouns such as democracy,'exuberance,
do not occur with measure words. Others that do occur with such
words occur only with a singular measure ward, like a fit of
anger, a heartful of goodness. This is true also of Chinese:

a heartful of goodness
yi Ipian I h'ao !kin
one I piece I good 'heart

a bellyful of courage
yl igu y6ngqi
one !bellyful

I

courage

The major difference between the usage of.Measure words in English
and Chinese is that the word of has no counterpart in the Chinese
phrase. For this reason, the Chinese student may delete it
after measure words:
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*a sack sugar
*one pound salt
,*a heartful goodness

The Chinese student simply must remember that the preposition
of is necessary between the measure word and the noun in English.
Rare exceptions' such as the usage of dozen without of must be
given extra attention in class.

O
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CHAPTER 6: VOCABULARY

6.0. Introduction.
The previous units of this manual have described the

phonological system and the syntactic structures of English as
they. contrast with those of Chinese. These units have been de-
voted to differences between English and Chinese phonology and
grammatical relationships which cause problems to the Chinese
student ledrning English as a second. language. This final
unit, which describes the problems that Chinese speakers are
likely to encounter in learning English. vocabulary, is concerned
essentially with the mepning and usage of individual words.

. ,

We will outline here several types of problemS that Chinese
speakers have in learning English words. The types of problems
are by no means mutually exclusive; that is, some-of,the problems
are closely related to others. Moreover problems in. the usage
of words are often related to the differences in the syntactic
constructions in English and Chinese. The trouble that Chinese
speakers have with a specific word in the English vocabulary
is often due to more than one of the problems outlined in this
chapter. For example, one type of problem is that two or more
words in English may correspond to only one wordin Chinese;
that is, there may be shades of meaning reflected by different
words in English which are not, similarly reflected in Chinese.

--A s-e-o-ond type of problem is that some verbs in English can be
used only transitively or intransitively, but they do not cor-

erespond)/to transitive and intransitive verbs respectively in
Chinese. Chinese speakers tend to confuse the usage of look and

--see-because of both these problems:

-He is looking at the map.
ta zai kan I dit6 4

hel(progressive 'look map
marker)

I'm going to see a movie.
wof qt1

i

Ikan I dianying
I. I go see movie

Notice that both look and see in the English sentences are ren-
dered lean in the Chinese sentences. Moreover, there is nothing
in the-Minese sentences that reflect the transitive-intransitive
distinction between the English verbs look and see. This example
illustrates the fact that not every problem worail the voca-
bulary can be neatly relegated to only one of the types of problems
to be discussed in this chapter.

The foreign student cannot be expected to use words cor-
rectly in sentences simply because he has learner the meanings
.of the words. He may find out the meaning of a word simply by
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looking it up in the dictionary, but he would not know how to
use the word in a. sentence until fie has been given some examples
of how it.is .useds The student must experience new words in the
context of live sentences in order to make them a part of his
active vocabulary. Knowing only the contents of dictionary
'entfies would at best only enable him to understand the words
when he hears or reads them.

In this chapter, we will discuss the ways in which the
meanings and usages of words in English differ from thoe in
Chinese and how these differences interfere with the Chinese
student's acquisition cf English vocabularyitemse.

Table 10

Types of Vocabulary Problems for Chinese. Students LearningEnglish

Type of Problem Examples 'Discussion
:S=tion

Words_ in English which have no equi-
valents in Chinese due to cultural

. .

differences

How you do 6.1.1

.,

'Grammatical' words and words bound,
up with syntactic constructions which
have no equiValents in Chinese

. .

the, a, whether...-,
don't...but...,
instcad, both...
and... ,'

.1.2

-

,,

Other words in English which have
no equivalents in Chinese

.

less, fewer, to
fail, nothing,
nowhere

6.1.3

. .

Words in English which correspond
to-two or more words in Chinese

.

carry,- old, cold
next, if, just,
too .

6.2
.1'

Two or more words in English cor-
responding to only one word in ,

Chinese
,

many-much, house-
home, when-while-
during, borrow-.
lend

6.3

.

,

, .

Words in English whose corfes-
pondences in Chinese have
narrower usages

and, have, be,
sand, walk," feel
taste

6.4

,

Words which have different
'Syntactic restrictions

every-each, let-
allow, because-
because clf, even,-
even if

6.5.1

.

,

Verbs with similar Meanings, but
restricted with regard to
transitivity

.

hear-listen,
see-look
.

6.5.2
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C Table10 cont.)

Prepositions in, to, with 6.6.1

Sets of words in English whose
meanings overlap with those Of
sets of words in Chinese.

will-can-may, etc. 6.6.2

,Deiived words bored-boring 6.6.3

Words with Similar.soundgand
similar meanings

other-another,
almost-most

6.6.4

Asymmetry in English vocabulary lower-higher, 6.6.5

Idioms .'

...

look mit!
excuse me, pardon me
raining cats and dogs

6.7

0

In the remaining sections of this chapter, the following items
have been used to illustrate the typesof problems that Chinese

0 students are likely to encounter in learning vocabulary items in
English:

a bird in hand
a few
a little
a,stitch in.

.able,.
allow
almost,

Item

two in

dccurrenCe in this Chapter

is.better than

time saves nine

the bush 6.7
6.6.6
6.6.6
6.7
6.5, 6.6.2
6.5
6.6.4

and
another

6.1.2,
6.6.4

6.4

around 6.6.1
as. 6.6.1
as...as.. 6.1.2
ask',

at
6.5
6.6.1

aunt
be (copula)

..S
6.2
6.1.2, 6.4

beat 6.5
because 6.5
because of 6.5
becoMe-of ; 6.6.1
believe in 6.6.1
bon&l. 0 6.6.4
bore 6.6.3
bored 6.6.3
boring 6.6.3
borrow 6.3
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Item

ti

ocdux4ence in this Chapter

both...and...
both, (of)
bought
bound
breadth
'bring
bring home

f

6.1.2
6.1.2
6.6.4
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.4
6.6.5

brother 6.2
brought
buy
by,
can
care for
carry.

6.6.4

6.6.1 .'

6.5, 6.6.2

6.2 '

cheer up 6.6.1
cold 6.2
come 6.6.5
-Come "home 6.6.5
.corporation 6.1.1
cousin 6.2
different 6.6.5
disagreeable

O 6.1.3
dislike 6.1.3

6.1.2
,drop 6.6.1
du'ringL 6.3
each 6.5
eager fOr 6.5
eager.to. 6.5

6.1.2
encourage 6.5
enjoy 6.5
even 6.5
even if 6.5
every 6.5
every cloud has,a silver lining 6.7
excuse me 6.7
fail
feel 1 64

few

6.1.3
6.4
6.3, 6.6.6

fewer
final

6.1.3,
6.3

for 6.6.1
fOr'the sake of 6.6.1'
from 6.6.1
get over 6.6.1
give up 6.6.1
go 6.6.5
go home 6.6.5
good evening 6.1.1
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Item Occurrence in this Chapter

'hardly
have

6.1.3
6.4 '

have to 6.4
he 6.5
hear 6.3
height 6.6.5
her 6.5
higher
him

t 6.6.5
6.5

hope .6;5
O how do you do

if
-6:1.1
6.1.2, 6.2

impolite
in

6.1,,,,3

6.6:1
6.6.1

instead 6.1.2
insufficient 6.1.3 .

interest 6.6.3
interested 6.6.3
interesting 6.6.3
jusk 6.2
last 6.2, 6.3
laundromat 6.1.1
leas 6.1.3
leave 6.6.1
lend 6.3
length 6.6.5
less 6.1.3
let. 6.5
like 6.5
listen '6.3
little
look

6.3, 6.6.6

'look out 6.7
look over 6.6.1
look up 6.6.1
lovable
*lovely

6.6.3
6.6.3

lower , 6.6.5
make 1.

6.5
make hay while the sun shines
many

6.7

may
10) 6.5, 6.6.2

6.6.2
mast 6.6.4
much 6.3

.
neither...nor
never

6.1.2
6.1.3

news 6.6.6
next 6.2

4
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Item Occurrencein this Chapter

no-one
nothing
nowhere, .

6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3

of 6.6.1
old 6.2
one 6.4

. pardon me 6.7 .

perhaps 6.5, 6.6.2
possibly 6.6.2
post-doctoral 6.1.1
probably 6.6.2
problem 6.3
put off . .6.6,1
put on 6.6.1
put up with , 6.6.1
question 6.3
racism 6.1.1
raining cats and dogs ' 6.7
ready for 6.5
ready to 6.5
same 6.6.5
sand 6.4
scissors 6.6.6
seat 676:4
see 6.0, 6.5
series 6.6.6

4 ,
she 6.5
sister' 6.2
sit 6.6.4

. slacks 6.6.6
6.1.2 a

take (...) home 6.6.5
take off 6.6.1
taste
the 6.1.2
the other 6.6.4
to .e4w- 6.6.1
too, 6.2
trouble 6.6.3
troubled 6.6.3
troubling 6.6.3
try out 6..1
turn out 6.6.1
turn up 6.6.1
unnatural: 6.1.3
urge 6.5
use 6.6.1
very possibly 6.6.2
walk 6.4
when 6.2, 6.3
while 6.3
width 6.6.5
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Item Occurrence-in' this Chapter

will- 6.6.2
win 4tr6.5

.

wish, 6.".
with . 6.6.1
xerox 6.1.1

6.1. Words in English which have no equivalents in Chinese

`6.1.1. There are Certain words in English for which there are
no ready equivalents in Chinese due to differences in,the two .

cultures. Many phraseS'-of greeting in English lack correspon-
dences in Chinese. Exdmples are 'How do you do! and 'Good ftfter-
n0On'. In the same social contexts, Chinese people usually
would say'eithei nothing or something very different from thesei
English utterances. Some greetings in English have been trans-
lated into Chinese in recent years:

, .4.,,-

1 Good evening How are you?
wan an . ni h&c) a . ,

evening' peace , . ..you- good (interib4ative
.

. . particle), ,

. ) A .

Although such. greetings do exist in..modern Chinese; Chinese
ipeakerp may not bd.as accustomed o using them as English
Sppkers. Correct usageof such greetings is important in social
intercourse; therfore,. it is important for the Chinese student
to-be-Come accustomed to using these greetings.

, .

I . Spme terms other than greetings in the English languaid are
-peculiar tp the culture that We-live in: racism, corporation,
'Opit-doctoral, laundromat,,xerox. There are no equivalents for-
these words in Chinese, bUt Chinese students shouldnot have
*oh trouble learning these words in English Once they are given
ai h explanation of their meanings. ' a

1 pare
..

6i.1.1. Scme words in the English .language diffibult for
Chinese speakers to master because of the differences between
the syntactic structures of the two languages. For example,. ...,

the lack of anything In Chinese caresponding to English articles.
(Cf. section 5.1) make6 it difficult for the Chinese student to' '

larn'to use.the to indicate the contrasts shown in sentences
like the follWg: ..

A

Boys are fond of baseball.

l [

nail

child(ren) ,baseball
haizi l rdbu kihuan bang-gid

male
:

.
to

The boys are--fond of baseball. .

that I malel child(ren) I all 1 baseball
E-43.- [xiZ ' '' I.nAn 1 hfizi dou x bang-qid .

(plural
,.. classifier)
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We will go to Canada next week.
Amen I I

I

libai d'o Jian-Adl quI

we next week arrive Canada go
,..

We went to Canada the next4week.
Amen di r )1 ge . llbai dlo ai2n2
we (ordinal two I (classi- week arr- ,Canada I go (per.

number

7-I ldk I qu le

fier) ive mark)

marker) , ts

The definite and'indOlhite articles .in English have no equi--.
valents in Chinese, bO,e,this does not mean that certain ideas
are expressible in English but,not in Chinese. Rather, the
same ideas are expressed-in different ways in the two languages,
as exemplified in'the above examples.

Another exaMple of this syntactic-cum-rvocabulary, kind of
problem-is the usage of the copula to connect a subject and a

predicate adjective in English:

She is very 'pretty. , The weather, is very

tVIEEn I pn Ioliang trAnqi An-- I r

"shelvery pretty weather very hot.
,

In the Chinese sentences, there is nothing that corresponds to
the word is in the English sentences (cf. scOtion 4.5). Chines6'

udes the copula with predicate nouns but.not with predicated
. adjectives. In, contrast to the above sentences,for example,
there is correspondence between the English and Chinese copulas

in the following sentences:

This is my book.
zh't 1.A4

this (copu- I (atria book
la) marker)

My professors are all Americans.
w noshou Wu sta M giguo-l-fil 0

I (attri. Iprofessor(s) all .(copula) American(s)
Ij

marker)

Some words in English seem to be primarily syntactic'function
words in that they alulays fit into certain slots in certain
syntactic Constructions; yet they also hive significant semantic
content:

'Lexical Item

instead
if (meaning whether)
'and (astused..to join
verb phrases or
clauses)

Example

'I didn't go out; instea , I stayed home and read.
I don't know it wi rain today.
I sat down and ordered a bowl of soup.
We gathered the wood and they set up
the tents.

0-4
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-Lexical Item Example,

whether... Whether he comes or not, we'll leave at ten.'

don't...but... He doesn't do anything but sleep all day.

Both meat and vegetables are expensive these

so(...)that... It is so slippery that I'm afraid to step on it.
He worred late so that he could finish the job.

You can get there either by train or by plane.

neither...nor... He neither drinks nor smokes.

As far as I'm concerned, you are through.
TEis is about as fast as I can work.

-bOth (of) Both of you have passed.
Congrattlations to you both.

The above are examples of words which have both semantic and
'syntactic meaning that have no ready equivalents in Chinese.

Similar ideas in Chinese are expressed by syntactic constructions

different from those in English. Examples:
-

I didn't go out, instead, I stayed home and read.

w6 arrai ji3. I li Iken shil

I Inotlgo out stay; at % home' inside read' book

Context alone is relied upon to convey the meaning of'insteadl

Whether he.comes or not, we'll leave at ten.
bu - gun to l lei ba 1women Ishildanzhiting,
no matter' he 'come' not I come lwe 'ten I o'vlock

jia I z6u I le
then .leave

He neither smokes nor drinks.
to bt Ichbluyand-W- jiu

he I not 'smoke also not' drink' liquor f-

1

These examples illuitrate the diffdrences in the syntactic con-
structions employed in English and Chinese to.ponvey the same
ideas.. The lexical items listed on the top ofjthe page are

found with certain constructions' in English. -These items are

lacking in Chinese because the identical constructinns are

. lacking in-Chinese., The Chinese student'must earn these lexical

items in conjunction with certain syntocticconstructions which

are alien to his native language. No direct translation for.
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these .1exical items can be found; the Chinese student can
learn to use them only ih the context of English.sentences.

6.1.3. A third type of words in English which have no ready
equivaleptd in Chinese can be accounted for simply by differences
between 'the lexicons inthe two languages. These words .in Englidh.
cannot be translated by single words in Chinese; they can only
be paraphrased by a series of words. Some examples of words of
this type in English are:

less
least
fewer ,

to fail
no one
nowhere
nothing
hardly
unnatural, .insufficient, disagreeable, (and many

other negative .words) .

Chinese students have difficulty learning to use such words in
English because they cannot use them to replace Chinese equi-
valents in,sentences. Like the lexical items discussed in the
Previous section, these items must be learned in the context of

for to fail' in Chinese. Notice the different ways in which to
failinitg different nuances is conveyed in Chinedei

He failed the exam. .

ta lac)

I I I

shi mai. kap Igu6 '

Ihe take exam not take pass
(exam) (e'xam)

He failed to go today.
jintian ItUlmai40. Ic

'today !he !not lgo la

He failed to show up.

helnoticome

(He tried to go, but failed.)
hang .

ccomplish

(We expected him to come,.but he
didn't)

He wanted (tried) to go to America, but he failed.
tb-lxiAng ciq I IMeiguo, keshilmai changgong
he lwant. 001 America, but ifail(perfect

marker)

.

ta Ixi.Ang 0.1
I

Maiguo, keshi I shibai le
Ihe want go I America, but fail I (perfect

marker)
182
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,It is only, in the last example that we haVe a one-word translation
' fOr to failtin Chinese. However, the contexts in which shibai
may be used in Chinese are much more limited than those where
to fail can be use in English. Therefore, the Chinese student'
cannot equate to fail with shibai.

t

Likewise, the' words less, fewer, and least do not have one-
word equivalents in Chinese. Less and fewer can sometimes be
translated into Chinese equivalents in Chinese. Less and fewer
can sometimes be translated into Chinese aa_oblip [WI:oh basically

'I me ns 'small amount.' It is only in certain contexts, such as

]
in conjunction with-the word bi 'compare' or bijiao 'comparatively'

;nth t the word shao cart mean 'Te-ssee or 'fewer.'
,,, r

. .

1 w5 de
I (attri.1.1 horse I not I have I you I (attri. I intelligent

FF*1- 11116i 11,61.1 1 ni 1 de 1 congming
,My horse is less intelligent than yours.

,,

marker) marker)
,

It, rained less last year than this year.
cinian 1 xir--- I yia I bi I jinniin 1 slao
last ' I descend I rain I compare I this year I small amount

There are fewer farmers than merchants in America.
zlil Imkiguo n6n -ren bi shMng-ren slao
at 1 America fa er ( s )I compare merchant( s)

1

I small

0
, y

wó OFEEin
I

chi 1de 1 bijiao 1 Shao
I ate less 'today.

I

I today eat I IcoMparatively I small amount

1

The word least can be translated into one word in Chinese
. only in certain contexts; in other contexts, it can only
be paraphrased.

I

e

The least you should have
odone

was to call me.
ni I zhish&ol yang caai I d&-dianhua I Ig6i w6

* ybu least 4 ought make phone 1 to me
call

, . 0

I

My horse is the -least intelligent.
wó de*

I (attri. horse, I most not I intelligent
(marker)

ma V ZIA i bil I cOngming

.

Many negative words in English ,do not have one word correspond-
ences in Chinese. Some of these negative words are formed by
adding a negative prefix (e.g., unnatural, insufficient, dislike,
nothing, nowhere, etc.), some are simply ,negative in concept .
(e.g., different, never) . Some negative words correspond to an
end-bound negative particle plus a positive word in Chinese;
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others are expressed through the usage, of syntactic construc-

tions different'from-thOse in English:

Examples df negative words in English translated by a

negative particle plus a positive word in Chinese:

I ditlike rainy weather.
w61 xihuanixia . 1141 I tiMn

/

I I MA. like I descend rain weather
1

, ,

(literally 'sky')
t

It is impolite tq blarp after dinner in America.'
zai Icht Ibho I fhn I dh-

I

Dhoge 136 I Minh° .

at I America feat 'full mealTburp, not polite

ExaNples of negative words expressed through the usage

of syntactic constructions different from those in English:

s,
I' have never seen a purple cow.
w6 Ameiljihn I z.i, I se l

I 'from coming'- InotIsee (exper- Ipurple I co-I

ever iential
1

for

/ marker)

There is no-one here.
zher mei Iren
here not person

- have 0

Nothing hasbeen decided yet.," .

shemme dbu LAi mei' juedingI

anything' all still' not' decide
,

Chinese speakers will probably .not have/too much difficulty
learning those negative Words in Engligh which can be translated

by a negative particle plus a positive word in Chinese. The :

only difficulty,in.this is that there are many negative prefixes

in English which correspond to only one negative particle in
Chinese.(See 2.13.2) Chinese speakers may mismatch prefixes.

with words. The.solution to this is for the Chinese student to

learn such negative words in English as lexical items rather

than to create them, hiMself by adding.negatiVe prefixes to

positive words. The secOnd.tyPe of negativd words,thpse which

can only be paraphrased into ;Chinese, need to be ,learned j.n the'

context of English sentences since no direct translations for'
these words can be found in 'Chinese.

6.2. Words in English which corres ond to two or more words

in C inese

, The lexicon of a language reflects how finely various
,.conceptsare categorized in that culture. For example, ESkimos

have. no single Word meaning 'snow' but rather have several words

!cow!cow

A ' 0
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which designate different kinds of snow,while in English there

is only the one word 'snow'. This seems to indicate that Eskimos

are more aware of the different kinds 9f snow than English speakers

are. This, however, does not mean that English speaker's' cannot

-conceive of different 'kinds of snow; we may place adjectives
before the word 'snow' when me wantto describe the kind of snow

more precisely. What this does mean is that plglish speakers

in general are less concerned with'the varieties of snow than

.ESkimoS.

Due to differences in the categorization of concepts, there

are many cases where several wordi in Englishtcorrespond to on
one word in Chinese and vice Versa. We may regard these as
cases where one word in a language covers aiswider range /than cor-

responding words in another-language. A. second way iniwhich
=,.one word ina language.corresponds to two or more words in another

language is the case where two or more seemingly quite different
concepts are expressed by the same work. In such cases, it would,

seem more practical to regard the wordras a homonym than as ja
single word covering a wide range of meaning. One example is tdb

word 'cold.' This word has two differeht common meanin#:

It is cold in Greenland.
_Please come' in from the 'cold.

I caught a cold last week. : 1

-You mustn't g9 out when you haiie a cold.

As one might suspect, a word such as coldlhas two correspondences

:A. in Chinese, each expressing one of the different meanings of the
.

wordin English.

These are the two major way6 in which one word in a language

may correspond to two or more words in another language. Here we

givesome examples of single English words which orrespond to two-

or-more words in Chinese. Notice that the differ nt meanings of
the same.English word are expressed indifferent ys in Chinese:

when:

When I was in Japan, ... (when meaning 'at the time!)

wolzailRib6nIde Ishihou,...
-I lat IJapani Atime.

'When he finished, he left. Awhen meaning 'after')
talzuo 1wan, Ile am I le'

heldo (then i leave

-It5-

1
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too:

coffee is
1 kUlei
coffee

-too
1 tai 1
I too

strong.
nOng 1

I strong

(too meaning 'overly')

V:

r

This
zhe
this(

le
1

This building too will have to be torn down.
(too meaning 'also')

zheil ding igngzi I y I ci6j. I chi 1 xie 110.
thisl (tlassifierAbuildingl also I should 1 tear 1 dOwnl come

. )7
You want to come,

,

do you? I do too.
(too meaning 'contrary to what' you think')

ni 'mei I xil-rici lAi ba . w6 zhens xi'ang IL. ne

1

(emphatic.
you not I want come I exactly want com

--...<;
particle)

just:
. ,

He just arrived. (just meaning 'recent past')
TU 1 gUng I deo. ,

he L just 1 arrive

, 1- . i /-

This.is just what 1 wanted. (just meaning 'exactly' )
zhe 1 jie shi

I wI

I wyLot II 'del

this I 'it is just' 1(CoPula)
0

He is a justperson. (just meaning 'fair')
-%tUlshi 1 ge 1 g5ngzheng de 1r4n

he' (copula) 1 4 just Ikerson

if:

If you,go, I will go. too. (if meaning 'hypothetical.
situation')

yaoshil-n1 10,1.61y& qty
if I you go 1 also I go

I still don't know if I'll go.. (if meaning 'whether')
hAi ,1 be I ixiaode I wo I giN. I kid

t still. I not know ..I I I go-not Igo

°

next:
1

We will go to Canada next week. (next applied to the
futufe)

xia libel women deoI a-

next! week we arrive 1
1 JinAda qu

I Canada 1 go

o 0

186.
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We went to Cwiada the next. week. (next applied to the
past)

di' ge w8men ciao Ji-dn&da qu Ze
(ordinal, two week we arrive Canada go.

number
marker)

carry:

She
to I

she'

iS carrying her child _on her back
bEi ; zhe ItN I de Ihdizi
carry on

back
'she I 'child

"*.

He. is 'carrying two baskets of oranges on a pole.
tiEoto

I -

zhe I Ilud jdzi
h6 carry on two 'basket orange

a pole I ;
'1.

0

e-
* She

to
She'

4 .

is carrying her child
I bdo zhe ItE

car,py jr she
one' s arms .

irt /her

I de I

arms.
hchdiizlai

.

I<-
4

'ir.

He ,is carrying some books .(in his hands) .
to Ind lyixie" I shir

he.' carry in Isome I book '
one's hand . .

old: .

This car is old-. (old applied 'to an inanimate thing)
zhei I bd la-g Izi hgn I lid
.this (classifier) car "very" I old

This is an old
,

man. (old meaning 'advanced in age' )

zhe Isl.& ran
this (copula) old person ,

M1

.My sister is older than I. (older Meaning 'elder')

wo jiejie bi wci d; - 7

I I elder I compare I old .

sister

How old are you2 =

nf Ij± sui?
you Plow many I years (old)

4
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last (see 6.3.for another problem involving this word):

. ,,,-

This is the lastday of our vacation. (last meaning 'final')
zhe phi .1 women jiegi lzui-hou I UTTyi tiUn 4
thisi

I

1

I

(copula) Uwe vacation' last, 1 one day

I saw him the last time he came. (last meaning 'previous')
sheng-ci I 14i dwojian-daol to fie

he
I

last time! come
I

II see I him I

O

de

One area where single words in. English correspond to numer-
ous ,W6rds_in Chrnese'is'-in kinship terminology. In addition to
the distinctions of ge44er.and'generation common to English,
'Chinese kinship term 'reflect age relative to the speaker (if in
the same generation), in many cases, sex of the person
through whom the relationship exists and age'relative to that

P person. -Examples;

sister:

brother:

cousin:
.

jOjie
elder sister

'sge-ge

elder brother

biAo-jie
elder female cousin
ofdifferent sur-'
name (i.e., daughter
of motherrs sibling
or father's sister)

ft

meimei
Ap,
eyou ter sister'

dldi
ydunger brother

t-,

p a-
aunt: yima .ayi

mother's mother's
elder ,younger

(sister -sister

bi5d-mei
younger
female
cousin
'different
surname

41-iga

father's
younger
sisters

t6ngrg'd
elder
male
cousin of
same sur-

' name (son
of father
bgother)

tang -di
younger
'male
cousin
of same
surname

'S

father's eldeg
sister.

hcimii ,--t. hdmd jitimd

senior paternal junior paternal maternal
uncle's wife uncle's wife uncle's
(wife.of father's wife .

elder brother)
..

There are no terms for our more general concepts 'brother', 'sis-
ter', 'cousin', and 'aunt'. If speaking in Chinese, one must be
specific. As one might suspect, kinship terms in English are
easier for Chinese speakers to learn than vice versa4 In general,
words in Encilish'whicht correspond to two or more, words in Chinese
will not'result in too much diffi6ulty fog the Cllinese stuclent.
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'-'----Because he is accustomed to categoriling certain concepts more
finely, .he may havel/the tendency to modify-words of this type %,,

more precj.sely than is the habit'with English speakers. For
example, instead of simply saying 'sister,' he may say-'elder
siste4.or 'younger sister.' To his English speaking listener,
this, may seem like overdifferentiation. However, this is not
a grave problem; it does not lead to misunderstanding. ,Longdr
contact with-Eative.English speakers will correct this-tendepcy.

5.3. Two or more words in English correspohding to only one

'word in Chinese..

Words in the,Englislexicon which.havee narrower meanings,
than, their coriesponderide in datOe_more_difficulty for
the Chinese student. Thes- are cases where two or more English
cads are rendered into the amq word in Chinese. The'Chinese
student may have trouble lear ing to make the distinction among
these words which have similar ut not identical meanings in

English. In the following examp es, notice that the pairs of

words are distinguished in'Englis but not in Chinese:

many-much:

41=4

There is too much sugar in this cokffee:
zhe. 1 kIfEi rn. tai 1 dut ItStic 1 ,le

thibl coffee inside toolffilia 1 suge.r,1

't.

There are too many problenis in this pl n.
zh6i Ige 1 jihual ,t4j. duo wend. 1 le

this-I' Lplan I too I many I problems)

problemlquestion:

I have a question.
1-1 w6 j y6u 1 ge Iwenti

I I have! !. 0

This is a difficult ioroblem. -
zh6 .shl 1 ge /hen non 1 de wenti

1

this (copula) I every,/ difficult I problem

borrow -lend:

Pleas-e lend-me ,ten dollars.
qing 1711 I WS 1 shi 1 kuai-qian

please you me I ten 1 dollar (s)

May I borrow ten dollars from you?
w6lkeyn-F5-1 1eyi 1 ji.A 1 ni 1 shi 1 kuai-qian

I !may !not! may 1 boYrowl you ten !dollars

* .
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little -few :'

It rains very little in thiarea.
zhe' idifangl finiTsh&o..., 1 xi' 141t his I. area I veryi -descend' 'xain .

Very' few childreh dislike ice cream.
thhizi , 1 heh sh OI, bh 1 xihuan 1 bingilint. 1.de
child (ren) I yerYl I not I like I ice cream I

hear- listen:
I - #

I just heard someone knocking at the. door.' 1

%vb.' 1 ii.La I yOu 1 ren gaol I men -

, I I just I' ear I perceive I there I person! knock 1 door
is

t'

, He won't listen to me.
Val bh 1 w61 de 1.hua

die I not I Jittery{ I I words

We are listening to a leatime.
rig 1 ykj ifing

we (pogress- is- I lecture
ive marker) ten

when-while-during:

If Don!t do any work durin your vacation.
ni 1 fangjia 1 de s ou I }pie I zu6 1 gong ; 4 .

. you I vacation time. I (.. on' t I do 1 work s **4

0. I

'While he was asleep, a burglak scaine in. .

''VTfihurzhao1 de I shihou I yi I ge 1 xikeou 1. jin 1 lai le
.
he 1 asleep I I time one( I burglar I enter I come (per.

. mark.)
Whcn I was seventeen, I'joined the navy. ' .
..

(cdpula)Iseventeen I years , .I tin- 1, join ' I navy I
1 sul de 4 shihou I cInjiS 1 hAiji.in 1 dew sill . Ishig!

(old) ,.,,' *1., 4. ;, 9

a.

a

4*;"*.

last-final:
' .

. . (See 6.2. for another
*

`Phi's is the last day I of *our vacation. meaning of last)
zhe shi 1 women 1 jifagi - 1

I
zul-h6n de 1 yi.,- RilnI

this (coppla) I we' I vacation I last I one 1 day

ThiS is our final decision.
zhe Is Ila women( zui-hbu 1 de 1: jueding
this. I (copula) we I final I I decision

190 .
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"The Cfilingse student is likely to have trouble learning to die- ,-
tinguish pairs-or triplets of words.'Such as these examples above

, because*he is accustomed to using the same:word for them. He
,

will have difficulty,grasping the difference between much and
manyr problem and -questioe, last.-and final, etc. -He'may use ...

-
much when he should use many7Wria vice versa. The difference,in; .

; 0
some of 'these pairs of words can bipexplained quiteeasily. For*, ..'

. . ,

example, the teacher can explain-t4t, borrow means to take dorne-
lkthing away froVsomeone end that lend means-to.give something-
of one'soown totsomeone. Other pairs of words have:isvbtler-dis-'
tingtions For example; the difference.betvieen last (in the.

.
sense oethb Word illustrated in.pleAovelmampIerand final is. '

. di,fficult tb explfik14 and .yet English spea'ker's do not.usietil'
interchangeably.. 1n cases like this, a4variety of; sentences where

':th'e usage of, the pairs of words are illustrated should beIlre- i

sented to the student. After seeing hany examples, the studeni i

will.g4n a"feei for when each word IA used to the exclusion of
the other.* 4'

. x 4 -.

6.4. Words in English which have only partial equivalents
s -in Chinese

. .

.4: Related to the problem discussed in 6.2.is A class of words
in'English for which tliere are, only partial equivalents in
Chinese.' The meanings of tfiese wordR not,covered by their Chin-
ese equivalents are expresged either by syntactic means or by
using totally unrelated words in, Chinese. A few examples will
make this statement clear.

Words in English,e2ipresseB4in Chinese by Chinese equivalents
plus a- change in the syntactic structure:

4

sand (as verb): . '
...

.-

You must sand this wood beSore(You aint.it. c.

i

ni 1 Yougirile I mutouf yigian, Ibixill xian /yang' sha
you paint! thisl wood I before 'must' first use I sand

I ca -ca
paper 'rub ,

(Sand cannot be used as a verb in Chinese, aodifterent con-
.struction must be used to translate sand as a verb.V.

(transitive): -

I walk the dog every morning. 0 .

m6I1tiani zhoshangi w6 ral. 1 46u 1 chiklu 1 z6u - ,:'

each I day'I morning I I' 'take/ dog Igo ou.t1W.alk .

(walk cannot take am animate object in Chinese: The'Chinese
translation is Closer to the structure of 'take dog out ,

.

for a wan.'
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Words in English expressed in Chinese,by totallf.urirelated
wordsi

.

have:

'4 I
(You shareSowith

eve a million dollars. the meaning 'to
fyti'l y1 bah -wen 'kuli-gian
IhiVel on million 'dollars

I have seen a whit elephant.

1

yl I zhi bah - lxiang ,w673-1.1n I quo

-41

have'
possets1

.

. 'I See (experiential I one (claSS4 white elephhnt
marker) , ifier).-

(Have is not translated into Chinese in thissentence. The
perfect tense is conveyed in Chinese by the experiential

.

marker qua) ,

-

You have to see. it lb believe it. .
. . -

n1 fimailkan-dao 'cal - huh' ;(
you I,must I see 'only then' call 'believe 4

(Have tq'can mean must in English. The Chinese equivalent
fUrgave does not FiVg thisadditional meaning.) .

V

wish:
4 .

: I wish I had `a mil-lion dollars -

.,

-wOriqn I xiangl you 1j1. I W.-Wan fkuid.7.qiSn

, I !really 1 wish j haveronef million rdollars- .'

(wish applied-to the present is equivalpht ,td xia.h4 in Chinese.)

. .',,
I wish'I had had a million dollars last yeat. .

yaFgEr I we) 1 qanian I y6ti F yi 1-bAi-wan kuai-qiin I jiii Ihk f le

if I I I last 1 have Ionel million' &Mark I thenlgoodl``
. year .

(wish is not translated into Chinese when.it is applied to
the past. ,A different construction must be psed in Chinese
to convey the meaning of this English sentence.)

.

*

. .and:
.

Mrs. Li .and I went, to town together. .

LI I Taitar.1 gll w6 I yiql
,Iii I Mrs. I iiiii I I I together I arrive I city I in.'? . 0

I dao I thengl 11. le

.
. - side. ,

'(and can be translated as sEloothen it joins. noun ph- ises.)

A

I went to town-and bought some chiCkens,
.:.

. . .
.

wo 'dad" I ch6ng 1 11 1,qu,Irtilif le l ji

I -A.arrive I city I insidergo'l buy' 'several (class hi-
t .

.

zhi

ifier) ken
(g!ril is not used to join verb phrases; and is simply deleted

.

ih-Ihe Chinese translation.)
"4'

41.
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Cie

The teacir:asked me a,questiont and I couldn't answer ii:

lhosifl '.1 w&-kj le wifyi 1 ge I wenti, I 'w.6 III hui.
teacher I ask t\ .1 I one I;

, --- ..D ' question 1.1 not kno4 answer
1,,,h6W

tan is°simply det.ed in the Chinese translation.) ,.
to be: -

s.

My son it the most 'inteNfkigent child in 1p s class.
.9

I.. 1 son' copular) he I in, class I Most Intel- child-WS I de 1-grzi 1 %hi - 1' to 1 b-anshang 1 ;di

. . c.

She 'is pretty.
t3
she pretty-

. . .They are studying: .

t'Ameniai nil:Isar 6

- . thdy I (prog. study
:. .T

mark) , r, ,"
(to be in 'the ,first sen ence ecorrespondt tc? shi. In"- the-.--
teForid sentence, it is sirrtply,deieted in the-difinese-trans-
lation. '-In the th4 sentence, its. function --is over.
by the. progressive Tri rker zai in' the_Chinese .sentence.) -\

' - -

' ligent

feel:
I feel cold. , -
w61Tgede- -/-65- ,
I I feel -C-6 d )

_--This room feels cold. . .

zhei I ge I 1.77H3.1 hen';- -I'leng
th-4-6-1 1 rcom I ix--re-iy' 1 cold .

1

'(feel in English' can take an aniinate`anci an inanimate subject,
but not its counterpart in Chinese. The word feel is simply
deleted in the Chinese. translation of .the secordgentence*.")

taste: \

'

I tasted that fruit.
w6TCWigl le I nei I

I

ge shuigu6
1 I taste1 1 that I fruit.

-1
The taste of that fruit is sweet.
nei ge shuigu6 -de r w6i.dao 1 hen 1 tian
that -I

I I

fruit 1 taste very' ! sweet

That fruit tastes tour.
:lei

1 1

ge I shuiguo 1 hen 1 swan
that fruit 1 'very-t 1-sour
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-(taste. in'English corresponds to chgng in Chinese when'it
is:'used as a transitive verb:, It corresponds to weidao
when it'is a noun. It has,no correspondence in CHIFFFF
when it is used'as An intransitive verb.)

- .

I havevonly one didpr- , '4

w6lzhi -0117 k4i-giah
Ionly11 haveTonel dollar

This.one is bigger than thilt one. ''

I n6i I. ge I al-

'this I I compare I I' ;

One should' not smoke .in bed: -' .

-Erilinggail gait chuangT,shangichouyan
. not I-ought I at !bed. Jon 'smoke

. .
.

lone inEnglish correspoWtOII in'Chinese,When it is!
,, .

uge-a as_a number. It has no corresponaences.in Chinese
when it. is a pronoun.)

-
Chinese students may. have the tendency,to associate this type

`of English words with only the meanings .that'.-they share with
their Chinese counterparts..'As a resui,t, they may use sanWonly
as a noun, have only in'the'sense.'to possess'',' one only as a
numbei, etc. To remedy this, the Chinese.student must exper-
fence the meanings of these words whichlareflacking in their
Chinese counterparts in the context'of English sentences, since
no translations for them can be found in Chinese. This wayi

Chinese7stiadWfttg-WIII-reaffifffe usages of-these words which
are additional..to.those ofheik counterparts in Chinese.

.1
06.5. _ 'Simildr.words with different syntactic res trictions:

. .

Arrother vocbury'problem which confronts,the,Chinese
. speaker learning English as a second language-Concerns those

words in English which seem to have similar meanings or functions,
but which have different syntactic restrictions imposed on them.
For examplel-the words wish and hope can both be verb's and are.

'similar in meAning, but notice the difference in their usage:0 i
.
\ I wish we could go swimming toMorrow.

, T7517-6 we can.go swimming tomorrow.
O

The Chinese speaker will see no reason why -bould mustbe used
in the first sentence and can in the second sentence. In 4.2,

we already explained why.tEFFe is this restriction on the words
wish and hope. With some other words, there doesn't seem to be
any satisfactory reason for the syntactic restrictions on them.
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The restrictions are simply characteristics of particular words

in the English language. The following are some examples which
are troublesome to the Chinese student:

let and make: c

Let her do it.
RaTe-her-ao -it.
KITUTAT her to do it
II asked her to do it.
I her EiTUU it.

-1 encouragedWEto do

enjoy and like:

I enjoy swimming.
enjoy to swim.

*I enjoy swim,,
I like to swim.
I IiIewimming.
*I Sin- swim.

can and able to:

I can o.
---I am able to go.

may and perhaps:

.o

(The clause complements of
let and make take the simple
dorm of- Theverb while other
verbs must have the infini-
tival form in their cla}ise

it. complements.) /

(A verbal complement,iof enjoy
\must be in the gerund form
while that of the verb like
can°be' either in the ger110

. or infinitive form.)

It may rain tomorrow.
Per aps.it will rain tomorrow

,eager to and eager for, ready to

I'm' eager to have her come.
I'm eager for her to come.

I'm
14m

ready to take the exam.
ready for the exam.

195

(Can is a modal, therefore is
?Mowed by the simple form of
the verb. Am able is a verbi.
plus an adj-e7EIT/Fand therefore
can take only a'verbal comple-
ment in the infinitive form.
See 4.3.2)

(/411 and perhaps are similar
in meaning, but they belong.,
to different parts of speech
and therefore must enter
into different syntactic
slots..)

#

and ready for:

(Alhough eager to and eager
for have the same semantic

they combine dif-
ferently with other parts of
the senterce.)

(The difference 13,1:ween ready
to and ready for is also a
syntactic one, just like the
difference between eager to

1 and eager for.)

.,;
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ren if and even:

Even the slowest Ones made it.
Even.if you had been slow, yob

could have made it.

(Even is followed by
noun phrase while even
if is followed by a
Frause.)

look and see:

Let's look at the mountain from here. (Look and see are si-

We can see the mountain from here. , Miiir in semantic
content,, but_ look is
an intransitive verb
while see is a tran-
sitive verb.). .

each and every:

Each man tar himself.
Every man for himself.
The balloons cost 25 cents each.

*The balloons cost 25 cents every.

win and beat:

I win 'the game.
I beat Mr. Schmalenberg.
*I BZWE the game.
*I won Mr. Schmalenberg.

because and because of:

C

(Each and every have the
same meaning. But every'
can function only asan
adjective while each can
function both -as an 04-
jective and as a pronoun.)

(Win and beat have very similar
meanings.. But win,can take only
an inanimate objeFt-and beat,
meaning 'to win over', can take

....only an animate object. Both
words are translated into the
same word in Chinese and are
therefore troublesome to Chin-
ese students.)

Because I came late'; I had to wait in the back.
Because of mytardiness, I had to wait in thelpack:
( Because differs from because .of in that because is fol..-

lowed by a clause while because of is followed by a noun.)

she and her, he and him, etc.": See 2.7.
.

, The above pairs or groups or words in EngliSh cannot be

used interchangeably indiscriminately although their meanings
.or functions may be very similar. The distinctions in these
.words may be difficult for Chinese speakers to discern, espec-
ially those distinctions which they are not accustomed to making
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-in their native language. It is very easy for the Chinese stu7
dent to confuse _pairs of items like-even and even if,-eager to

.31---and ea er for-becausk-they share the same sounds and because they
are i e y to havesimilar glosses'in an English-Chinese
dictionary.

. In order to learn to use words like these in English, the
Chinese student must learn not only the meaning of the words,
but also the contexts, in which they may be used. Exposure to a
variety of sentences in which a word of this type is used will
help the student internalize-not only the meaning but also the ,

syntactic context of such a word. '
4

.2

4 6.6. Other confusing EnOlish'words.-

Aside from the above types of words in-English which are
troublesome to Chinese students, there are some words which are
'confusing to Chinese students be,:auSe of the lack of anything
in their linguistic experience with which they can associate
these words or because of possible Misassociations. 4

'6.6.1. Prepositions are a clasS of words in English which
are especially troublesome to Chinese speakers. In the previous
chapters, we have already discUssed some difficulties that Chin-
ese students have which involve Prepositions. The following is
a list of problems,that we have already discussed; the reader
should refer to the previous sections on these points.

1. Time words in Chinese usually do not occur with preposi-
tions, but they do in English (See 4.13.44. The pre-

'positions that occur with types of time words follow
only conventions rather than any logic. For example:

in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening,
at night, at noon, at dawn./ 7-

at Five o'cloa, on Mondays, in June.
. at a rater time, on another day.

.

The Chinese student needs to remember that in'occuri
with a span of time within the day, that at occurs
before a specific hour of the day, etc. TE is futila
"to search for.logid behind such conventions; the con-
ventions can only` be memorized as fact's:

. 2. Adjectival prepOsitional phrases which refer to places
usually follow the modified !run in English, but pre-
cede the modified noun in Chi ese (See 5.10.23.

3. The combination preposition relative pronoun can intro-
duce a clause modifier in English. This construction
is troublesome for Chinese speakers (See 5.8.44.
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. ,- Two - word -verl iftsculties for the Chinese
studeht (see, 4.6.1, and 3.22). In addition
to the problems with-two-word verbs discussed in pre-
vious sections, there is the problem of possible'con-
fusionbetween two-word verbs and the combination verb,
+p]ceposition-adverbs. Here is an-example:

The xhi1d, looked over the table.

The student looked over his

(Look over is a verb
plus preposition,
it means to peer.
above.)

notes.(Look over is a two.-
word verb, it means
to review or to'
examine.)

The two possible meanings of look over may lead--tb

ambiguity at times :'

John looked over the fence.

This sentence may mean:

John peered above the fence.
John examined the fence.

Cases such as look over, where there is possible am-
biguity,.are ri-ie-TE-ERglish. However, the Chinese
student does need to distinguish two word verbs from
'verb'+ preposition-adverbs.

/

. .
.

The position of prepositional phrases as time and
place adverbs in Chinese is different from that in
English (See 30.) .

Aside from the above problems with the usage of prepositions,
there are others whicht.we have not discussed in the previous
chapters. ,Qne characteristic about prepositions in Chinese
that differentiates them from prepositions in English is that

they share many properties with verbals. In fact, many words,
that function as prepositions may in other contexts functions
as verbs. Examples;

He writes with his left hand.
tM.Iy6ng I= I shbu I xi6 I zi (yang functions as
he Puse' left hand 'write' words a preposition.).

Don't use too much money.
bie IF/TrTg I tai I du5 I gian.

don't! use too f much money

1
198

(yang functions as a verb)
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The library is not far from here.
tlishriguAn1

from
li 1 zher EN-1 yuAn (11 functions as a

library om! here, not/ far Fieposition)

This child has never left home before. e'

zhA coriglAifiRTI 1171ail guo IjiM (1 i

this' child! ever I not, leave ! -(e5cp. Ihome _as a verb)
mark.).

What ''distinguishes,prepositions frOm verbs in Chinese is that
they as a rule-dt-not have aspects (See 2.1'and 4.1.4)-and
they do not function as the centers of predicates.,4But because

they share many_ properties with verbs, some linguists of Chinese
prefer"(to call theM.!co-verbs.' We'will continue to call them
_'prepositions' in this manual, but with the understanding that

they are not to be equated with prepositions in English.

A prepositionin English cannot always be translated into

a preposition in Chinese:

. It rained around four o'clock.

four I olcloc left right'
approximately descend rain (porfect

.lesl =1.I.diAn zu6yeu* xia

marker)

Can you finish by five o'clock.
Wri I din I 7IgiAn 1 ni

I

keyi nib !wan I ma

five! d"clock1 before you can do !finish! (inter-
.

rogative
particle)

You will iccomplish nothing pi yelling.
ni I dA I jiAo 1 m611 yang
you great 1 shout no 1 use

In sentences like these, the Chinese studen must learn to use
prepositions where'he has not been-accustomed to usingthem
before in speakihg Chinese.

In English, prepositional phrases may be used to modify
nouns:

The Producti of South
The people from China
The train to Detroit
The president of this

America

rr

university 0

Sometimes, these modifying prepositionS do not correspond to
Prepositional phrases in Chinese:

The products of South America
, NAn - 'Mi.' chAn-pin
South lAmerida (attributive 1 product(s)

marker)

199
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The president of this university
zhei

I

,ge* I dh)cue I de 1 xieo-zhang

this. university' .I president

Sometinies prepositional phrases cannot modify a noun in Chinese

without a verbal expression: /
/

The people from, Chita .
cong s1 zh-ong-74-1151 lei r ren -

from I China . I' comel people

and not : *cong I
I

ZIOng-gue) a ren .

fromIChina 1 people
. ,

The train -to Taipei 1
wing I TAibv. cia de hub -chZ t

to I Taipei
I

I' go train

and not: *wangl Teibeil del hu25-ch'e'

t to Taipei train

setssthe aboVe tWo ets of examples indicate, in making prepositional
phrases to modify_ names, thc. Chinese student often cannot/
'translate directly from Chinese because d direct r slation,

would yield an incorrect or awkward' English phrase. The"-Oriinese.

student must learn to use this type of prepositions phiases,in

the context of-English sentences.:

Sometimes, one -word' prepositions in Chinese are/translated

. into more complex prepositions in English:

For ,the sake of domestic happiness, he stopped gambling.

while . IBating kuaile, I

I

to 1 dtigien I le.

Ifor sake of family happinessl-he not I gamble

I can't go,-please attend in my place.
w6 1 bu I neng I gh , I ging -1 ni 1 ti 1116 I chtlxi i bp.

I I not 1 can 1 .0 I please 1 youlin place off I attend I

. i
,

Occasionally prepositions in Chinese cannot be translated into
prepositions in English- at all: e

He' took -the ppportunity and4escaped.

-le take
to dhen

I
oPportunity I escape
Sihui I tAo. I le

advantage of

Let's 'drive another fifty miles while it's still daylight.

chen 1 trdnlian zei I Jai' 1 Iwrishi li 1 6a -

take I daylight
gi
I further I drive I fifty miles'

advantage
of

200
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In order to form sentences like these in English, the Chinese
speaker again hasto,depart from the Chinese sentence pattern
and to use an entirely different pattern in English.

". Prepositions in English sometimes have concrete 'graphic
meanings that can be represented graphically. Chinese students
usually have little trouble learning these meanings of prepo-
sitions. But very otten khe prepositions used are not those
that a Chinese speaker would expect on the basis of graphic "

repregentation.

Re lives in a wooden house.
IFai I yi I ang

v
I mil 1 fAngzi 111

he I one (classifier)! wood !house 'inside
- 0

He 'lives at home.
1-ThiljiM ' 11,

he 'live' at hoMel inside

zai...11 in Chinese corresponds to in in English. On the
basis of the Chinese sentences andthe first English sen-
tence above, the.Chinege speaker would expect 'He lives
in harites to be correct. But in fact, at is used in place
of in in that sentence.

He is sieepIng.in bed.
ta I sliui chuangl shang
he ',sleep' at 'bed 1 top

zai...shang in Chinese corresponds to on in_English,..
Graphically, it is more logical that one sleeps on a
bed. It would seem illogical to the Chinese speaker that

in is used instead, especially since a word comparable to
on is used in Chinese.

the best department stores are on Fifth Avenue.
zul h&c) de shi Izai D1 -wi Jie

most 400dl (attrib. department (cop.-lat !Fifth Ave

marker) stoke ula)

It may seem illogical to thA.Chinese speaker thlt on is

used in this.English sentence. In his conception, stores
are not 'on top of streets.

In cases such as these, the Chinese speaker may use the7

wrong preposition in English. Fortunately, such 'illogical'"

usages of prepositions'occur among the most common expressions
.

in,English and"-the Chinese student will be exposed to them
early in his contact with Etglish.;

PrepositionsEnglish which are used tb convey abstract,
meanings are more difficult for the Chinese student. It is also

.\201
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thisrtype of prepositions which corresponds less directly to
prepositiong in Chinese. Herd are some examples:

We haveWt seen him for ten years.
We arrived on time.
We arrived IF time for the ceremony.
He writes wiEll his left hand 4

Coffee is 76171.132 the pound, but cloth is-sold:1Di the yard.
He got a job as a pilot.

/Only usage in English sentences will familiarize the Chinese
student with these, prepositions. - 3

By far the most difficult prepositions for Chinese students
ta,learn are those that Occur in two-word verbs. There Is simply
no logic to many of tlem.

Try to cheer her Iv she hasn't been too peppy lately.
Please look up -her phone number for me'..
ShoUld I put on the coffee now?
You're puttlngme on. -

He-took off in a great hurry.
I'93375-745This project when I discovered all the obstacles.

. Don't put ,off'to tomorrow what you can dp today.
This turned out to be a real fiasco.,
Have Fart573out the new eleOtric toothbrush yet?
I just caETI76aOver the'expretsion of surprise on hex face.
Some parents cannot put up with their children's disobedience.
What became of your grandiose plan?
Our neighbors dropped inlast night. *

' My long loSt cousin turned up at a friend's wedding.
I don't care for cream in-my coffee, thank'yOu;
Beth and John really believe in living it up.

.

As we have mentioned before; the best way for the foreign student
to learn two-word'verbs such as these is to learn the combinations
verb + preposition as single-lexical items.

6.6.2. Angther type of words in English which are confusing
to Chinese students are those words which cover some, but not
all, the meanings of two or more words in Chinese. For -bicample,

thelword ma covers some of the meanings of the two Chinese words

k4yi and Weng. But k6yi and k6neng cover meanings not covered
by. the word as/ in English. Therefore, the Chinese student
cannot make a neat association between may and the two Chinese
words keyi and keneng. . The complexity of this type-of problemS

can be illustrated by the following example. A line which
connects an English' word with a Chinese word indicates that the
two words have overlapping. meanings..

202.
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Words in English

will (future)

, can (able to, pOssibliti)

Words in Chinese

hui (future, know
how to ),.

kdlii (.able to,-have
=permission to)

-

tebe,abl6 ng221:(able to).

am (have permission kendng ( possibility)
-1-to, possibility)

With words suck as these that correspond 'in a complex way to
woras.in Chinese, the-student cannot associate ad English word.

with one or N number,of words in Chinese, or vice versa. As the
diagraM above indicates, the-word can maybe translated into .

any dne of four words in Chinese, SUE these four words in Chinese

may not always be translatea.into'can in English. .The word

ndng in Chinese may be translated Mb either can or to be able_
in Engliih, but can or,to be ale cannot always be translated
into ndng in Chinese.'

410

Another illustration'of this type of problem word's in

English is the expression of probability and possibility. In

the charX below, the degree of possibility.is'arranged vertically:

100%

50%

0%.

Words in English Words in Chinese

probably dagai
very possibly hdn kdndng

perhaps, maybe, may ydxd

possibly kdndng

'Although a degree of possibility is assigned to each word in this
chart, the assignment can only be.approximate. Each word covers_i
a range'in the scale, the intonation of the possibility word in,
a sentence will 'place it more precisely on the%vertical scale.
The degree of possibility expressed by probably and very possibly

is more or less the same. However,,there is some nuance in
meaning that differentiates the two words, so that they are' used

in slightly different contexts:

It will probably rain today.

20'3
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Student: Do you think a will flurik this course?
Teacher: Very.posbibly,. .

(It is either surprising or unthinkable tb the student
that he should flunk, but the possibility is high.)

The difference between these two words is a rather subtle one.
,The Chinese student will learn to differentiate them, however,
if he comes into contact,-with these two words in the context of
English sentences. The 'term very possibly may be confusing to
the beginning student because he may associate it' with possibly.,
the meaning of which is quite different from very possibly. He
should have little trouble once this is pointed out, to him. The
greater difficulty lies with the words be, mayperhaps, may
and possibly. The 'Chinese student cannot associate. t ese words ,
directly, with k6n6n4 or, thcii, and yet lie will have.the tendency
to do so. For this keason,. die may use the wrong word to ,express '

the degree of possibility which he wishes to convey. In' this;and
similar cases, the Chinese student .should,dissOciate thetEnglish
words from words in Chinese to which they correspond in such
an imperfect way. The Chinese student will learn the more
exact meanings of these-English words by associating them.Viith
their true meanings rather than with semi-equivalent words
in Chinese. .1, -

6.6.3. Another source of confusion to Chinese students Are
the deiived words in English. We have dismissed this problem
in great detail in 2.12 and 2.13. Words 'derived from the same
word are similar in sound to each. other and, to the original
word, but they may vary a great deal in meaning. There are
much fewer derivations in Chinese. As a result, deeived words
in.English are often translated into Chinese by using - .entirely
different words or different syntactic constructions.

Syntactic Construction in Chinese different from -that in
English, but same word is used in Chinese to convey' the
meanings of the derived words in English: .

Thesituation is very troubling.
zhail ge I

I
lqingxa hen fan nk

this/' /situation very trouble/ mind

This situation'troubles me .

zheil ge Iqingxa shi I Iwo 116n 'fan nsig

this I I situation I causel- I "veryltrouble 1 mind

,

He- has many troubles.
to you I her17---nro I fan 1 nao, I 1 shi

he haVe 1 'very' I manyl trouble' mind'. .1 matter(s)

He is a very troubled person.
to shi ge (you 1 hen I dub 1 fan nano 1 de shi de ren

. he I (cop- 1 have I 'very' I many 1 trouble I mind! mat- per.:

ula) ters son
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Entirely diffe'rentwqrdS are used in Chinese to convey
. the meanings of the original and -pe derived word in

,
.

English: . .,

.,N -

, He tias an interest- in music) or.He is interested in music ..

Ulf dui TiFtrIyua 1 On 1 xingo/u ,-

. he rtowaidsl music I feel I-interest
.

, c Music is intefestin
ytnyuel so n 1,61.1 f yisi
music rivery have' Theaning'

The above examples .illustrate the fact that the'difference in
meaningamong words derived from the same word.in English are
often-reflected in Chinese by differences in syntacticon-
strUctions or vocabulary items that are Much grosser than the
differences in the derivetional suffiies in English. That is
to say, differences in meanings are signalled by larger. dif-
ferences'in expresSion in Chinese than in poglish. For this
reason theoChinese students may haye trouble' pinnin4 down the
exact meaning of derivell.words.',He knows'that bore, bored,
and boring havesomething in common in-their meiaRgsTEUE he
may aye trouble differentiating among them since they are so

. similar in their surface appearance. Similarly, lovely and-
'lovable are related, but they do mean different things. The
Chinese student may havesome difficulty pinpointing the exact"'
difference between them. Pradtice with series of sentences like
the ones below will help the,Chinese student become attunedsto
the exact meaning of the many derivational suffixes in English:

He bored his audfenpe with a long speech.
The audience was bored by his long speech.

, 'HiS long speech was boring' to his audience.'
It was boring to listen'tq his long speech.

a

The Chinese student may essociate,the original word jwith a word
° -in Chinese, but derived words very often do.not have equivalents

. in Chinese.. Therefore,-the Chinebe student must, learn to use
derived words in English - independent) Chinese.

. .

q
6. 4, Chinese students have the tendency to confuse pairs

.

of w s in English which are similar in appearariOe and in

meaning. When an English speaker speaks in a normal conversation-
al-speed., it may indeed.be difficult for the ear to discern

.exactly which member of,the pai.r he uttered. However, the native
English speaker will usually know which word was said by the
context of the'word. *The Chinese student, on the other hand, may
not be able, to pick out the word so readily. ,_Compare.the pairs,
of words below:

The other, another: We went swimming the other day.
We'll go swimming another daY.

ammo
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please take the other,one.
Please take another one.

Almost,mostE Most of the students at tended.
Almost all the students attended.

They were mostly 'artisans.
Almost all of them were artisans.

They almosedrowned..
Most.ET-THem drownpd.

Bound,bond: The yard is.t.Jundod by a fence.
The two parti7TigSOnded by glue:

Love knows no bounds.
True love is nET-bondea by material goods.

.Sit,seat:, We were seated in the front.
We sat iFIE--front.416 1

This auditorium can teat onethousand persons.
One thousand:persons can sit in this auditorium.

er
-

Because pairs of words like these are so.similar in sound and /'

_somewhat similar in meaning, the,Chinete student may think of
them as Only one word, or may confuse the two words. Pairs of
words which are similar in sound but not at all in meaning can
also prove to be confusing. 'An example-is bought and brought.
The Chinese student may have,trouble-remembering which is the
past tense of buy and which is th6 past tense Of bpAg. This
t?pedfproblem.can be solved with practice, The C.inese student
should not have too much troublerlearning to Cistinguish pairs
of words like those discussed abbe once his attention is brought
to. the matter.

6.t.5.' diyone alearning a foreign language,thas--the tendency
to apply what he hag already learned about speeific words to
other words by analogy. For example, an Bnglish,speeser learning

- French may havelearned the words:

French word Erfsilish.gloss

probhblel- probable
probablement. probably
lent s. slow
lentement slowly
rare rare
rarpment , rarely

*, -..

On the basis of
.

the above, he may come to the conclusion that
the suffix -ment in French is equivalent to the suffix -11rin --
Eng,lish. Thus,, hc may form the word m steri usement 'mysteriously'
although, he has never seen or heard it e ore, In this, case,

. \
.
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he would ha e der,imed a correct word. But on the same analogy,
the student might derive from the.French word brillant Ibriliant''
the word'*brillantement which is not a word ataIIT-mThe French
word for brilliantly is brillamment instead, Similarly, a
Chinese student learning English may apply what. he has learned,.
about specific words to other words by analogy. This, however,
_may lead him astray in cases where the English language is
asymmetrical. That is,what is true for one word may not be
true for a similar word. Here are some examples:

Lower, higher: The price of apples is higher this year.
The price- of apOes is lower this year.

The store lowered the price on apples4
but not: *The store highered the price on apples.

The store raised the price on apples.

Same, different: This table and that one are the same height,

but not: *This table and that one are the different
height.

This table and that one are different heights.

Length, width
breadth,. height: We have the words long, wide, high, and broad.

The nouns which-are related to long, wide:
and broad are length, width, and breadth.
Thq analogous word for high is not-whaihth
as one might expect, but height.

Come, Come horde.
Go home.

but not:*Come my fibuse.-
*Go, my hOuse.

_:_trincr,take .

(See 4.15) -: _Bririg home,some bread.
Take some bread home.'

but not:*Eux home some bread.

In the last two examples, come home and go hdme are best treated'

as lexical.items because they, depart from'the usual construction
involvIngbome and 92. The case with-,bring and takd is similar.
The Chinese student may. make error's such as those above by anal-

ogy: Analogy is often very productive, by.* one must not apply:,
it too enthusiastically for no language can be expected to be

totally symmetrical and logical. The cautious student will tend
to use words in only those ways that he has heard a Native
speaker use,.them,°thdmore adventurous student will tend to be

more innovative. In either case, knowing the, fact that English

A.
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is ndt-totally syitretrical and logical, the student will be on
the alert for possible errors when he uses a word in a new way
by means of analogy and will be more ready to correct his errors

when he does make them.

6.6.6. There are two other types of words which are confusing
t Chinese speakers. The first are words whose form seems to be

alwa in the plural. Within this type, there are words whose
form is lural, bi4t the words are'actually singular:

news: news was very interesting today.
series: This,serre-s of sentences is difficult for the

UFTHede-studen
_

-,.

There are other words that o eur only in the plural form, and

are actually plural:

slacks: These slacks need to be cleaned.
scissors:sr-iFissc:Trsare not sharp enough.'

We have already discussed the problem with words like these

in 2.3.2. Words like-news and series are very few. The Chinese

student should not have too much learning that they
are singular although their form is plural.

A second type of confusing words'are thoSe whose,meanings
in certain contexts are different from the meanings that one
usually associates with the words. Notice that in the follow-
ing sentences, a considerable difference in meaning is conveyed

by very little difference in the sentences. In Chineser the

same difference in meaning is reflected by a.larger difference
in the sentence.

r
Little, a little:

4

There is little money left.
.nieiI yena I shemmel Igian shng-xid le
not 1 have) 'any' I money I remain (perfect marker)

There is -a little money left.
h&j. I shZng-xia yixie I saian

o still remain , 1 some Umoney

C

Few, a few:

This hospital has few WoMen.doctors.
zh4i.

I

ge
IyiyuAn_

Ta I In shao n' - 1 fisheng.
\this . hospital I 'very' few female doctor(s),

e

This hospital has a:few women doctors. ck

zheilgelyiyuan° iyou 'ha° Iji ger. lyIsheng

, this I IhospitallhaveI*goodr-ts ardll female doctor
ly,-- .

---_---.08 .

.;

I
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The Chinese student may misunderstand a little and a few,
whose-meanings:re quite different kroit-TIEEI and few. The
Chinese. student mupt learn that considerable difference-dal mean-
ing. may-be signalled by small differences in the sentence. It
may-also be helful to learn the meanings' of items like a little
and a few apart from the meanings of words like little and few.

6.7, Idioms.
Idioms any language are difficult for a foreigner to,,

learn
in

n since-they depart from, the usual syntactic con-
structions of the language and are often not grounded in logic.
Most idioms are unique to specific languages, but it is sur-
prising -how often idioms in one language have equivalents or
parallele,in another language. Idioms usually haVe to be learned
one by one, since one cannot necessarily-understand an idiom
merely by understanding the individual words in the idiom; that
is,-there is usually some meaning in the idiom that goes beyond
the words themselves. The following are some examp/les:

Look out!: does not mean 'look outsider' but 'be careful!!

Excuse met uttered-when one makes a rude sound involun-
°tarily. Suchsounds are-not considered rude
by Chinese speakers The Chinese student must
learn the cultural context for this phrase.
This phrase can also be used to mean other.
things such as 'Please:stand aside; I'm coming
through.'

Pardon me?: When spoken with the same intonation as 'What's
that?' it means-'Sorry I didn't hear you
clearly; would yoU please repeat?'

Raining cats
and dogs: rain is coming down in torrents.

A bird in hand is better than two in the bush: 'bettdr to be
certain about one thing than to take chances with
several .ther possibilities.

Every cloud has a silver lining: All. bad situations will
turn out for the better.

CO

Alstitch in time saves nine: to dd a thing early in order
to avert troubles later.

Make hay while the sun shines: to take advantage ofr-a- good
opportunity. .

Any-foreign student, including Chinese, will not be able to .use
i.idioms 11 English such as these until. he has become familiar

with them. This is:not a serious prob10 because one can very
well speak English fluently" ithout using idioms. The instructor

209"
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should,- however, introduce the more common idioms to the student

so that he will be able to understand them when he hears them.

4
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SUBJECT INDEX

adjectives
adjectival predicates. 113
clause modifiers 151,152
comparative 49-51,163-166
superlative 49..61,164
with infinitive 92,93
with gerund .93

adverbs
comparative 49-51,163-166
formation.' 206,207
frequency 127

, manner 125
place 69,70
position. 125,126,161

tipreposional phrase 126
superlative -49-51,164.

time 69,127,128
affiXing 55-58,167,168
articles
definite 135-138,180,205
indefinite 136,137,180,205

208,209

classifiers.
clause
contracted
descriptive
introducers
modifiers .

restrictive
subordinate

complements

`conjoining
conjunctions
consonants
aspiration
checklist of problems
Chinese
close transition.
clusters
English
open transition
voicing

48,49

90-92
152,153
99,100

147-153 nouns

desire 96,97

idioms 128,129,209,210
35 °

25-28
39,40

infections
intonation
irregular plurals

kinship terminology

measure words

negation
affixes
body parts
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comparison table
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double
mass and count
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proper
time and place
titles
words

152,153.
71,72

85,86,90-92,94,
121,122

73
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demonstratives
difference 117,118
derivations 35,36,52-55

204,265

agentive suffix
comparison table
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problem plurals
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5,6 number word

7-10
1-3.

6 objects
6,7
3,4

6 passive
4,5 phonetic transcription 1

predicate 61,66-68
preference 97

prepositions
clause introducers
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of phrases 1

188,189

171,172

57,

168,169
165

132-134
166,167
123-125
'140,141
142-146
137,138
139,140
138,139

.183,184

167,168
101-103

59,60
51,52

101
.208.

60
169,170

83,84
a
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141,142

211.

99,100
149
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position of phrases 162
two-word verbs 81-83,114-116
vocabulary problems 197-201
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inflection
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questions
affirmative-negative
answers to negatives
echo
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wh- questions
word order

44,47
144-146

(wh- words) 147-153 '
155-160
122,123

romanization
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comparison
complex
compound
embedded
exclamatory

similarity
stress

,subject
subjunctive
syllables
Chinese
English
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inflection
past
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present
progressive

time words
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verbs
agreement
auxiliaries
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/ 75
78, 79

27,28
79,80
28,76
75-77

29-34

table 62-65
70,71,121

70,71
160,161

28
117,118

24,25,58,59,99
61,65,66,95,96,98

108-110

18-21
21 -24

20

40-44
104

104,105
103

105,106
127,128

17,18

4

gerund 88-90,92-94,119-121
129,130,195

infinitive 88-90,92-94
i19-121,129,195

inflection 40-44,103-107
irregular verbs 112,113
Modal auxiliaries 110-112
negation 80,81
re'sultative verbs 116,117
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198,201
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Chinese
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word order
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107,108
94,95,99
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WORD INDEX

Items in this index are English words used inthe
text to illustrate particular phonological fT grammatical
problems. English words whiO present particular problems
in vocabulary usage are listed alphabetically at the be-
ginning of Chapter 6.

136,137
136-437

54'
129
128

35,46
51,54

51
38
38

99,100,114
54
54

98,163,164
121
27,
127
72

118,A19
121

99,100
0 55, dance
'55 democraby
. doctor

doctoral
47 do .

42,90-93,112,113 doe
111 dog
71 doubtful about
121 dozen
43 draw
43 drink
85 duchess
59 duck
43 'duke

'45
130,131

82 eat
51 -er
40 -est
40 even

a
an
ability
about to
accustomed to
act
actor
actress
advice
advise
afraid of
agile
agility
a little
allow
almost
always
and

ask
aware =of
awful ,

awfully

bag
be
be able" to
before
begin
bend
,bite
black
book
bore
bright
bring
bring in
buck
buffalo
buffaloes
bull
but
buy

call up
can

can't help
cat
certain that
chief
chiefs
child
childish
cigar:
circle
cock
comb
combat
come.
comedian
comedienne
contract
could
counteratt
cow

c.

129
59,60
99,100

40
40
55
55
59
59

'51,52
101
59
42
51
51
59

110,111
35

51,52,59

48.

171
54
54.

61,76,77,81,99,123
51 '

59
99,100,

- 172
42
42

e

51
59
51

51,52 ..er
72 every
43 exuberance

expect

82,114,115
110,111

213

42,43
50,51,166-168

50,51;165
163.

155-160
170,171

171
121
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face
,fact that
fast
feed
fife,
fifes
find
first

38
153
47
44
40'
40
43
60

fit of anger 171
fling 43
for '83,84,134
form, . 42

founded 43
,friendly 35

gander
_go
goose
grasseb

51
42

51,59
b

140

hamlet -59

have A2,112,113-
have to 112
he 44,45
hear 42,44,121
he-goat 51
help .88
hen 51,52
her 44,45,145
hers 145
here 67,68
hero 40,51
heroine 51
heros 40
him 44,45
his 145,146
hope 121
how 155-160
human 55

humane 55.

if 72,108,110,160,161
import 59

in order to 89

-insist on 114,115
institute 143,144
institute's lt3;144
interests 47
interview 57

it 95,96

'keep
kitten
knife
knives
know

lamb
laundryman
laundrywoman
lay
lead
leaf
leaves
less
let
lie
light
like
-1y

make
mare
may
might
millionaire
mine
more
most
much
multimillionaire
itust

Y.

need
never
no
not

object
object to
of
one
open
organisth
organist
organize
ox
oxen

214

88,89
59,60
39,40
39140
-160'

59
51
51
43
44-

40
40

89,99
121,122.

43
43 ,

119,121
45,52,54125.

121,122
51

111,112
112

145
98,99

49
163
35

112
145

112
127

75,77-79
80,89,124

59
82,114,115
100,171,172

136,137
42 -
57
57
57

38,39.
38,39
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pamphlet
pastor
pastoral
people
phase.
phenomena
pbonemenon
photograph
photography
photographical
pincers
plan
poor
poorly
potato
potatoes
pretty
produce
progress
project
protest

r--

. question of importance
quiet

rainy.
rare
react to
read
rebound
record
redress
refuse
reject

A

rend
rent

say
scissors
see
seem
second
several
several of
shall
she 4

sheep
she-goat
should
sing

41

89,90
59
54
54

166,167
38
39
39
25
25
25
39

121
35
35
40

: 40
45;48

59
59
59
59

162.

46,47

35
35
85

113
42,44

59
59
57
57
59
43
43

160
39

42,43,121
.152

60
169
169

110,111
44,45
38,39

51
110,111

43

sit 42,43
slacks 39
sleep 42
slightly 163
slow, 45,52
slowly 45,52
somewhat a
spars 38
sparse' 38
stallion 51
stand 1. 42
start 121
still " 163
stream 59
'subject 59
sure about 99,100

take 130,131.
talk 42
taste 54
tasteful 54
tend -43
that 100,136,142,147

149,153,154
the -135138,164
then 72
there 67,68,96'
think ' 160 -
think of 113
third ' 60
this

.
136,141,142'

throw 42
to 83,84
tomato 40
tomatoes 40

unfriendly
unlike
used to

35
1 119

128,129

walk 42
want 97,121
what 156
when 71,106,107,155
where 160
whether 160,161
which 147,149,150

155-160
while 106,107,
white
whiten

'35,45--
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who 147-150,155-160
whom 147 -149

whose 147-149-.

will. 110,111,123
wife . 40-

wish 108-110

wives 1
40' r

would 110,111,123
would like 26,97

write
. "42

yes 75,77-79
your 145,146

yours .
145
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